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Editorial
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Trends in training

This issue of "Training for Progress" may be criticised for attempting to do the impossible. Its purpose has been to bring together the principal lines of thought and action over
the past 'six years in the wide field of vocational training and education, as seen through the
material published in " CI RF Abstracts ". The 196os have perhaps been particularly fast
moving in this field. We have wanted to assemble and bring the reader what we have observed in the course of our documentation work, and at the same time to check whether the

abstracts service is truthfully and fairly reporting the major trends and developments.
We believe that the 112 pages of this issue provide interesting reading for education
and training specialists, for organisers and administrators of training programmes
and for manpower planners the world over. We hope it will suggest new lines of action
and research in whflt is an increasingly vital and complex field.
CI RF Abstracts, 1961-1967

A constantly updated reference source on vocational training and education, a
comprehensive and readily accessible guide to what is going on in the world in the
training of workers, supervisors and training staff, technicians and other skilled
personnel in all fields of economic activity: that was what we had in mind when the
first volume of " CIRF Abstracts " was launched towards the end of 1961. Some 18
months later we made a first assessment of the current and possible future coverage
of the newly established service.
On the basis of an extensive sampling we concluded that more than 20,000 items
laws, regulations, books, research reports, idea articles and descriptive notes on
successful or particularly interesting pilot experimentswould have to be catalogued
each year if we were to cover the whole range of questions in reasonably adequate
fashion. And even so, we knew that this figure excluded a number of categories of
documentation and materials waich some people would undoubtedly like to have
covered. We did not include, for instance, text-books, job or trade descriptions, training

other materials used in

tests and
syllabi, correspondence courses, teaching aids,Had
we done so, the over 20,000-item
vocational guidance, training and skill testing.
and attempted to
list would certainly have more than doubled. Had we gone further,
many thousand occasional
extend the abstracts covetage to include, in addition, theinterviews
and other items
papers and conference docmnents, and the speeches,
completely out Of hand.
reported in the daily press, the flow would have got
project in 1963 to review
This sampling and these calculations formed part of a
volume of " CI RF
the editorial policy and selection criteria applied in producing ecch planning stage of
early
Abstracts ". Over the six years which have passed since the
years, the abstracts have

past 3-4
the service, and more particularly during the their
objective? Certainly their g",(.ochanged in many respects. Are they achieving CIRF
Abstracts " had a strongly
"
graphical :Tope has been widened. Originally
Council of Europe
European bias, to take account of the special requirements of the Community, the
Economic
and the 11.0's other partners in the service, the European
Organisation
for European Economic
European Coal and Steel Community and the then Co-operation and Development).
Co-operation (now the Organisation for Economic
a world-wide coverage and
From 1964 on, the abstracts have worked towards
in or about most countries of the
today include summaries of documents published
world.
From applying a relatively narrow
Their technical scope has also been enlawd.
of operation, we have gradually
concept of vocational training during the iirst year
in the far wider field
extended the coverage to include major trends and research
development ". This gradual
implied by the currently popular term," human resources
important developmental
change is representative of what is probably by far the most
to examine
trend in the vocational training field in the 196os. It is no longer possible
context.
vocational training per se. It must be seen in its social and economic
", our editorial policy
In thus extending the technical scope of the " CIRF Abstracts
common need. Future economic develophas therefore merely recognised a current and
the stock of skilled manpower available
ment, whatever the country, depends on
out practical technical work at high quality
to put technologies into practice, to carry
growth.
level. And social advancement is itself dependent on economic
Six broad sectors
the technical scope of the abstracts
It is this broadening of the geographical anddifficult
and more interesting. Quite
which has made the present survey both more
organisations and firms will

obviously, the interests and preoccupations of countries, of the country concerned.
vary with the level of the economic and social development
making up this issue.
This is clearly borne out in each of the six chapters
and technical background against
We have dealt first with the social, economic
tendencies must be viewed. Population
which the individual developments, trends and
theories and applications of manpower
&rends, economic development plans, the
of a countryyoung
forecasting and planning, the social aspirations of the people
in education and training and
and adult, rural and urbanweave individual patterns
is the complex problem, which is just
affect both. Also touched on in this chaptergoals
and assigning priorities in national
beginning to gain prominence, of determining
principles and policies
plans. In this chapter, too, are to be found the underlying
youth, of retraining
guiding action to solve the problems of out-of-school, out-of-work
2

older workers and workers displaced by technical change, of integrating the physically
and otherwise handicapped worker into the active labour force, of looking after the
needs of the socially and economically disadvantaged groups of society.
Chapter II gives the highlights in the changes which have occurred, or are under
discussion, in the national systems and organisational structures of education and training.

What are the changes in concepts of education? How long are children staying
on at school? How should the school prepare them for their entry into the world of
work? When should they start real vocational training? What are the relative merits
and demerits of school-based training and training organised within the undertaking?
What arrangements are made, if any, for ensuring the worker's permanent access to
further training and education, in the interests of the individual and of national social
and economic progress?

By discussing the recent educational reform movements in France, Poland, the
USSR and Sweden, for instance, it is possible to acquire an insight into the implications of the prolongation of compulsory schooling, the polytechnical concept of education and the integrated approach to education. The controversies over the responsibility

for training are clearly visible in the legislative action taken, or under discussion in
the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, and in practically
all the developing countries over the past ten years or so. But the latter countries are
also under numerous pressures which deserve and have been given special attention in
this and in the other chapters.
Closely linked to the changes in the organisation and content of education and
training, vocational guidance has gained new importance in the over-all pattern during
the past few years. It is a sector which has not perhaps been paid enough attention
in the past, but which is likely to expand and develop along new lines in the next
decade or so. Chapter III attempts to outline some of the recent developments in this
field and to sketch some of the research lines of the future.
Separate chapters have been devoted to trends and developments in the training
of supervisors and technicians and the equally vital sector of teaching and instructing staff

for vocational schools and industry-based training programmes. These are the
staff of whom, in the final analysis, teclmical development and economic progress

stand most in need. Without instructors to train the rising generations, without
technicians to translate the engineer's plans into practical action, without supervisors
to implemen+ with the workers, the decisions and objectives of middle-,level and higher
management, economic growth will remain an objective impossible to. achieve. Why
then, when all recognise the importance of these categories of personnel in the economic
structure of the country, are they so chronically in short supply? \\ At is being done
to speed up or to improve the training process? To what extent have some of thstraining
programmes, often being tried out on an experimental basis, been successful? Whew.
have they met snags? Chapters IV and V have tried to ,give an over-all view of these

two critical fields, to describe some of the long-term reorganisation plansand the
short-term measures to meet specific needs and situations.
The final chapter of this survey deals with training methods and teaching aids,
It is a chapter of experiment and research, indicative of the new approaches being
applied in attempts to solve some of the problems and situations discussed in the
earlier chapters. New techniques and new needs give,rise to new training xequiremenOs
and to a spirit of experimentation. This is clearly shown up -in the abstracts. What is
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and
also shown just as clearly is the tendency for the dividing line between theoretical
are tending
practical instruction to become blurred. Simulation techniques in training potential
of
to bring the workshop right into the classroom, while research into the
the computer to store and dispense information at need seems likely to bring theoretical
instruction within the reach of the man on the job.

CI RF Abstracts, 1968-been
of course, there are topics and events which have been left out, or have documentiowd only in passing. Given the space at our disposal in this issue and our and
mentation basis, and accepting the need to cover a field which is geographically
technically so extensive, a survey such as this cannot lay claim to being exhaustive.
have set a standard
Some of the shortcomings we are already only too aware of. We
which sometimes is difficult to live up to: we want to report direct from the original
whose validity and value
source, not merely to reproduce data from secondary sources
material published
we are unable to check. We know that, as a result, our coverage of needs improving.
East
in Chinese, apanese and other languages of Asia and theofFar
our
major documentation
The relative value of sources of information is one
difficulties. This is not a mere matter of language, however. The volume and quality
tremendously from one country to
of written material in our fields of interest vary
of Europe
another. The numerous specialised journals published in most countries
world.
In the
regions of the
and North America often have no counterpart in otherwhich
can serve as a basis for
developing countries, there is little published material
or believed, the developing
an abstract. Yet, contrary to what is frequently suggested
innocountries are today those in which some of the most advanced and important these
every one of
vat;ons and developments in training are taking place. In almost
are
countries new methods of training are being tried out, new training materials
successfully
being developed, experimental programmes and pilot projects are being
applied.
and by
We know, for instance, of much valuable work being done by UNESCO literacy
national governments in the field of fundamental education or work-oriented
programmes. But our sources of information have yiekled little published material on
of the tremendous
it which can be used for the abstracts service. We are also aware
volume of informal training being done in small shops, not only in the developing
is the
countries but elsewhere as well. In most instances, this type of in-service training
ever
only training which the vast majority of workers in the developing countries
journals
receive. But once again, this is a topic which is rarely discussed in training
and other printed material suitable for abstracting.
of emThe manpower and economic planners are fully conscious that the creation
ployment opportunities is just as important for the underdeveloped or disadvantaged
facilities. Without the
areas of the world as the provision of training programmes and
this is a
former the impact of the training programmes will be rendered void. Yet

problem which is only touched on here and there in training and manpower development
documentation.
In view of the urgent need for supervisors in the developing countries, remarkably

nucleus of
little mention is made of the need and the way to create the necessary
is cried from the
supervisory staff in these countries. The shortage of technicians
silence.
rooftops, but the lack of indigenous supervisory staff is virtually passed over in
4

Neveillwless, much is being dow to train foremen and others in supervisory functions.
There are, for instance, many cases of training being organised jointly for supervisors
and vocational instructors, both in their instructing functions and for general upgrading
pur poses.

What, under certain circumstances, should be the content of training programmes
and syllabi? What should be (low to encourage girls to enter fields of technical and
vocational training which in the past have been exclusively reserved for boys? Our
information is sporadic, at best.
These are all topics and aspects on which more information is needed, to which
more attention should be given by the planner, the educator and the research worker.
To them should perhaps be added another: the need to reconsider the objectives of
education and training. Goals research is a relatively new field. Applied to education
and training it presents countries with the dilemma of allocating scarce resources, of
sometimes choosing between quality and quantity, perhaps of readjusting sights and
trying to find an appropriate solution to the problem.
There is no one answer to any of these questions. The field for research is wide
open. We hope that in the next fVw years they will be dealt with more extensively in
training journals and other documentation, so that new and original material on
them can be included in future volumes of " CIRF Abstracts."
Modern documentation work in vocational trainingand we believe that the
" CIRF Abstracts " are an example of how it may be donehas two tasks. There is
the task of providing a systematic basis for research on vocational training and related
subjects. There is the educational task of helping the specialists broaden their view§
and of opening new horizons to them.
What we have tried to do in this issue is to outline the trends of development in
order to show where are today's horizons in the vocational training field.
SVEN GRABE
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I. Economic, social and technical aspects

The back-drop against which the trends and developments of the 196os in the
fields of education and training must be viewed is composed of a number of social,
economic and technical factors interwoven in an infinite variety of complex patterns.
Even within a given country, let alone within a continent or a specific group of countries,
there is rarely a single, dominant theme. Moreover, it is sometimes extremely difficult

to say whether a particular development has been prompted chiefly by an economic
or by a social motive.
Was it principally concern for the plight of the individual under-educated, underemployed unskilled worker in Southern Italy which led the Cassa per il Mezzogiorno
to develop a prevocational programme, whose cost runs into millions of lire, for the
II-to-14-year olds in the Calabrian peninsula (1), or was it recognition of the waste
their situation represents to the economy of the region and the country as a whole?

Action on behalf of socially or economically disadvantaged populationsthe

Esquimaux living in scattered set t lements in the outer Northern Territories of Canada
(2), the indigenous population of Papua and New Guinea (3), the Australian aborigines
in New South Wales, Western Australia and the Northern Territory (4, 5), the inhabitants of remote mountain villages in Switzerland (6) as well as the crucial Negro and

other minority groups in the USA (7)must inevitably be put down to both social
and economic motivations.
National endeavours to integrate physically handicapped workers into the active

labour force may have been prompted by recognition that treatment as a normal
part of the workforce is the best possible therapy for the disabled person himself.
They may equally as well be the result of concern over the loss of his potential skills
to the economy and over the financial burden of keeping him in a service establishment

if the latter course of action is not strictly necessary because of the gravity of his
disability.
The demand for, and the newly reinforced drive to provide more and better education and training are indicative as much of a spontaneous movement for the acquisition
6

of the skills and knowledge which will help the individual to advance along the social
scale, as of a desire to equip him to make a better contribution to the economy and to
society as a whole.

The two aspects are inextricably mingled. And through them both runs a third
factor: the exceedingly rapid evolution of technical change over the past two decades.

Common themes and trends
Despite this extreme variety in events and the complexity of the patterns, however,

it is nevertheless possible to distinguish two ideas which seem to act as common
denominators in the vocational training field. There is first of all recognition that
vocational training is dealing with peoplepeople of all ages and all walks of life.
As such, one of its main objectives must be to achieve, to the greatest extent possible,
the personal development and satisfaction of the individual. Secondly, there is recog-

nition that vocational training is onebut only oneof the tools for economic
growth. Used properly, it can help to pre-note both the prosperity of the nation and
the fulfilment of the social aspirations of the individual.
The variety in national economic and social structures, and the complex national
heritage of the individual countries preclude any but the very broadest conclusions
as regards trends and tendencies in the field of education and training. It is perhaps
safe to say only that there is a new and general awareness of the complexity of the
interactions of social and economic policies and levels of industrial development, a
growing awareness of public responsibility in this field and, at the same time, recognition
of the need for a global approach, for comprehensive planning if some of the problems

raised are to be solved.
These three elements have had the effect of forcing vocational training out of its
previous isolation. It is no longer the preserve of the educationists and vocational
training specialists. It is more and more being consistently included in the sphere of
economic and social planning.

Populations and policies
One of the main preblems in attempting to determine trends on a world-wide
basis is, of course, that countries and peoples have developed, and always will develop
at different rates. They experience the same phenomena but at different stages in time.

At any one period, therefore, it is possible to see different and often diametrically
opposed trends and tendencies.
" Population explosion " is an expression which is in frequent use. A report prepared
by SENAC, the Brazilian National Commercial Apprenticeship Service, in 1964 for

a conference on the demographic situation and on socio-econornic factors affecting
employment and vocational training policies in Latin America, pointed out that the
population of Brazil was expected to have risen from some 75.3 million in 1962 to
116.3 million by 1975a more than 50% increase (8). According to figures prepared
two years later for a conference of Ministers of Education and Ministers responsible
for Economic Planning in Latin America (sponsored jointly by UNESCO and the UN
Economic Commission for Latin America), the population of the whole region will have
shown a 65% increase between 1965 and 1980, a period of only 15 years (9). The same
type of statistics could be gathered for Africa and for virtually all the countries of Asia.
7

Allowing for a reasonable margin of ern 4. for lack of, on the One hand adequate
machinery for collecting population statistics in these countries, and on the other
reliable data for use as base year, it is still clear that the major concern of these countries
as regards their education, training and employment policies will be quite different to
the preoccupations of countries which have experienced contrary demographic trends.
Between 1053 and 103, for instancy, the working population of the United Kingdom
increased faster than the total ixpolation increase
an(1 o.6%, increases per annum
respectively), but over the next to-year period the trend will be reversed: an O.4%
labour force increase compared to an o.()% rise in p)pulation (to). his is fairly typieal
of mmt of the countries of Eun ye: what was kimwn as the " batik of the bulge " is
over; the impact of tlw new rise in the birth-rate will not be felt for some years to come.
In nunch, perhaps over, simplified terms, therefore, there are two groups of countries.
One group comprises countrks struggling with a population growth which surpasses

all possibility to feed adequately, let alone to educate the individual and provide
him with gainful and useful employment countries with a vast majority of their
population under 25 years of age and coming from a largely rural background. The

second group consists of those with a low average rate of population increase, and with

an ageing and largely urban population. But even here there is no hard and fast rule.
India and Brazil, like most other developing countries in which vast industrial cities
have grown up over the span of a generation or two, logically belong to the first group,
but are faced with all the problems of the large urban agglomerations and the drift
away from the land. Italy and the USA, both highly industrialised and economically
(leveloped, at the sanw time have to deal with jx)ekets or regions of under-development
with low-inconw and inadequately trained and educated segments of the p4pulation.

To meet these several situations, parallel lines of action have developed. The
dominant theme is that of ensuring that all segments of the labour force contribute
to the fullest possible extent to the economic expansion of the community and country
concerned. This is a common objective. The means for achieving it vary. In labour
shortage areas and economies, effort, lend to be directed towards expanding the active
labour force by recuperating and reintegrating in it categories of personnel whose
productive capacity would otherwise be lost. In labour surplus areas there is likely
to be a two-pronged approach to create employnwnt opportunities and at the same
time to increase the individual's capacity to produce i.e. to combat under-employment.
But even so there are inevitably going to be manpower shortages and surpluses side
by side. There is no country which does not deplore a shortage of technical staff of
varying types and levels, yet in many countries unemployment is relatively high among
persons who have achieved a certain level of education (usually junior secondary level)
but have not acquired at the same time more specialised and marketable skills. Despite
expectations to the contrary, shortages exist with respect to certain categories of manual
worker. There is still ample incentive to emigrate, but all too often the emigrant is of
a calibre which could be useful to his couniry of origin; his withdrawal from the home
labour force frequently leaves a gap which needs to oe filled. There is therefore a need
both to stimulate and redistribute employment and to put the workers in a position
that is, give them the requisite skills to take advantage of the employment opportunities made available.
This survey is more particularly concerned with the latter aspect. But, as already
indicated above, education and training policies and trends can no longer be studied

separately. They must be examined in conjunction with the economic, social and
political liackgrounds of which they are a part.

Manpower forecasting and planning
Assessment of existing training facilities and their ability to do the job required
of them is increasingly being based on systematic manpower surveys and forecasts
of occupational trends and skill requirements, the latter lying established in the light
of economic development plans. Seen through the abstracts this tendency has achieved
a very marked crescendo over the past six years. It was barely touched on in volume 1.
In an abstract on France, manpower forecasting was qualified as unsatisfactory because
based on a statistical system which was irregular and generally inadequate (II); in
am.other, from the USSR this time, it was mentioned as a field for research (12) ; in a
third case it was merely implicit as one of the elements to be taken into consideration
in determining training syllabi for the anticipated greatly accelerated demand in the
USA for lower-level staff in operative and service occupations (13). By 1967, with the

sixth volume, the discussion presented through the abstracts has attained almost
disproportionate importance in relation to both the space at our disposal and the other
aspects which need to be covered.
A conclusion of imbalance would not, however, be entirely justified. The growing
volume of abstracts on manpower and educational planning is also indicative of the
importance which is now being given to this field of activity. As stated in one of the
reports considered at the United Nations Conference on the Application of Science
and Technology for the Benefit of the Less Developed Areas (UNCSAT, Geneva, 1962),

manpower assessment and planning and the planning of education and trainingin
other words investment in human capital or " human resources development "
have become the focus of discussion (4).
The abstracts on this broad subject tend to fall into two categories. Tlwre are
those which are concerned with theories and nwthedologies of aFsessnu at, and those

which recount the conclusions reached with the application of one or other of
the methods to a given country, area, occupational field, etc. The abstract on the
UNCSAT report just referred to, and one on another paper submitted to the same
conference, are two of the earliest in the human re:.ources developm(nt series and
usefully provide some of the basic principk s imd concepts as regards objectives and
methods (14, 15).

" The planning of education, training and employment on tlw basis of
manpower assessment techniques must be integrated with economic planning.
" Manpower assessment aims at measuring the supply of manpower aml

the capacity of the educational and training facilities, at translating the
objectives of the deveh)pment plan into terms of manpower requirements
and, by confronting these data, at working out an education, training and
employment programme.

" Education and training are a lengthy process. The general direction
of economic development should therefore be determined at the outset.
Subsequent policy changes will entail lengthy and costly reorganisation of
the manpower devehipment structure.

" Manpower planning must enhance all skill levels and must be continuously adapted to changing requirements...
9

" To meet the immediate needs for skilled manlx)wer, accelerated training
techniques evolved in the economically advanced countries should be used.
The long-term training programnw shoukl provide broader basic training...

In the early stages it should cohcentrate on the training of instructors.
" Since industry is little developed in the economically less advanced
countries, the governments will have to take over the main responsibility
for skill training and create sufficient training institutions...

" Management training has high priority... Sound management may

help close the economic gap between developing and advanced countries."
As regards the actual procedures to be followed, one of the papers noted seemingly
general agreement that estimates of future manpower requirements must be expressed
in terms of educational and/or training categories. It may be necessary to arrive at
such estimates via estimates in terms of first industrial sectors and then occupational
groups. They should be made within an accounting frame comprising the whole labour
force, thus guaranteeing mutual consistency between the different estimates. Isolated
estimates, however, are still most commonly made for special categories (e.g. scientists,

doctors). The paper went on to indicate the four basic approaches to estimating
manpower requirements:
trend projection or extrapolation -the most commonly used method;

international analogies and comparisonbut a mechanical application of the
theory may be misleading;
direct estimates (from employers or experts) of future manpower requirements
but these run the risk of overestimating short-term changes and underestimating
long-term ones;
(4)

analytical studies, or basic research on the factors causing changes in the
occupational structure of an industry or in productivityan approach mainly
useful for supplementing other methods.

Since publication of these two abstracts, the advantages and disadvantages of the
different theories and approaches have been discussed from many viewpoints. The
following is a short list of some of the more interesting studies reported in the abstracts:
Hollister, writing in the " International Labour Review ", on the economics of
manpower forecasting (16);
DM's, in his paper on integration of manpower and educational planning into
over-all development planning, prepared for the African Institute for Economic
Development and Planning (17);
Tinbergen and Bos, writing for OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development) in 1965 on " a planning model for the educational requirements
of economic development " (i8)and the country studies applying the model to
Greece (19), Spain (20) and Turkey (21);
Grais, writing for OECD a year later, on methods of forecasting the active population by occupation and level of skill (22);
Zymelman's paper on skill re(luirements in manufacturing industries, prepared
in 1966 for the United Nations Committee for Industrial Development (UNCID)
(23);

Layard and Saigal's research report on educational and occupational characteristics

of manpoweran international comparison study based on data from more than
ioo countries (24);

I0

Horowitz, Zyntelman and Herrnstadt, writing on another research study on the
int ernat i(ntal conlparisons approach (25).

A recent offshoot of the discussion is the aspect (4 making an " optimum choice
between general and vocational education ", with the theory put forward by Correa
in " Kyklos " early in 1965 contested on various points by Corazzini and Bartell, in
the same journal, at the end of the year (26, 27).

Goals and priorities
Differences in demographic structure and in historical backgrounds result in different

emphases being given to particular aspects of education and training. Because of the
expansion in both population and primary education facilities in Africa, the rate at
which ymmg people are leaving s:hool is rising much faster than the rate at which
opportunities for initial " trainee jobs " leading to rewarding employment are expanding. Government services have a low rate of absorption. New industry is highly capitalintensive and expansion is slow in relation to the hopes and demands of job applicants.
The secondary effects of the establishment of large industriesespecially through
spontaneous entrepreneurshipwill not be felt for another decade (28).
For these and for all countries, an element of choice enters the picture, or a series
of choices in varying combinations. Given a limited portion of national income available
for expenditure on education and training, what proportion should be spent on primary,
secondary and higher education, on general education in relation to vocational and
technical education, on basic training for youth and on further education and training
for adults, on agricultural education and training in rural areas and on training in

industrial and commercial skills for urban populations? What percentage of the

population should be encouraged to go into higher, university level education, and in
what academic fields of study? These are questions for which there is no one answer.
They are also points on which the social and economic aspects of education and training
tend to become blurred or to merge.
As stated in an Australian article on the problems posed by rapid economic, social
and political change in developing countries, educational planning is both more important and more difficult than ever before. The choices nearly always lie between equally
desirable alternatives. Priorities have to be established between quality and quantity.
In the educational quality concept, a distinction has to be made between the actual
quality achieved by a given school system or programme and the appropriateness of
the system or programme for the recognised !weds of the country (29).
On the theoretical plane this " fitness aspect of the quality of education and training
links up with the relatively new concept of goals research as a nwthod for determining
priorities in national objectives. Goals research got its start in the USA in the late 1950s
with the establishment of President Eisenhower's Commission on National Goals.
More recently the US National Planning Association's Center for Priority Analysis
was set up to attempt to establish the interrelationships among recognised national
and individual goals- education, health, research, etc. Once the goals have been distinguished cost estimates can be calculated for their achievement and, by setting the
latter against the assumed GNP, it is possible to estimate the deficit in GNP for the
goals and to establish balanced priorities which will be within national means.
In his book " Goals, priorities and dollars ", Lecht points out some of the interesting
features of this new field of research but also some of the difficulties inherent in the

approach (3o). National goals change: neither the US space progranune nor manpower
retraining would have been in a list of national goals had one been established in the
USA for the umos.
Emphases change, too. Of 16 goals defined by the Center for Priority Analysis in
102, for instance, health and education occupied 7th and 8th place respectively; they
are expected to have moved up to 5th and 6th place by 1975. National defence, 2T1d in
1962, is expected to drop to 8th place, despite continued expansion of defence capabilities. Manpower retraining will have advanced from thth place to 15th, but since
expenditure on this item in 1962 was extremely low because the programnw itself
was in its infancy, the actual percentage increase (2,75o%) is highest of all the items

assessed. Accepting I% of the labour force as a reasonable standard for the rate in
1970-1975 of those receiving retraining would mean a retraining effort touching
between 800,000 and 900,00o persons each year. Such massive retraining, to be
successful, implies adequate training allowances, considerable invesiment in equipnwnt
and larger expenditures for research on teaching methods, motivation techniques,

programme and curricula adaptation, etc. But it also constitutes an alternative to
relieving poverty and joblessness through public welfare assistance and unemployment
compensation.

Action trends
Popular demand for education, and the principle of freedom of choice of education,
have resulted in imbalances in educational output which have serious repercussions on
economic growth. Applying the comprehensive, human remnirces development approach
to planning education and training entails both an over-all development of facilities
and programmes to meet estimated future needs and also remedial action. The first
line of action is dealt with in chapter II of this survey, which discusses trends in the
evolution of national systems of education and training. The main features of the
remedial action are discussed below. In effect it consists of two approaches:

(I) measures to recuperate out-of-school youth and to channel them into some
kind of training and/or further education which will give them a better chance
of gainful employment and social advancement ;

(2) provision of retraining and further training for adults whose initial qualificationswhatever their level no hmger suffice for suitable employment and
who are likely to become, or have already become, a charge on society.
Out-of-school youth
The situation of young pmple in a technically advanced society who leave school
prematurely is typified in the US President's message Mtroducing a new programme

for education in January 1963 and the "Special Labor Force Report : Out-of-school
Youth, February 1963 " which was released some 18 months later (3i, 32). Of 6.7 million
young people 16 to 21 years of age in February 9_ A 3, 45% had dropped out of school

before completing secondary education, 48% had completed secondary school ;Ind
7% had done post-secondary studies for I to 3 years. Of the 3 million who had no
secondary school diploma, 1.5 million had left in the 2nd or 3rd year at the minimum
school leaving age, and 750,000 had not got into secondary school at all.
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hit() pnnninence-- and into the C1R1 vocabulary- at
Th(. tenn " dropout "
about this tune and haS since beconle accepted or adapted into languages other than
English. The proportion of unemployed persons under 24 years of age was cause for
alarm, and nearly half of them had dropped Out of secondary school prematurely.
But at least 7o% of the dropouts had normal, or better than normal intelligence (33).

They left school from boredom, for economic reasons, for lack of timely encouragement.
These are the young people that national educational policies are trying to recuperate.
The differences between the US situation and the position prevailing in other
countries tend to be but differences of scale. The various solutions to the problem being
tried out are much the same, whatever the country : educational programmes better
adapted to present day conditions; more systematic vocational orientation and guidance; measures to remove the economic obstacles to training. To elhninate the economic
problenl France, for instance, has liberalised the system of family allowances to cover
children taking recognised part-time courses of related instruction (34). In Belgium a
decree issued in 1963 instituted a system of allowances or grants for young persons
(16 to 25 years of age) taking courses to improve their intellectual and social education
(35). The allowances provided for in vocational training legislation in Canada and
the USA have been progressively extended to cover participation in courses and

programmes other than those which are strictly concerned with the acquisition of
trade skills. One of the main innovations in the 1965 amendments to the US Manpower
Development and Training Act (MDTA) was the prolongation of the maximum period
for which training allowances were payable, so that persons with a severely deficient
educational background could receive a more adequate combination of basic education
and occupational training.

The proportion of young persons (16 to 22 years of age) eligible for MDTA allowances
was limited, however (36). This is a trend which can he observed in other countries,
too. It is less and less common for young people who have left school to be allowed

to drift into unskilled employment until they are eligible for stop-gap, short-term
training principally intended for retraining or upgrading adults. Instead, they are

increasingly being rennited into comprehensive training and educational programmes
which will give them a basis for their further development and training later on. In
the USA the main legislative action embodying these principles is the Vocational
Education Act of 1963. Among other measures, this Act instituted a comprehensive
system of grants, allowances and programmes to provide vocational education for
persons (a) attending secondary school, (b) who have completed or left secondary
school, (c) who need retraining to achieve stability or advancement in employment,
(d) who have academic, socio-economic or other handicaps hindering their success in
a regular vocational education programme (37). Another line of attack on the jobless
out-of-school-youth problem in the USA has been the establishment of the Youth
Conservation Corps to provide useful work experience opportunities for unemployed
youth and at the same time to accelerate federal programmes for land conservation
and for developing the country's natural resources and recreational activities (38).
In the developing countries action tends to concentrate on expansion of all youth

training facilities, somewhat on the basis that some educationany educationis
better than none at all. There are also examples of community service programmes
which have a triple purpose: continuing the basic education of persons with no further
possibilities of education open to them; the development of backward areas; a stemming

of the rural exodus. Examples of such action are the Civic Service instituted as an
I3

alternative to military service in Mali (39), the volunteer farm projects schemes in
Dahomey (40) and Nigeria (41) and the Yotmg Pioneers Movement in the Central
African Republic (42). Tlw latter movement and the Mali Civic Service, are in principle

compulsory but in practice voluntary: the number of applicants exceeds the progranune's capacity to accept and train and educate the young people. The cost of
the task is too great for the means available.
The problem of the out-of-school youth of these countries and of the countries of
Asia and Latin America, is likely to be the number I problem for the next generation
or two.

Retraining
Programmes for the retraining of workers whose skills have become, or are likely
to become obsolete because of technical change have come in for considerable discussion
over the past few years, for both their economic and their social consequences. From
the abstracts there seems almost to be a national progression through fairly distinct

phases. There have been articles describing the particular problems and solutions
attempted in a given branch of economic activity: the automation crisis in the mining
and chemical industries in the Federal Republic of Germany (43, 44), the manpower
implications of technological change in the off-shore maritime industry in the USA (45)
and the merchant navy of the United Kingdom (46), in the rolling mills of the Common
Market countries (47), the building industry in the USSR (48), the metalworking and
mechanical engineering industries in France (49), and the pulpwood logging industry

in Canada (50); and the multitudinous effects of automation, and in particular of
electronic data processing (EDP), in manufacturing as well as in the services sector,
e.g. the survey carried out in 1963 by the Canadian Department of Labour (5i).
There is the phase when plant-level or even industry-level research and action has

to be supplemented by national action. Some obvious examples belonging to this
phase are the US Manpower Development and Training Act and its subsequent amend-

ments (36, 52), the reinforcing of the Canadian Technical and Vocational Training
Assistance Act (53) and its replacement in 1967 by the Adult Occupational Training
Act (54), the creation of the French National Employment Foundation in 1963, with
powers to award retraining allowances to help wage earners in industry and commerce
to retain their earning capacity and combat unemployment induced by technological
change (55), the financial assistance programme launched by the Ministry of Labour
in the Federal Republic of Germany in 1962 to encourage workers to participate in
further training courses for upgradMg or promotion (56-58).
Assessment of efficacy

The third phase is the assessment of the retraining programmes launched by firms,

government services and other bodies concerned, to determine whether they are
achieving their objectives. One of the earliest such assessments recorded in the abstracts
was carried out in 1963 by the Norwegian Labour Market Board to determine what had

happened to 3,200 unemployed or underemployed persons, participants in short
(average length : II weeks) courses some 18 months after they had completed their
training (59). For a 6o% response: 50% had obtained permanent employment; 59%
had changed occupation.
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Farmers and forestry workers
Seamen
Fishermen
Craftsmen
Construction workers

Distribution
before training

Distribution
after training

338

215
45
39
505
355

145
103

302
347

A number of interesting research studies along these lines have been made in

the USA. An article on the recommendations of the Clark Sub-Committee on Employment and Manpower, published in the " Monthly Labor Review " in November 1964,
criticised the Manpower Development and Training Act and the Area Redevelopment
Act (ARA) for failing to come to grips with the real problems of retraining policy, e.g.
the over-emphasis of current local shortages as opposed to broader, regional or national
needs (6o). In 1964 the Department of Vocational Education, Pennsylvania State
University, carried out a comparative study of the effectiveness of retraining programmes under the Pennsylvania Retraining Act (1952), the ARA and the M DTA.
Allowing for differences in objective and approach which excluded real comparison,

the project reached two conclusions of general importance: retraining should be
carefully planned and be a permanent and continuing activitythe " crash programme
approach " is of doubtful effectiveness (6f ).
These conclusions were echoed in those reached in a survey report on retraining

programmes in selected European countries published in 1965 by the US Office of
Manpower, Automation and Training (62).

A research project on the long-term impact of a one-lirm retraining programme
in the USA provides some interesting data on motivation to train: poorly educated
workers are less likely to volunteer for retraining than better educated workers, older
persons than younger employees, and high seniority men than low seniority men (63).
Success formulae

Retraining and further training were also the subject of an OECD project which in
1965 reported on the retraining activities in selected firms (steel pro(luction, manufacture of stainless steel articles, steam and electric power producing plant in a steel mill,
manufacture of telecommunications equipment, brick manufacture, newsprint and
paperboard manufacture) in six different countries in Europe and North America (64).
From this and from other studies, a number of guiding principles have evolved:
firms needing to retrain their workers should ensure that their vertical and horizontal
lines of communication are good ;
a firm anticipating a technological change should carry out preparatory studies
.to find out how many of its workers will be affected and in what way, and the
extent to which the wGrkers' skills can be adjusted;
in some cases training programmes should be longer than strictly necessary, so as
to enable a greater number of potentially good workers to finish the courses.successfully;
whenever possible, first-line supervision must be allowed to play a useful role in
the training programme, and the training should take place on the premises, where
the worker feels at home.
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Four lines of government action, used singly or in combination, are suggested in
the report :
(i) development of technical and/or vocational schools to serve the manpower
needs of an industry financial support coming from both the industry concerned and the community;
(2) development of technical and vocational training facilities by the community,
with the government offering financial and technical support to firms requiring
to adapt the skills of their adult workers;
(3) incentives to encourage trade and industrial associations to create manpower
service units advising on matters such as analysis of the impact of technological
change on manpower requirements, assessment of skill changes needed to
meet technical change, assistance in the training of instructors for retraining
programmes;
(4) financial assistance to firms anticipating technological or similar changes likely

in the cost of
to require adjustment of their work force (e.g. participation (14
the actual
(a) studying the manpower impact of a proposed innovation,
adaptation of the workers' skills).

Benefit-cost assessment

The fourth phase in the retraining progression is the calculation of the costs of
retraining in order to determine the benefit-cost relationship to other types of training
and education. This is a comparatively recent development and the examples in the
abstracts are almost exclusively from the USA.
The high investment involved in retraining programmes makes it increasingly

important to assess their effectiveness. Such an evaluation should attempt to determine,
in particular:
(I) the gains in employment earnings in relation to the direct costs and opportunity
costs (the income foregone during the training course) of retraining;
(2) the time it takes both the trainee and society to recover the costs of retraining;
(3) the returns that can be expected from the retraining investment.
discussed
Some of the problems involved in collecting relevant and usable data were in June
Boulder, Colorado,
at a Research Conference on Unemployment held at research
and evaluation con1964 within the framework of a 4-year programme of
ducted by the University of California (65).
carried out under
A pilot project on benefit-cost analysis of manpower retraining was
five groups of
controlled conditions in West Virginia under a Ford Foundation grant :
workerstrainees, dropouts from retraining programmes, persons accepted as trainees
but who failed to take the courses, " rejects ", i.e. persons not accepted for training,
random from local
a basic control group of unemployed " non-trainees " selected atby
mailed questionemployment service fileswere interviewed in 1962, followed up
naires and again interviewed in 1963 and 1964. Despite its limitations (smallness of
trainees and non-trainees,
the group, dissimilarity of the personal characteristics of the
of training and the income

the method used for determining the opportunity cost
derived by the trainee from his training), the study provided evidence that the real
benefit and potential benefits of manpower retraining substantially outweigh costs.
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It also demonstrated, however, the impossibility of distinguishing the effects of the
specialised skill acquired in a training course from other advantages, such as increased
versatility and positive impact in job interviews, attributable simply to the fact of
having completed a course (66).
Attempts have also been made to determine the relative benefits and costs of
retraining the hard-core (or long-term) unemployed as compared to the more easily
retrainable. A study of M DTA retraining programmes in Connecticut shows that the
hard-core unemployed cost more to train: their level of education is usually lower so
they are more likely to need remedial courses in basic education; their cost in training
allowances will be higher, and so will their dropout rate. Once trained, however, they
do get jobs and their subsequent employment stability is high; their gain in income
has been proportionately higher and the government's savings in subsequent unemployment costs are estimated as seven times higher for the retrained hard-core group than
for the others.
Nevertheless, concludes the abstracted article, the economic benefits of retraining

the hard-core jobless do not equal the costs. Economically, it would be sounder to
concentrate on retraining the better qualified workers. Their capacity and motivation
for training are greater and they can be trained for certain more senior posts that the
hard-core unemployed could never hold even with optimum training. In addition, the
less employable workers would still benefit indirectly through a " vacuum " effect,
since when any worker is upgraded he leaves a vacancy into which an unemployed
person of lower skill level will be drawn.
" Under such circumstances, the direct costs to society from training a normal
unemployed person would be no higher, but the aggregate benefit and savings would
be greater. Except, therefore, in cases where, because of large numbers of workers
who are not equipped to do any job at all, a vacuum effect would not operate, retraining
the hard-core unemployed is not economically advantageous." (67)

Vocational rehabilitation

Retraining of the physically handicapped is one of the aspects of vocational
training which fulfils both a social and an economic purpose, but until comparatively
recently it is the former which has been the dominant feature. As pointed out in a.
book on the economics of vocational rehabilitation, published in the USA in 1965,
invalidity and disablement have varied and far-reaching repercussions on the national
economy. Quoting from the relevant abstract : " The direct consequence of invalidity
is a decrease of national income resulting from reduced production. To this should
be added the personnel needed for looking after the handicapped, which represents a
further reduction of the national product. In the United States of America there are
between three and four and a half million handicapped persons who are incapable of
gainful employment, and almost as many whose wage-earning capacity is limited. The
global cost in terms of wages lost as a result of invalidity is estimated at more than
US $1 L000 million. Furthermore, the care and personal services needed by handicapped persons represent an additional burden on the taxpayer." (68)

The cost to other countries can be calculated by adjusting the basic figures for
the number of handicapped persons in the country, their probable earning power, etc.
In a tight employment market situation, the numbers involved and the loss of their
skills become important factors for economic growth. The full employment situation
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in European countries since the 195os is therefore probably One of the main reasons
for the considerable amolmt of at tentient being paid to vocational rehabilitation during
the period under review, and for the strides which have been made towards a new
attitude towards the disabled in employnwnt.
In nearly all cases the accent is on careful plaiming and integration of all the services
concerned: medical, vocational, scholastic, placement. This was highlighted early
oil in the abstracts in a descriptiem of a model rehabilitation centre at Heidelberg in
the Federal Republic of Germany (69). The same tlwme was repeated in an article On the

guiding principles of rehabilitation pAicy in Switzerlaml (7o) and in the conclusions
reached by an ILO-sponsored seminar on vocational rehabilitation which studied, in
particular, the comprelwnsive rehabilitation system, with its network of co-operative
workshops, set up for tlw disabled in Poland (71). It is the key to the decision ill the
USSR to set up two large rehabilitation centres, one in Moscow titel the other in
Leningrad, which will combine, in one co-ordinated unit, all the rehabilitation facilities
now provided in different establishnwnts and under different forms (hospitals, sanatoria,
courses, etc.) scattered all over the Russian Federation (72).
It is typical of modern attitudes to disablement that the handicapped person is
no longer automatically directed into tmdemanding jobs, sheltered employme nt and
occupations " traditionally considered suitable for them. An equally important pri-aciple stated in a German article is that handicapped persons must be helped to maintain
their social status (73). A great deal of research is still needed on trainirg methods for
the handicapped and on medical/teclmical aids and devices to help achieve this objective.

Some of these fields for research are discussed in a memorandum prparcd by the
Central Committee for Rehabilitation in Sweden in 1963 (74); an article from Norway
outlines ways to improve in-plant training (75). While institutional care and sheltered
workshops remain essential for certain categories of handicap, the trend is towards
integrating disabled persons as soon as possible into a normal occupational environment.
It follows that new occupational fields are being opened up for the physically handi-

capped. The abstracts contain references to training blind persons for computer

programming and electronic data processing in the USA (76, 77) and as yarn spinners

in Israel (78). In Switzerland persons with various handicaps are being trained as
punched-card specialists (79). Four examples do not make a trend, but they point
the way.
For the developing countries of the world, the problem of the disabled is still solely
a social one. Employment opportunities are short for the well, non-existent for the
handicapped. A series of three articles on India presents a typical picture of the size

of the problem and stage of solution (80-82). A beginning is being made, but the
experimenting is largely being clone by outside agencies and private institutions, for

example t'w UN demonstration project for training blind rural workers in Uganda (83).
These countries lack the economic compulsion present in the labour-short countries

of Europe and North Americawhich is perhaps why the government of Somalia
passed a law in 1963 to oblige employers to employ one handicapped person for every
3o fit workers on their payroll (84).

Training for the mentally retarded and the " backward " child and adolescent is

another problem which is being discussed in many quarters. Isolated references, descrip-

tions of programmes and experimental projects have been included in the abstracts
but the field is still virtually unknown in vocational training literature.

.4-

The disadvantaged
Two studies on the training of the hard-core unemployed a demonstration research
project under the auspices of OMAT to test the efficacy of training programmes for

hard-core unemployed in Virginia (85) and a paper on the causes and remedies of
hard-core unemplovnwnt in Detroit (86)- show up another socio-econo_nic aspect
of vocational training. The latter, ill particular, demonstrates clearly the cumulative
impact of all the social elements which can mean that a person is included under the
single term disadvantaged ", and of which lack of education and skills is only one
item among many.

.o

The out-of-school youth may not have been socially or economically disadvantaged
to start with ; he may simply have been bored, but he runs the risk of ending up among
the hard-core unemployed. The same may be irue of the immigrant unable to cope with
his new environment, the farmhand who has drifted to the nearest town and cannot
compete with the urban-educated worker, the Negro who has not had the benefit of
guidance and encouragement, or has encountered active opposition in his struggle for
social advancement.
There are a few scattered examples of action to combat or to prevent these incipient
ills. There have been attempts to determine the incidence of education on unemployme nt
in the province of Quebec, Canada (87), or the influence of social environment on
choice of educational stream and future occupation, as in a study made in the canton
of Geneva, Switzerland (88). There are examples of pre-emigration training organised
for Italian nationals planning to work in one of the other Common Market countries
(89) and the establishment of training courses for Italian immigrants settled in Canada
(90). But the latter are special measures governed by unique conditions. The principle

of mobility of labour within the Common Market demands action to upgrade the
immigrant for easy assimilation of the social standards of the receiving country.
Moreover, in both cases there is a tight employment market for the right skills. An
unemployment situation might quickly curtail such activities and keep the potential
migrant at home, or at least put a brake on the migration moveme nt.
There have also been a number of measures and programmes to encourage vocational training and further education in rural areas, in Poland (9r), for example, and

the Federal Republic of Germany (92), as in France (93), Austria (94, 95) and Spain (96).
On a larger scale there are pract ical examples of legislative and other formal action to
stimulate the economic development of whole areas which have become " depressed "
or are insufficiently developed. The most comprehensive of such examples are, of course,
the Area Redevelopment and Economic Opportunity Acts in the USA---- but these are

only two of the manpower resources development instruments referred to in the
President's 1965 manpower report (97). The last example, drawn from the European
scene, is the work of the Agency for the Development of Southern Italy, one of the
main factors which have helped to transform the social and economic outlook in the
area since the latter part of the 1950s (r, 98).
Expanding the scope of the training system, in particular with a view to taking
within its orbit areas and population groups which have not previously been able to
benefit from it, is a common trend for all countries. It is obviously a response to both
social and economic pressures.
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II. Systems and organisation of education and
training

The curTent content and organisational structure of the systems of education and
training have all been influenced by the social and economic problems and situations
outlined in the previous chapter and, particularly in the developing countries, by a
general scarcity of financial resources and shortages in the supply of qualified teaching

staff. But the extent to which they have been influenced, and the timing of their

evolution or rhythm of change differ for each, largely to take account of two additional
factors: the political structure of the country concerned and the development stage of
existing institutions. Consequently there are parallel trends, each one or more steps

behindor in advance ofthe next.
The springboard of the 1950s
The abstracts service started at t he end of 196I. Wit h rare exceptions therefore, no
trends or developments prior to I()6o have been rectmle(I. This is alnu)st a pity as
for many countries the 19505 were intensely active, lx)th legislatively and organisationally, as regards education and v()eational training, partly because of the pn)1(mged
period of relative stagnation (luring the economic depression years of the 19305 and
the war and immediate post-war periods of the 1940s. Some of the abstracts in the first
volumes show the repercussions of these earlier events and organisational innovations.

New apprentice training legislation, for instance, was adopted in Denmark in

1956, and in 196o a law was passed which aimed at creating possibilities for the systematic further training of more than 400,000 adult workers. Its main purpose was to close

the educational gap between trained and unskilled workers. In 1962, government
services, employers and all bodies concerned were attempting to assess the results

achieved during the first two years of the latter's implementation (99-101). Apprenticeship legislation was passed in Israel in 1953, Italy in 1955, the Philippines in 1956 and
Ireland in 1959. Some of the results of the Israeli experiments in vocational training
were described in a paper prepared for the United Nations Conference on the Applica20
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tion of Science and Technology for the Benefit of the Less 1)eveloped Areas in 1962 (102).

In Italy the govenunent's policy in apprenticeship was under heavy fire in 1962,
particularly from the trade unions, as shown in an abstracted article entitled " Apprenticeship, year zero " (103). The first abstract on Ireland is concerned with the
first annual report (1901) of the National Apprenticeship Board set up under the Act
of 1959 (104). Ten years after it was passed, the Philippines' Apprenticeship Act was
being criticised in 1966 by both government and employers, agitating for reforms
(zo5, ioo).
In much the sante way the findings of the Australian Commonwealth-State Apprenticeship Inquiry were published in 1954 and their implications were still being
discussed in Sydney and Canberra and in the abstracts in 1961 (107). The first
federal-provincial action for education and training in Canada was taken in 1946 with

respect to providing training for the unemployed; the Technical and Vocational
Training Assistance Act of 1960 was brought into the abstracts collection with the 1963
amendment (53).
The same situation can be seen as regards the organisational structure of education.
A radical reform of the educational system was introduced in the USSR at the end of
1958; a year later a no less important educational reform began in France. The impli-

cations and repercussions of these two reform movements have been followed in
numerous abstracts right through all six volumes, but the initial events occurred too
early to be covered. 1959 was also the year in which Norway introduced a basic law
on educational reforms; an early abstract published in volume I describes the resultant
reorganisaticm of the school administration, with particular reference to vocational

and technical training (io8). A reorganisation of industrial vocational training was
introduced in Spain in 1955, and the comprehensive education-cum-training system
represented by the " Universidades laboraies " was instituted a few years later (1959).
Neither development was included in the early volumes of the abstracts, but by 1965
the authorities, concerned over the short-fall in these measures, were calling for sharp
increases in in-plant training to reinforce the official, school-based industrial vocational

training system in order to meet the country's economic development plans (109).
The above are no more than examples of some of the important events which have
had a part in setting the tone and the pace of developments in education and training.
Against the background of this action taken before the service started, the abstracts
show, for the short period they cover, the general lines of development in this field
in the recent postwar period: basic reforms, frequent and comprehensive stocktaking
of developments and trends in each country, and rapid adjustment to change.

Developing countries : special problems
In the developing countries, much of the legislative and organisational action in the

vocational education and training fields reported in the abstracts as well as the
developments which for one reason or another have not lwen includedmust be
interpreted as the first attempts towards changes to take into account new political
structures, revision of composition of administrative or consultative bodies, re-allocation
of ministerial responsibilities for education and training, and so on. In the early 1960s,
for instance, new labour codes were promulgated in Gabon (1961), Jordan (1960) and
Libya (1957, 1962) ; in 1961 El Salvador approved a decree to promulgate the apprenticeship Act passed a few years earlier, and in 1964, shortly after independence, Malawi
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and Zambia issued apprenticeship oroHnances. In 101, too, Ghana 1Iad
pprenticeship legislation (i to), awl at much the :.#ante time India and Pakistan respectively adopted measures to repeal the Apprentices Act of 185o apd institute new

apprentice training regulationis (111, 112). The Nat ionml Comwil for Torclmical Educa-

tion and Vocational Training in Cameroon was reorganised by decree in 102 (I 13),
and nwasures were aohyted in tofq for the repeal of earlier apprenticeship legislation
in Madagascar (ILI) and the creation of CAP mule certificates for industrial and
commercial occupations in Mali (115).
Some of the measures, especially the more recent ones, have interesting features.
There is the general trend to take a broader view of technical and vocatiomal education
and training, to consider it a tool for general Inunan resources development the
over-all manpower approach discussed in Chapter 1. Some evidence of this trend can
be deduced from the number of training and education bodies which, in nanie and in
fact, have been given wide responsibilities. The Central African Republic, fon- instance,
linked training and employment questions when setting up the Study Centre for Labour

and Vocational Training (116). Colomlna set up a National Pniard for Employment
and Ilunmn Resources in 106, giving it wide powers and requiring it to work in close
co-operation with the Planning Department (i 17). The Board of Planning for Education
and Social Development created in Iraq in to)66 is ano)ther example (u8), as are the

Employment and Human Rem)iin-es Service of Peru's Ministry of Labour (u9) and
Tunisia's National Council and National Bureau for Vocational Training and Employment (120, 121).
In a few instances there has bet n legislation to institute a system where no formal
structure had existed previously. A ease in point is Cyprus where apprenticeship

legisla'..on was adopted in 1966 after a period of investigations and a pilot project
intended to examine whether apprenticeship schenies could be introduced in the
island (122, 123).

Adaptation to local situations
There are also examples of attempts to take a new look at existing systems of
education and training and to introduce new ideas better adapted to the individual
country's special needs and stage of developmt ut. It is chiefly in the organisation of
education that this trend can be distinguished from the abstracts. A complete reorganisation of the educational system in Chile in 1965 introduced a system of nine
years of basic general education consisting of a tomr-year common basic period followed
by a five-year period enlphasising vocatitmal orientation (124). The new (x 967) educational system in the Republic of the Congo sjwcities that education shall comprise two
categowies: general education and technical and vocational education. For both categories and all levels-- primary, secondary aml higher-- theoretical instruction is to be

linked with practical instruction and manual work, and there is to be a two-year
observation cycle in the primary education programme to) determine subsequent educa-

tional orientation (125). In 1967 North Korea decided to make compulsory its nineyear school programme with a technical bias (126), while the new organic law on
education in Honduras includes in its scope "tmt-of-school "education (i27).
In India an interesting arrangenwnt has instituted a certain equivah.nce between
basic apprentice training and the first year of instruction at an industrial training
institute (128). Another new development is the relative autonomy given to each
22
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of the technWal vocational committees, set up for the various brandies of economic
activity under tlw Algerian Ministry of Econtrmic Anairs for establishing its own plan
oi actit in, taking the measures required ha- its implementation and assuming responsibility for its own budget and finance (12o). The institution of such a network of teclutical
vocational committees is not unlike the system of industrial training boards set up
in the United Kingdom miller the 1964 Industrial TrainMg Art,
ht the whole, the measures aml legislative actit in taken by these et anitties tend to
reflect trends in education mul training systems which are more easily discernibk in
the more industrially-developed countries on whidt they have largely been modelled.
It is true that in recent articles and studies it is possible to detect a tendency to reconshier the suitability of such systems for the countries which have adopted them. But
too little is known about such efforts as yet. The energies of the develttping countries
have been action-oriented. There has been little time or Mclination for contemplative
writing about what is being done or planned. All too often the documentary material
available has been written by an outsider who inevitably has applied foreign criteria
in his assessment of events and tendencies. For this reason it k easier to follow the
highlights of developments in education and training during the last five to six years
through studying trends and developments in Europe and other highly-industrialised
areas. It has been possible to cover them in greater detail and more consecutively in
the abstracts right from the start of the CIRF service in 1961.

Plans and national inventories
There has been a characteristic wave of planning for education and training thrt nighout the period under review, and more than ever before the plans have been based on
systematic assessnwnt of facilities, aims and needs. There have been multitudinous
public and private surveys and inquiries. Their general objective has bmn to discover
1
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present hiput of training and education systems the potpie and the operational
institutionsto assess their capacity or output, to determMe desirable output and then

to draw up a balance sheet with a view to determining the action needed to achieve, or
restore equilibrium.
These investigations can be classifie(L into several categories arcording tt) their
set pe and objectives. There are the et nnprehensive governmental Mquiries: the New
Zealand government conmtission set up in 1964 to inquire into and make recommencitations for the entire system of vocational training in Mdustry and commerce (including
apprenticeship and technician training) and to propose legislation to give effect to

recommendations resulting fmm the inquiry (i3o); the inquiry carried out by the
Commission on Higher Education in Papua and New GuMea, at the instigation of the
government of Australia, which also was broad in scope and far-reaching in its longterm recommendations 030; the Swedish committee set up by the Minister of Educathrn in 1963 to investigate and reprtrt on the objectives, role, content and organisational
structure of vocational training (132).
There are also all the (Tont attic development plans, which today inevitably have
chapters on education and traMMg. But few of these have been Mc hided in the CIRF
collection of abstracts: the relevant sections of the French Vth Plan (133), Pakistan's
third live-year plan (134), Uganda's second live-year plan for the period 1966-1971 (135),
the economic and social development plan (1966-197o) published by the Republic of
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Togo in 1465 (i36), and a general report on the development of immpower resources
published for the Republic Of China (Taiwan) by the country's manpower resources
conunittee in 106 (137).
Frequently, the governments have
in Outside experts to assist them in
carrying out the inquiry the Intetnatidnal Bank for Reconstruction and I hivelopment,
for instance, the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization,
the Internati(mal Lab(mr Office, the Orgaffisation f(n- Economic Co-operation and
Development, etc. Cases in point are the I BRD studies On Ow economic development
of Kuwait (138) and Papua and New Guinea (3) which contaM extensive chapters on
the organisation and future deveh ynwnt 4)f education and training, the
report
to the government of St. Lucia on the development of vocational training (139), and

UNESCO's survey of education in the Arab states (40) and project in the Ivory
Coast with a view to plaiming the country's technical education system NO.
. Many of the inquiries are less ambitious in scope, but perhaps technically more
interesting, limited to a specific aspect, situation or group of people:
the inquiry carried out in Czechoslovakia by the Sociological Institute
of the Bratislava Academy of Science with a view to analysing the extent
to which adolescents terminating secondary school look on their studies
MON.NNIN

as a means of continuing their education or as a preparation for their
future career (42);
the attempt made by the Ministry of Labour in Hungary to ascertain
young pmple's attitude towards their school, practical work and choice
of career through a questiomiaire inquiry addressed to secondary school
pupils before and after leaving school (143);

the Indian govermnent's inquiry in 1963 to determine the extent of
unemployment and underemployment among persons who have completed
secondary education (144);
the findings of the Henniker-Heaton Committee on day-release from employment for further education for young people in the United Kingdom (145)

and the survey of scientific and technological manpower (including
technical supporting staff) in Great Britain in 1962, undertaken by the
Committee on Scientific Manpower of the UK Advisory Council on
Scientific Policy (146);

the US govenunent's report on apprenticeship and economic change,
an(l special labt mr f()ree rep)rt on out-of-school pnith, both of which
were published in 1964 (r47, 32).
But this list, already long, has made no mention of the wealth of material assembled

in independent studies such as those carried out by the Harbison and Myers team
in their research reports on skilled manpower, in e.g. Malawi (148) and Puerto Rico
(149); or, in the Federal Republic of Germany, by the Gottingen Institute for Social
Research and the Promotion of Personal Development to determine the origin, educa-

tion, work and career prospects of young unskilled workers (150); or the inquiry,
carried out by the Workers' Council of the International Confederation of Christian
Trade Unions among its affiliated national orgaMsations, into the situation as regards
education and vocational training for women (151), to mention only a few of the more

important ones which have been reported in the first six volumes of the abstracts.
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A trend in its own right, the wave of stock-taking and planning provides an essential

element for understanding the current educational and vocational training reforms.

Educational reform
Whatever the formula adopted, the reforms in the educational systems have been
inspired by roughly the same objectives:

to reach the greatest possible percentage of the school-age population;
to enable each child to attain the highest level of education of which he
or she is capable;
1

to give each adolescent as good a preparation as possible for entry into
the active labour force and, at thc same time, a grounding which will
facilitate further training and education later on.
The polytechnical concept
This latter objective was, in intentim as well as in nanw, the main purpose of the
law passed in 1958 by the USSR to modify the school system in order to " reinforce
the links between education and life ". By mid-1962, according to an article published
in "Narodnoe Obrazovanie ", an official journal issued by the Ministry of Education,
most of the secondary schools in the USSR had been reorganised on the II-year basis
and were providing production training from the ninth to eleventh years (152). The

production training was normally diviad into two stages: during the first stage the
pupils were progressively taught the basic techniques and more difficult operations
typical of the selected trade; during the second they were enrolled in the production
departments of collaborating undertakings. At the end of the stage there was a trade
examination and the successful candidates were awarded a certificate and classified
into an appropriate category of worker.
The duration of the first stage of production training varied in length from one
school to another, and even for the same trade. Some of the schools, particularly those
training pupils for the chemical industry, deliberately prolonged the first stage so as
to give their pupils a more thorough theoretical knowledge of their future trade. This
prolongation of the first period, however, was soon criticised: it seriously reduced the

tinw available for the second stage, correspondingly diminishing the value of the
tiaining ; it was more expensive, placing an additional financial burden on the collaborating undertaking by immobilising for training purposes equipment which could
have been used for production (153).
Originally, these schools had been thought of as a single mit with classes going
from the first year right through to the eleventh. After four years practical experience
of the reform, it was found more satisfactory to operate the three final years as a separate
unit. In addition, a certain number of measures (such as reducing the number of tra(les
being taught) had had to be taken in order to gain the parents' acceptance of the vocational bias of these schools, to diminish the dropout rate and generally to improve the
standard of the training (154). A year later, in 16
9_4, t.w.
1
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l e
.. .ommission of the
Party and the USSR Cabinet decided to reduce the curriculum from 3 years to 2 years.
" Training for work " was to be developed through a more extensive application of
the principle of polytechnical education and thc school workshops were to be modern25
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ised. Production training shouhl assunui more of the character Of preparation for

learning a trade than for practising the trade itself (155).
This change was essonially reverting to the original intentions of polytechnical
education: the provision of instruction in the basic sciences t11(1 techniques which will
lay a foundation for subsequent trade training. The subject matter to be taught in the
production training classes wouhl relate to three main tspects; proiduction tools
(general knowledge of mechanised and autonutted production (quipment), industry
(an over-all view of the main industrial sectors and tile corresponding production
process(ls), and the techni( jues of pro)duction work (156). The total time allowed for
trade tntining in the ninth and tenth years of school was set at 708 hours, whihi 2,100
hours were to be devoted to general education subjects (157).
With the exception of Poland, the countries of Eastern Europe have all, to a lesser
or greater extent, followed the lead of the USSR in introduch% polytechnical education

and a general secondary school programme with production training organised in
school workshops and in the production departments of collaborating undertakings.
The system was formally adopted by Eastern Germany in i963, by a decision which
decreed that a certain amount of suitable " production work from the unlertakings
shmild be introduced right from the fourth year of school, and that two new basic
courses-- industry and agriculture- should be included in the syllabus for the seventh
to tenth forms or school years (158). It was subsequently confirmed in 1965 by the
basic law on the unified socialist educational system (159) which stressed the polytechnical character of the Io-year common basic school.
Compulsory schooling
The main reform movement in Poland began with the extension of the period of
compulsory education from 7 to 8 years, which has been progressively introduced
since 1961, and the consequent modifications made in the programmes and curricula
of both the basic vocational schools and, ultimately, the industrial technical schools

(16o, 161). As from Septenther 1967, new syllabi were to be introduced into both
these types of school, Most of the trade courses in the former will have a duration
of two) years, and general education subjects in the syllabi will in principle be a continu-

ation of the education received (hiring compulsory scho)oling. The syllabi of the
technical secondary schools will be modelled on those of the senior general secondary
schools; the general education and science syllabi will be exactly t he same; literature,
civics and defence training will be very similar; history and geography will follow the
same syllabi but in condensed form; general biology will not be taught, and only one
foreign language will be taught, instead o.f two. In addition, the industrial technical
schools are to have " econo)mics of industrial undertakings as a compulsory subject,
which will be adapted to the particular trade being taught (162).
This prolongation of the compulsory schooling period, and subsequent adjustment
of training programmes, is typical of the post-war period. There has been a steady
and common trend towar(ls at least 8 years of compulsory education for all, with a
9-year or 10)-year period applied or under discussion in many countries.

Observation and orientation
The general intentions of the successive educational reforms introduced in France
since 1959 are not SO very different from those just discussed above. Compulsory
schooling was to be extended to include all chiklren up to the age of 16 (effective in
26

1967) and a four-vear period of systematic scholastic and vocational orientation and
guidance has been instituted. As expressed in one abstract of an article written at the
time of the 1963 amendnwnt to the initial Decree: Out of every 100 pupils entering
primary school, 8 are transferred in course of study to special educational establishments for maladjusted children, 46 end their schooling with the final class, while of
the 46 remaining, 25 continue in the general education streams aml 21 enter secondary
schools... Only 5(),' enter technical secondary schools (163). It was in part to rNlress
this imbalance between the two main streams of education that the reforms were
int roduced.

1

With the introduction of a new type of " multi-purpose " secondary school and
various other measures intended to give pupils full possibilities of orientation and a
broader education generally, the whole of the first period of secondary education in
France has become, in effect, an orientation period. Only in the ninth year of school
are the children separated into different streams (i63-166). The reorganisation is
backed up by a trememlous school-building programme some 2 million dollars spent
each working day on the construction or enlargement of different types of school
as well as systematic and constant efforts to guide suitable youngsters
into vocational and technical streams of education. The authorities wished to relieve
the seriously overcrowded general educatim sector yet at the same time provide each
youngster, at each level, with an educational programme within his individual range
of achievement.
premises (167)

Educational choice

Habits die hard, however, and reforms do not become effective overnight. By
mid-1964, measures were being introduced, along with the general reform of senior
secondary education, to strengthen the orientation given at the end of the ninth
school year and to stream pupils lacking the aptitude for the traditional type of secondary educati,m syllabus into technical and vocatiimal education (168).

General reluctance to select a technical or practical stream of education seems
to be a fa;rly universal trend. 'Me intr(Khicti(m of a ninth year of compulsory education

in Sweden, with thirteen different streams, met much the same problem. One year
after the new 9 -year common basic school system was introduced, about 80% of the
school population in the 15-year age group preparing to enter the ninth-year classes
had indicated preference for one of the theoretical streams, leaving only 20,) for the
practical ones. As pointed out, however, in one of a series of articles on the initial
consequences of the school reform, the capacity of the seccmdary schools had been
planned to accomnuKlate only about half of the children leaving common basic school.
A selection would therefore still have to be made, in spite of the principle of free choice
of studies (169, 170).

Education or training?
Increased integration of education and training has in some cases resulted in the

establislunent of a unified administrative structure for all educational activities,
including vocational training for young people and adults. In Sweden this approach
led to the establishment of the Central Board of Education in 1964 which was expected

by the Vocational School Association to have the psychological effect of making
vocational training equivalent, in the eyes of the public, to any of the theoretical
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streams of the general school system (171, 172). The next step in the assimilation
process was a recommendatiem of the Minister of Education's special Committee On
Vocational Training that I I i e should be complete integration of the three existing
types of secondary education: gelwral, technical and vocational. Since it was no longer
possible to draw sharp lines between the aims awl progranunes of these tyL'es of school,
the traditional classifications no longer had either validity or practical meaning, the
Conunittee concluded. The distinctions should be based instead, either on the orientation Of the different streams of training as regards broad sectors Of activity or on the
occupational fields in which their graduates are likely to find employment (132).
These developments are fairly typical of a general trend which is making it increasingly difficult to say exactly where and when vocational training begins. It used to be'

possible.' to state categorically for most countries that education took place within
the educational system, and that vocational training, whether institutional or not,
took place outside it and on completion of the period of compulsory schooling. Today,
with the polyteclmical education systems in the USSR and many of the countries of
Eastern Europe, with the general move towards prolongation of compulsory education
and the inclusion of various types of prevocational or orientation classes in the latter
years of primary schooling, with the increasingly common practice of instituting a
common curriculum up to the end of junior secondary education and of establishing
multi-purpose schools, this distinction is no longer entirely valid. When one adds to
these trends the fact that there is an equally prominent tendency to organise at least
part of the initial, basic period of vocational training in a school atmosphere, one is
forced to take a much more flexible view of the sit,rnificance of the term vocational

1

training. The frontiers between education and training have been shiftingor are
disappearing altogether.
Legislative changes

Legislation concerning vocational training tends to fall into one of two categories.
It either consolidates or clarifies earlier regulations or it can introduce innovations.
On the whole, for obvious reasons, the texts adopted in the highly developed countries
of Europe and the Americas usually belong to the consolidation category. The federal
law on vocational training adopted in Switzerland in September 103 and the new (106)
b sai d to
apprenticeship Act in the Netherlands are recent examples. Neitherncae
have introduced any very radical changes in the earlier legislation they have replaced.
Tin ee innovations in the Swiss law, however, are significant as indicative of the

winds of change. Firstly, the new law contains a section on vocational guidance
recognition of the importance of training being based on a well-infornwd choice of
occupation. Secondly, where the 1930 law provided for only one level of certification,
the new Act provides for two: a trade examination and a master's examination, with
the latter requiring some knowledge of business management, economics, etc. In other
words, it recognises that skill alone is not sufficient for success in a trade or business.
Thirdly, further training occupies a far larger place in the new law, which is concerned
with courses for semi-skilled workers, specialisation courses and courses for retraining
and promotion, as well as preparatory courses for the higher technical schools or other
higher level secondary and post-secondary education. Viewed together with the fact
that the vocational guidance services, declared optional and free of charge, are intended
to assist both minors and adults, this latter innovation can be taken as support for the
principle that vocational training is a lifetime process (173-175).
28
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The Dutch apprenticeship law has also been concerned chiefly with updating earlier
legislation, in this case the relevant provisions of the Vocational Education Act of 1919.
It is to be complemented by a new law on vocational education. Essentially it confirms
the system of mixed " vocational training -that is, full-time training in a vocational

school followed, in most cases, by a period of systematic training within the undertakingas it has evolved in the Netherlands over the past 40 years. By definition and
intent it is concerned exclusively with initial, basic training for' a skilled trade provided

within the firm or tmdertakMg. But it recognises that such training is not the sole
prerogative of youth since, in setting the maximum age for an apprentice, it has raised
the age limit from 21 years to 27 years (176).
Nation and state
7

The proposal that there should be comprehensive legislation to regulate vocational
training in the Federal Republic of Germany, has precipitated much discussion and
argument. Those in favour of new legislation point out that vocational training in the

Federal Republic is regulated " by a series of texts: scattered provisions in federal
laws on other subjects, state laws and, above all, countless local Orders and apprenticeship regillations established by the Chambers of Artisan Trades and of Industry and
Commerce " (177). It is a typical situation requiring the consolidating action of legislation.
A basic federal law would be in the interests of both the nation and the trainee. There
was no need to fear encroachment on the sovereignty of the states as regards education.

Such a text should:
lay down principles, in particular the principle of equality of opportunity for
t raining ;

>
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cover all types of training and every category of trainee ;
provide a more satisfactory definition of the persons qualified to train and the
respective duties and responsibilities of the parties concerned;
give training a new organisational structure in which the workers' organisations
would have a larger role to play (177).
The political structure of the country does nothing to simplify the problem. Of
necessity, federal action in the field of education and training must respect the prerogatives of the states. The same type of broad approach is the one which has been adopted
in other countries with a federal structure, as in the Swiss vocational training Act,
referred to earlier in this chapter, and in the legislation on the subject adopted in Canada
and the USA. In both the latter countries, but particularly in the USA, the development

of legislation on education and training during the 196os has constituted a veritable
revolution tending to place major policy and financial responsibility on the federal
authorities, and to diminish the importance of both private initiative and financing
and the policymaking tasks of local and provincial (or state) authorities.
In Canada, federal action in the vocational training field has been limited to support
services for provincial training programmes. The federal-provincial programme (1946)
and the 1960 Technical and Vocational Training Assistance Act, and its subsequent
amendments, provided for federal assistance towards meeting expenses incurred
by the provinces in undertaking a technical or vocational training programme for
certain categories of persons. The latter included apprentices, unemployed persons,

supervisors in industry, persons discharged from the armed forces, teachers and
persons responsible for carrying out technical or vocational training programmes,

1

disabled persms and Others needing retraining to improve their employability (53).
he asistance provided by the federal governnwnt might cover capital expenditure
as well as the cost of training alhAvalices. But the accent was on assistance to defray
the cost Of training organised to meet the situations which, for One reason or another,
were Out of pmportion with respect to the training commitments which could normally
be expected at provincial level : the training or retraining of unemployed persons,
disabled persons, members of the armed forces, etc.

Without destroying this basic division of responsibility between the federalprovincial partners, new legislation passed in 1967 the Adult Occupational Training
Act has widened the scope of federal intervention in this field and is likely to result

ill promoting and extensively expanding provincial training programmes and schemes.
Federal assistance will BLOW be available on behalf of uiy adult " wishing to undertake
occupational trainingand an adult has been defined as " any person whose age is
at least One year greater than the regular school leaving age in the province in which
he resides ", and Occupational training as any form of instruction, other than instruction for university credit, to provide a person with the skills required for an Occupation
or to increase his skills or proficiency in an occupation ". The Act also authorises federal
payments in respect of costs Mcurred by the provinces in undertaking research on
occupationa: training, mentioning in particular projects for the development of occupational training courses, training aids, exannnations and standards. It is not unreasonable
to expect that, in course of time, the body of provincial training regulations and
recommendations will be welded into a homogeneous code of standards applicable from
the Atlantic provMces to the Pacific coast (54).
The same type of federal policy can be seen in the USA. The 1963 Vocational Education Act (37), heralded by the President's message " Programme for Education " (3i),
initiated a vast programme for expanding, strengthening and improving the quality
of vocational education. But federal funds and federal action in this field are intended
as an encouragement for action by the states; they must be used only to supplement-not to supplant--state expenditure for vocational education and training (178). The
Act itself was based on the reconimendations of President Kennedy's Panel of Consultants on Vocational Education which laid down an action policy for the 196os.
Vocational education, said the panel, must offer training opportunities during this
period to 21,000,000 young people who were not college graduates, must provide for

the initial training, retraining and updating of workers displaced by automation or
economic change, nmst arrange further training and education beyond the secondary

school level for craftsmen and technicians, and expand vocational training programmes
generally (179).
A built-in feature of the Act is the close co-operation between the public employment
offices and the state boards of vocational education. States receiving federal aid must
provide a plan for their proposed vocational programme. Such plans must require
state employment offices to make available occupational information regarding employment prospects. The state boards and local educational agencies will use this information (i) for student guidance and counselling, and (ii) for determining the occupations
for which training will be offered. Such advance planning is tending to attach greater

importance to combined training for jobs which use related skills. It is also tending
to give new impetus to training provided in area technical and vocational schools,
serving more students in wider geographical areas since, for the first time, federal
funds can be used for the construction of such facilities.
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In the Federal Republic of Germany the debate still goes on. At present two Bills,
each submilted lw a different parlianwntarv group, an. before Parliament for considera-

tion : the employment market adjustment Bill and the vocational training Bill. As
may be dedtwed from their titles even, they present divergent views on certain

There is a difference of opinion as to the authority to have prime responsibi.
whether it should be the Minister of Labour and Social Affairs or the Minister of
Economic Affairs. This is no mere formal problem of terminology. It is a problem
which is unlikely to be solved very quickly. Another technical aspect may also present
certain difficulties: the provisions which, in one Bill, suggest that training regulations

" may provide for training by stages

and in the other that training regulations

" shall, whenever feasible, provide for training by stages " (i8o). The system of training
by stages has many and ardent supporters but not everyone may be convinced that the
time is ripe for it to be formally recommended in a national law.

-industry-based training
The tremendous efforts being made in most countries to expand, renovate and
reorganise the educational system, including technical and vocational education, run
the risk of detracting from, or covering up the importance of the work being done by
industry in training young skilled workers. As an example, it has been estimated that
of all youngsters learning a trade in France in 1962, 51% were learning it under school
conditions, while 49% were learning the same or an almost identical trade on the job
under an apprenticeship contract (18I). To all intents and purposes, therefore, apprenticeship within the undertaking is a recognised alternative in France to full-time
training in schools. But the French apprenticeship system, with its rather complex
organisational and financial structure dating back to legislation passed in the 1920,,
has been the target of strong popular demand for rationalisation. At least two major

national committees-- the Massclin Committee and the Chenot Committeehave
made recommendations for reform. The latter have been largely administrative or
financial, attacking in particular the complexity of the machinery for assessing, collect-

ing and disbursing the appropriate levy, machinery which (according to its critics)
successfully defeats its own ends (182).

Apprenticeship intake
One of the important problems facing the French artisan trades today, as pointed
out in a manifesto published by the National Union of the Staff of Chambers of Artisan

Trades in December 1964, has been to foresee and prepare for the impact of the
educational reforms on apprentice training. There are fears that prolongation of
compulsory schooling will bring about a sharp declMe in recruitment into the principal
trades: at the age of 16 adolescents are often less receptive, already have exaggerated
pretentious and may be reluctant to enter certain trades which, as a result, will later
on experience a real manpower crisis. Moreover, adolescents entering apprenticeship
at 16 will only complete it when they are about to be called up for military service.

Those who complete their training will not have had time to get firmly entrenched
in their trade; those who fail to obtain their trade certificate at the first attempt will
leave for military service without having acquired any occupational qualification (183).
As pointed out in the CIRF monograph on apprentice training in selected countries

in Europe (184), this change in the apprenticeship intake is a common trend. The
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aveage apprentice is older but of lower average educational level than previously.
Ninny! icallytoo, many countries report problems as regards am), enticeship intake.
Ne Zealand experienced an absolute increase betWren 11)53 and 1958 but at the same

t UM' a sharp plat ive decline: 3.S in 14,33 compared to 4.6 in 195s. These figures hide

regional fluctuations and changing trends in the popularity of certain tries and
occupational categories. Carpentry, niot(o. mechanics and plumbing were hardest hit;
the electrical trades, furniture making and body building wen more or less stationary;
enginivring and the printing trades were on the upgrade. "flie average ilitake was
nevertheless consideret I IlIat kfac tory (0;3).

In the Federal Republic of Germany, tlw artisan trades wn. suffering a decline
in the early 196os compared to the previous decade, although the actual intake rose;
the building trades and textile industry lost between 9%, and i of their apprentice
" quota ", the metal trades gained about 15", and so did the personal services (i86).
It nmst lw remembered, however, that the bulk of the apprenticeships take place in
large scale industry and in conmwrce, not in the artisan trades sector. A rather special
situation exists in the l'SA wlwre then is immense concentration of apprentice training
in three broad sectors: the Imilding trades ((5%), the metal trades (15) and the printing trade- (8). Moreover, since, the total number of registered apprentices in 1962
was only 159,00o, apprentice training is relatively unimportant as a means of obtaining
skill qualifications. By far the commonest system is through full-time or part-time
training in a vocational or tedmical school or college, or through training in employnwnt not covered by apprenticeship regnlations (187).
Organisational and technical problems
Italy, like France, is a cotnitry where the major efforts of the past few years have
been directed towards the reform and reorganisation of education, both basic general
education and voLationallteclmical education. But apprenticeship remains the Sok

training chantiel open to young people who, immediately on completion of their
compaawy seh/Haing, are obliged to take up employnwnt in order to augment the

Iti55 apprenticeship Actor perhaps
AN already ment )11411 abOVV,
family
more correctly, the api)heat 0lI I )1. 11011 -applic1Lt1011 44 till!. Act is under constant pressure
and criticism from all parties concerned. Its appliration is ineffectively supervised and
its provisions are often violated. Instead of being trained, apprentices are often
assigned to real produet ion work and are given tasks which are quite unconnected with
their future trade... apprentices are sometimes engaged directly by the undertaking,
instead of passing through the employment offices. They constitute cheap labour and
are subsequently maintained as appremices for more than the legal maximum (5 years).
take into
... Related instruction, limited to three to four Innirs a week, generally fails to

account the apprentices' level of education and real training needs. Their tasks in the
workshop and their classes of theoretical instruction are rarely co-ordinated." (5, 103,
1814).

None of these criticisms is new. All of them have been, and still an. being, raised
in many other countries. A US government paper on the ability of apprentice training
to adapt to economic change quite frankly admitted that many people considered
apprenticeship an obsolete nwthod requiring radical revision (147). A paper submitted
to the Research Conference on Unemployment, held at Boulder, Colomdo (USA)
in 1964, pointed out the immense variation in the standards obtained in apprentice
training. The major or " good " trades are those which demand more individual
.12
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skill and responsibility: electrical trades. pipe lilting and sheetinetal work. But there
are at least live Other chaimels through which a Mall can qualify tor skilled occupations

in the blinding trades, the major apprenticeship sector: by completing only part of a
formal apprenticeship, thniugh informal apprenticeship, by learning it in a non-union
sector of the industry or at a vocational school, by picking it up on the job. Only 38%
of IlOW entrants actually become formally apprenticed. -1-11pn. is iitth. inevutive to do
nmch about improving the Content ;1.1H1 organisation of thv system (i89).
Solutions

ln France the answer to some of these problems is seen not so inuch in making
exceptions in favour of industry-based apprentice training, but in improving its
quality and its structural and organisational bases. This is, in fact, the common view.
Apprenticeship must not be abolished but it requires modernisation. In a report
published ill France in 1966, the Connnittve Oi the Craft Trades awl Artisan Sector
of the General Commissariat of the Ilan recognised that there were special difficulties
connected with the rural artisan trades, but felt that several measures cmild be taken
immediately to improve apprenticeship in the artisan trades as a whole. These measures

included: establishing a joint service for co-onhnating basic and furtlwr training
activities and for pooling available staff, training facilities and research studis;
extending the related instruction to 8 hours per week, or 240 hours per year; improving
the grants and allowances system ; increasing the number of inspectors so as to strengthen
the supervision of training; expanding vocational guidance services and orgaMsing
short courses in teaching techniques for new apprentice masters; substantially expanding
the facilities available for further training 09o).

Current thinking in Italy shows what might be called an indirect decision to
postpone action in the apprentice training field, to relegate it to a very subordinate
position. In the guidelines issued by the Ministry of Education for im:dementatimi
of the multi-aimual plan for expanding and developing the school system, it was
estimated that in i969-197o, of all eliildren leaving middle school: 32": would go
into full-time training at a vocational school, 50" into secondary education institutions
and I2'N, 1110) NOVatiollal training other than a full-time vocational school programme,
i.e. into apprenticeship or iniscellaiwous vocational courses (I 9i ). Even the Federation

of Chambers of Conunerce, Industry and Agriculture, in its report on an inquiry into
the reorganisation of vocational training and apprenticeship, considered that, with
one or two exceptions, apprenticeship is at present less appropriate than training
given entirely in a vocational school or centre. Ammling to the Federation, if apprenticeship is to beconw an acceptable form of training at all there must be a substantial
Mcrease in the number of plant and Mter-plant training schools and centres and a
considerable improvement in the quality of the related instruction classes (88). While
everybody agrees, however, that rf( wins imist be introduced, and government ser-

vices, trade unions and educationists alike have tried their hand at drafting new
legislation or proposing amendments, little pn)gress has actually been made in introducing the improvements desired. ()ne of the main obstacles may in fact be the problem
of establishing the respective lields of competence of the ministries concerned in a
situation where the dividing line between education mid training is becoming more
and more bhirred.
In New Zealand the government's reaction to the decline in the apprenticeship
intake was to institute the new inquiry into vocational training, alrewly. mentioned
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d it.,
above (1:0). .1fter two year,' invc,ilgaliun., Ilit
report at the end ol 10)5, \pe.-.-li guilfid i-faut i"n VIlIi On "v"I'm a" ii'1s 1'1"
ruhati,
eommendd certain changes id emphasis. lleasures needed to be tahril
the stiktu. of apprentice training (e.g. rkion of apprentice wage walt.), to improve
tlii' seketion proce,s, and to aise the (plidity of training by encouraging the use
iii

iit rid (irgankai iii, lor collecting and analysing
data on employment in all the occupations for Iiiiii training is retinired, tor forecasting
probable needs for trained men and women in each occupation and !..eeitir econoinic
trade eXailliaatiOIV`. Thl.r0
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activity, zind for recommending the subseqnent training action required. Greater
attention should be given to the organisation of training for commerce, tor whih .some
system of certification should be introduced to make commercial training comparable
to training in other fields. There was a ild for rethinking th situation as regards
training of operatives. Een with automation, modern industry still includes many
repetitive tasks requiring a low leel of skill; but skills ;It this Icvil (1011041 M)Iny 1 raining
beCallSe of the increasing complexity of the machines and the high degre, of uniformity

required in their output.
In the United States, with apprenticeship enrolments dropping light through 1111

1050s, the President set up a task force to consider possible Molt! ives for st imulat ing
apprentice training in industry (I(). Its rep)rt, published in 146.1, concluded in favour
of a system of federal tax credit applirable strictly to apprenticeship, lire-apprenticeship
closely linked to employment for a pprellt iceship, and journeyman t rade ext elision courses.
The govcrninent, however, should nOt have final control over the mnilber of apprentices
to be employed and the applicants to be :selected, nor should it be itble to force industry
to invent apprentice jobs in order to reduce unemployment. An indilstry should retain
effective control of apprenticeship and training, following standards jointly approved

by management, lal,our and the government.
As already indicated, however, apprenticeship is not the chief means of acquiring

trade qualifications in the USA. From this derives the importance of the passing
of the Vocational Education Act in 1o63, with its accompanying vast credits for
federal assistance for the expansion of vocational education (37). An interesting
proyitle
innovatit HI of the Act is the institution of the work-study programme
part-time employment for young persons who need to earn in order to continue their
v(watiottal training on a hill-time basis. As reported ill the relevant abstract, to qualify
for federal support under the Act a work-study pnigramme for vorational education
sttalents must be supplementary to an approved state vocational education plan.

The payments allowable are imnded for students who (it) have been accepted for
enrolment as full-time sttulents in it vocatit mid education programme, (b) need the
earnings from such employment in order to commence or continue their vocational

education programme, and ((') are between 15 and 2 1 years of age at the commencement
of the employment. A student must also be capable, in the opinion of the appnwriate

school authorities, of maintaining a good standing in his vocational education programme while employed. The employment authorised under the work-study pro-

gramme must be for the local educational agency or ft a. solue other public agency or
institution, and must not exceed 15 hours a week during class sessions. Tile compensation allowable may not normally exceed 545 in any month, or 535o in any academie
year.
It could easily be argued that such a itrogranune is in effect a variation or modernisation- of traditional apprenticeship.
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h whol ilken,,ion off the leform lit vocational training in the Federal Nepilb lie
!hi nrull
,Ichilving grrat,T viirctivilly,, iI
ot 61'11%1.111v hinges 1111 IW()
ttaiiiing and the need
tedeial legislation to regulate it, already

ilkol,rd above.

i1 resolution adoptill bv representatives of the t;vrinall .V....ociatioll of Vocational
Teachers at a conference meeting in Hanover 111 11,1v 1004. listed to points 011 whieli
agreenfent ,.liiiiilil Is remited see cut . Nlost of their demands are merely state-

ments 01 thi silllatioll as it already exkts, but they also contain some important
innovations (104). h ideas that there should be basic vocational training in ;t school
German Association of Vocational Teachers
Resolution concerning the reform of vocational
training, May 1964

in a vocational school should be compulsory for all young people.

1. The minimum age for starting vocational
training should be 16.

6. There should be at least 12 hours of related instruction per week.

2. All young people should receive basic vocational training and their aptitudes should

7. There should be intermediate practical tests
which might entail prolongation of training
in individual cases.

be tested.

3. Systematic basic vocational training should
result in shortening the duration of training
on the sob.

8. Vocational education and business should
co-operate in organising final examinations,
the theoretical part being conducted by the
vocational schools.

4. The duration of vocational training should
be variable but in no case should exceed
three years.

9. Adult training should be encouraged.

10. Facilities for further training should be
S. Related, part-time theoretical instruction

created.

Sittlati011 at the Matt 01 all apprenticeship, that there should be ;it least
of rela led instruction per week (instead of the current ni nm of 8 h( mrs), that tlfere
should be intermediate practical tests. and that the vocational schools should have
an active part in conducting the final examin..tiollis, Intve given rise to considerable
ililti s()Metillies heated disClissioll.

1111reaSe ill die a11101111t 01

deVOted to rehtted intriuiiionu W011id 1H' dl'Iriho'lltal to the (IllaiitV of the practical
training. A year of com)ulstwy I aie vorationa; htstruction in school after COMIAetioll
01 primary education was sound but could not In' implemented: there was too acute a
shortage of school premises and teachevs; it would involve an atlditional dispersal of
education, would extend the dunit ion Id training :old possibly be prejudicial to ill-plant
training (105, I(t6). Both recommendations were taken up again, however, by the
National Committee on Education in its recommendations On the second cycle of
primary education, with particular reference to vocational training and vocational
schools (107).

Training by stages

One of the newest measures recommended with a vim to improving tinr clIvetivcness of training within the tuuliTtaking is known as training by stages ". The system
has been developed in the Federal Republic of Germany within the last four years as
a measure to increase the flexibility of vocatitnfal training. It usually comprises three
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stages, correspimaing to the tltree years of attprenticeship, and po.t pules final decision
1

as to trade specialisation until the trainee has completed an iIHti.1 period of basie
training, common to ;,t number of trades within a given occupational group. he first
and the second stages take place mainly in a training workshop; tlw third stage is the
real specialisation period in pnHluetion.
'rho initiator of the plan, and it many supporters, point to the system's numerous
advantages: broader-based training during the early stages, greater !nobility of labour
and increased flexibility witlt regard to dianging from one specialisation to inlOt her
While yet remaining within the same occupational group, a longer orientation period

leading to a better final selection of trade or occupation, avoidance of premature
specialisation. 'With passage front one stage to anotlwr &penitent on agreement
between the employer and the apprentice in th light of training results, and not on
a final examination at the end of the stage, fear of a failure in an examination should
in (41 COW'S!' be totally eliminated. Organisationally it would make it easier to group

apprentices to form special subject classes, in itself a measure likely to improve the
quality of training. It would also inevitably create some difficulties however, particularly
with respect to its implications for vocational schools.

Considerabh. interest has been aroused by the training-by-stages system and a
number of abstracts have been published on it. There have been descriptions of the
original plan put forward by its promoter the Krause Planand of the schemes
Mstituted, for instance, at the Krupp factories and IG Metall, as well as numerous
abstracts on the comments, favourable and adverse, to which it has given rise (198-204,
and passim).

As a. system, training by stages is by no means limited to the Federal Republic in its application. References to its possibilitits and weaknesses are to be found
with respect to other countries as well, the USSR in particular. In February tq66 the
Council of Ministers' State Committee for Vocational and Technical Training approved a
number of principles applicable to the organisation of training within the undertaking
following the trainMg-by-stages system. For mechanical engineering, three stages were
recommended: the first stage (( ) months) leading to qualification as a first category

worker, the second stage to the second anti tiard categories (.1-5 months) and the
third stage for access to the higher categories
Early references to the system
were not always positive in the USSR. The idea of a shuuitaneolis progrvssion of
skills and of promotion to a higher category for ail the workers taking further training
by stages was declared to be basically unsound Mtweover, it was feared that the
work at the plant would be disorganised if too many production workers Wt'n' taught
a second trade even though it might be related to their initial training pit)). Less than
a year later, however, the same journal carried another article describing a trainingby-stages scheme in a Leningratl mechanical engineering firm which, on the basis of
two years' operation, was declared to be all effective means of acquiring further
training and much appreciated by the workers who attended the courses in everincreasing mimbers (207).
The industry-by-industry approach

A Russian article on the recommendations of the Council of Ministers' State
Committee for Vocational and Technical Training respecting the organisation of training

by stages states that Son:, of the industrial workers in the USSR have received their
training within an undertakMg. It also states emphatically that whatever form of
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training (in-plant or school-basol) workers may have lnul for the fir,4 four categories
of qualification, only training within the undertaking can be satisfactory for the fifth
and sixth categories. No training :,c110()1 or centre, it suggests, is or ever will be able
to provide the broad, advanced training needed for these two categories (2o5).
hese iews might have been written of and in the United Kingdom. Yet even in
this staunch supporter Of the tnnlitional type of ttpprenticeship, where the strictest
htissez-faire policy has been observed and where all apprentice training has been
regulated by collective agreement, the tonos have seen radical changes in the organisational structure of vocational training, if not so much, as yet, in its content.
Once the initial decision for government intervention had been taken, chronologically things moved fast. In December Io62 the government published ;1 White Paper
on industrial training. In November 1963, after some u months of discussion in committees and conferences, in educational, employer and trade union circles, in professional
bodies, in Parliament and in the press, tiw Minister of Labour placed the industrial
training Bill before Parliament. Four months later, with very little amendment to
the original text, the Bill had become law (208-216).
Compared to legislation passed in other countries, the Industrial Training Act
may seem skeletal. It has nevertheless beconw a landmark in vocational training in
the British Isles. It recognised the need for governnwnt intervention in training matters.
It set up a central organisational structure for the promotion, supervision and control

of trainingthe industrial training boards and tlw Central Training Council. It

introduced a levy system for the financing of training, with a view to spreading the
cots more evenly among the employers Iwtieliting from it. It instituted a system Of
grants or loans out of public funds for tlw enmuragement of training activities. It
maintains the principle of the employers' responsibility for training but has given the
government powers of compulsion to ensure that the training activities are properly
conducted. In short, it concentrates immense powers in the hands of tile Minister of
Labour but at the same time leaves industry free to get on with tile practical job of
organising the training.
Structurally, one of the interesting features of the Act is the concept of organising
training indt.: try by industry instead of trade by trade. As a result of this (lecision, in
April 1966, just two years after the Act became effective,
industrial training boards
had been set up (wool, jute and flax iron awl steel engineering construction shipbuilding electricity supply gas water tP1
cerani;cs, glass and mineral pro(lucts
furniture and timber carpet man-made fibre producing knitting, lace and net)
and others were in the planning prlwess (217).
Inevitably, with such a structure, it has not heen feasible for the boards to keep
pace with cadt other. In its first report to the Minister of Labour, the Central Training
Council pointed out some of the probkins of determining priorities in setting up the
system. Each board, says the report, should cover as wide a sector of industry as
possible, so as to reduce the number of boards and the admillistrative staff needed as
well as to simplify co-ordMation. The larger the sector the easier it is to cope with
changes in technology and in market c'aiditions. But such a policy nwans that sonw
occupations will obviously be found in Imre than one industry. The Act allows for
the establishment of joint conunittees ill such cases and whereappropriate (early on
in the implenwntation of the Act, the engineering ;Lnd the iron and steel industry training Boards agreed to set up a joint foun(lry training committee); but it is expected
that, usually, informal arrangements for consultation will prove adequate (218).
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Commercial and office training, is ',unit her field for joint, nal ion-widf. action. In
November too4 a special committee was set up to investigate itnd ifdviw on training
for commercial and clerical occupations, and has made extensive recommendations
cmvriitg a wide rang(' of occuPations and branclics activitV, including the diNtributive
trades pI(1,
Against dies, organisational ami administrative problems, the approach prohid)ly
has one advantage to Oiler. It allows an industry to plan and take action in the
light of its own needs a form of incentive to train which, backed by the financial incentives of the grants and awards and checked by the central, ministerial powers, it is
hoped will pay dividends.

Training for adults
of the systems and Organisational measures discussed above have been geared to
providing basic training for young people and for the skilled worker level. Running right
the way through them, however, it is evident that planning authorities, government services, employers, and workers' organisations alike ae tlso concerned with the training
and retraining of adults. I t is not merely a quest ion of organising retraining as an economic or social necessity, rather i t is acceptance Of t he principles t hat t raining is a lifet ime
not. merely ;L
t
process ainl that furt her training and education are I coming an obli ga..on,
voluntary action. As indicated in a study on accelerated vocational training progrannneS
for adults in four European countries-- the United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands
and Belgiuni -AVT, which originated in the desire to reintegrate unemployed and handlcapped persons into the active lah(mr force, has progressively become an integral part
of a regional economic redevelopment policy (e.g. to promote the establishment of new
undertakings in depress('d amas), or a selective emigration policy (221).
Even though further education and training an. implicit in the general systems for
'Alost

1

education and traiinng, therefore, a mnnber of countries have felt it necessary to
reinforce this action through measures specifically intended to promote and expand

vocational (mining programmes for a(hults. Ttw 1 )anish law for the training of turskilled
and semi-skilled worker., in einpluvinont is a ci ,A. ill point (qq-I01). Parallel action has
't'arliainelli .)v tin' Ministry of Labour anticipated
evolved in Norway wlit'rt' a rtiort

raising the yearly participation in ;4oveniinen; -sponsored intuit vocational training
12,000 and I 5,0uo participi.ir.s (the figure for D)63-6.1 was 5,500)
courses to bet
over the next live years (222). Prupu.,als by the Norwegian -Al Mister of Education on
ior things, that aduh training should be given
the same subject declared, a Mong
ies for further
the same status as youth training, and called for expansion of
'ila basis of parttraining and MlUsil t i( HI , a more flexible approach to certification
time courses, expansion and iticn.ase in the stale grants and allowances payable for
and to persons taking such training, and the establishment of a j()int committee to
ildvise on the organisation and co-Ordination of adult training. The membership of the
latter should comprise representatives of the sloint Education Council, the Manpower
Directorate, the General Confederal 1 ii of Trinle Unions and the Employers' Confedera-

tion (223). A little more than a. year later most of the proposals of both ministries
were embodied in the regula( ions approved by Parliament regarding the status, tasks
and functi(ms of the Council for the Vocational Training of AtIldts
Much the same type of action has developed in Poland. A scheme fur promoting
;Ulna education through part-time nmrses of ba.sic and furl 11((r training 4.-or workers,
was drafted by a committee of the Trade Union's Central Board in 1963 recominending,
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among other things, the rreation, within indu,trial imdertaking,, of centres for the
geneal and vocational training of workers
Two %Tars later, i1 ageemnt with
the Central Committee of Trade Unions, the Council of :Ministers introdured a series
Of measures on the subject. Further training was ronsidered to comprise (1) upgrading

andlor training fur promotion, and (ii) updating. Four types of programme were
recognised (full-time or )art-time vocation.11 courses- normally betw( n 3o) and too()
hours of instruction; seminars; periods of planned employment organised for training
purposes nt a suitable plant ; supervised self-instruction); further training was to) be
compulsory for certain workers (those emploved ill bralICIWS Of ceoliolllie acti VOA'
where the pace of technical development and change warrant it), and was to be organised
in conjunction with annual or li )ng. term econonlic development programmes (2.z()).
Few countries have gone so far as to deehire further training compulsory for certain
trades or o('cupational fields, la)wever, Action has most often been directed towards

measures to encourage participation in courses of further t-aining and education or
to promote the institution of appropriate training facilities for adults. In Pielgium, for
instance, a decree issued in July to63 introduced further education allowances fin.
young workers wishing to attend ;u1vanced courses in general or social subjects
Simihtr grants and allowances were approve(1 by regulatio)ns issilHI in D)63 in the
Federal Republic of Germany (145). The same year saW tile eStablislinielit (by (1ecree)

of the National Adult Training Institute in France (227). A similar institute was set
uP in Algeria ill 1967 (228).
In Spain t separate Department of Further Education was set up within the Ministry
of Labour in November 1962 with wide functions for co-ordinating, iwomoting and

encouraging public and private vocational training activities; fur advising training
centres (possibly deciding their location, nature an(l size); itnol for establishing and
managing public centres set up for providing further training" (229). The Ministry of
Labour subsequently launched a comprehensive workers' occupational upgrading
programme, with a planned output of some 75o,00() persons having completed some
form of training course between tob and 1ti67, and the construction of a network of
basic centres (ow. per provin('e) and local centres mid mobilo. instruction units to reach
workers in outlying districts (23o).

In the USSR and the other cumitrits of 1.,.sleo.00 Europe. and in particular in
Eastern Germany, part-time training of adults for purposes o)f up:21.ioding and promotion
has always been encouraged and re:.;:,-ded as pail of the
edoteational process.
In the latter country, following an o
01 the Council of Ministers 000), Ow planning

of adult training has been int:1.41%0rd into a comprchonsive schcmc of interrelated
stages of qualification (231). In tile USSR Undertakings ao. required by law to provide
further training facilities for their workers. Their obligations arc' (kilned in a series of
official texts and regulations, but they carry, too, a right (subject to the col(sent of the
worker's union) to dismiss a worker who refuses to learn a second (related) trade when
the knowledge of such a trade is essential to OW proper perfonimnrc of this hasic job.
Collective agreements specify the mmilwr of persons for %\;iont further training is to
be provided, as well as the nature of the training and its olunit ion
Vocational training for adults, whether integrated in the national education and
training system or distinct from it, is in fac.t becoming a permanent tool for social
advancement and eConOinie growth. As indicated in a 3-year statement on the vocational
training activities of the Department for Youth, Sports and Social Affairs in Tunisia, the

apprenticeship system cannot cater for all school drop-o,,ts but the adult vocational
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to its intensive training
training system has a relatively larger intake capacity, ow
can adapt more easily to the different educational It'Vc1S of such trainees
methods,
(2$3). It is certainly this same ability of vocational training programmes for adults to
provide the flexibility needed by their economic development plans, which has led malty
other countries in AsiaNfrica and 1.;ktill America ;LS ill Chik- fOrltlalIV to include
them in their national manpower development plans

Planning and co-ordination
The increasing complexity of national systems of education an( I training and the
recognition 4 )1 their interdependence have led most mutinies either to institute a single
authority with responsibility for all education and training activities, or to include in
their organisational structure permanent machinery for co-ordination of the different
component parts. The latter is perhaps particularly noticeable in ow developing onmtries where there is special need for planned and simultaneous development and \viler('
the existing institutions are still relatively new. It is Often easier to start recognising
the 11(411 for newly created services to co-Ordinate their activities than to convince long-

established bodies they can benefit from collaboration with services which may even
seem, On the face of it, to be working in Opposition.
Both these trends an' reflected in the abstracts. Typical of the central planning trend
is the new organic law Oil education promulgated ill Honduras in 1967 which specifies

that, for the effective performance of its functions the Department of Education shall
have separate services for "pre-school educat LI nt, prinmry education, general secondary

education, technical and vocational education. teacher training, art education and
cultural development, adult literacy and education, sports, and school buildings."
Each of these services, however, must follow the decisions of the Office of Over-all
Mucational Planning, which shall itself work in collaboration with the Economic
Maiming Board (1 27).

Whatever the title given to the co-ordinating body set up within a country, its
functions and composition follow the same general lines. 'lite list of such bodies, even of
those noted in the abstracts, would be long. Their ('onli)osition is likely to inchale, as in
the Case of the National Advisory Centre On Technical Education and Vocational Training in the Central African Republic (235) the minister of labour and social affairs and
the minister of education (respectively chairman and vice-chairmim), the minister or
official responsible for the economic development plan, the ministers of public works,

of agriculture, and of national (.eience, the heads of the educational bodies directly
of npresent 81 i vo:.; of employers' and workers'
concerned and a specified (equal)
Organisations. The Supreme Central Consultative Cthinnit tee set ly by the Iraq Ministry
of Education is another example (236).
permanent
Representation of the national planning department is becomin,
feature. But more direct contact with current manpowef and l'( 1LI('8 i alai research
activities is becoming even more important. Concern with maintaining such contact is
11

to he seen in the establishment of such bodies as the Central Research Institute for
Vocational Training ill the Fedend Republic of Germany (237), the Ministry of Labour's
Manpower Research Unit in the United Kingdom, the US Education Research Informa-

tion Center (238), set up by the Department of Education and intended to serve not.
only the Department but also the entire educational community. At national and at
state and local levels, action must be based on accurate and up-to-date inforniation on
what is required of the system as a whole in numbers and 111 quality.

Ill. Vocational orientation, guidai;cea and selection

The changing concepts of the obj(Ttives and organisation of education and training
have created new problems for vocational orientation and guidance, as have the changing
economic and social pressures discussed in Chapter I. But if they have raised problems
guidance services have gained
they have also had a positive impact. Orientation
tremendously in importance over the past few years. The individual is more aware of

the need to exercise his choice of an occupation well, and to seek help in doing so;
employers are more inclined than in the past to use more scientifically proved methods
for selecting their employees.
Specifically, it is the general tendency to stay on longer at school, either on a voluntary basis or because of a formal prolongation of the period of compulsory schooling,
and the concept of comprehensive or milli ilmrpose schools which, together, have had
the greatest single impact. Postponement. of the final decision for a trade or an occupational field, and the broader educational bases of the final years of compulsory education
have expanded the range of Occupational possibilities and rendered the work of the
guidance counsellor more complex. An additional complication may be seen in the fairly
general acceptance of the idea t hat vocational orientation and guidance are not actions
which are needed only onc: in a lint ilia.. As stated in a resolution adopted at a meeting
of experts convened by the Intcruatimai Vocational Guidance Association (IGVA) in
1063,, tlwre is a need for the child, adolescent or young adult to receive the individual
assistance of a guidance counsellor at different stages of his development from io or
11 years of agc 1;1) to the age of 24 or 25 years (230). There are cases where it is felt that
this period of need should be extended well beyond the 25 years age limit.

A Working Party on the functions and' organisation of vocational guidance for
adults and older persons, set up by the Swedish Vocational Guidance Association,
noted the higher incidence of older persons seeking the aid of the guidance services and
attributed it. to the higher school-leaving age and the rapidly changing structure of the
employment market. The continuing exodus from agriculture and forestry, the increasing number of women wit() re-enter the employment market after an absence of some
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years, and policies for the reintegration of handicapped workers into the labour force,
IlitVC greatly incn.ised the (lemandsmade on vocational guidance services and have
made lit'W :,pecialisations v%.ithin the general guidance field (2.1o).

There has therefore been a nmve over the past (h.cade or so to sprvad the span of
vocational guidance and orientation both baukwarCs into the priniary school programme
and forwards to come to the aid of the adult worker. It is perhaps indicative of this
trend to note that in 103 the International Vocational Guidance Association felt it
necessary to change its title to become the International Association for Educational
and Vocational Guidance in order to clarify its field of action. But the main effort is
still, and likely to remain, concentrated on youth; the general concern is that of helping
voung people to cross Over as smoothly as possible front full-tiine education to integration into the active labour force.

Orientation

- guidance - selection

An article published ill "I,a nouvelle Revue pidagogique" in .1962 warned against a
tendency to confuse vocational guidance and vocational sekction. The aim of selection
was to choose from the mass a qualified minority for doing a specific job requiring
specified qualifications; the purpose of vocational guidance was to enable every individual to tind the place in the work force which corresponds best to his own aptitudes and
the interests of society (2.1 1). To these 1 wo notions should be added the idea of vocational
orientation: a stage which precedes the other two and is intended to give young peopk.
approaching school-leaving age a general understanding of the employment market, its
opportunities and the career limitations implicit in the selection of different streams of
education.
The Orientation phase is further sub-divided into general Orientation activities and
practical orientation. The former are largely informational. The latter c: mprises short

periods of practice and/or observation in several occupations. Its direct object is to
acquaint persons about to enter emplovna.nt with the nature and conditions of work
in the occupation(s) in question so as to ensure a realistic approach to occupational
Choice.

Most countries have tried
i he challenge of vocational guidance by taking
advantage of the longer period ot c)hipulsory schooli;g
it` systematic, planned
observation and orientation sessions into the i'eguior SC; 10G:
it'. The prevocational and polvtechnical training
education introduced ii he USSR and other
countries of Eostern Europe since
the observation ilIld Orit'in
CVdeti
instituted with the French educational reforms- -discussed in some detail in Chapter II
arc CaseS in point.
Some countries which have followed the idea of polvtechnical courses as a preparation for the transition from school to work, have seen it mon. as an independehi activity,
school-based but nevertheless outside the school system. This is the case with the
recommendations for the organisation of a oth year of compulsory education in Austria.
The courses for the 9t11 year are to have stUndord syllabi, which must nevertheless lw
i

flexible enough to allow adjust int.lit when necessary. "Hicir aim is to give pupils who are

neither attending a junior secondary or a higher school (whether general or technical,
agricultural or vocational) nor staying in the lower or upper primary classes or a special
school, general basic training with a view to their future careers. In other words, they
are for youngsters who do not wish to prolong the ties with school. The instruction
42

should therefi Te not be "bookish- in clNiracter and sl.ould ii.void requiring much memory

work of the pupils.
The cnrrictilum would include instruct4m in such subjects as; rules of behaviour
(including attitud('s to work), mother tongue, nr!thematics, basic economic and social
sciences, civics, economics, technical drawing, hygiene and home economics, and
initiation into practical work. Vocational guidance is to b reinforced by orientation
Visits to firms

exhibitions (242).

The same type of approach can be seen in the Federal Republic of Germany with
the year of post-primary practical orientation organised jointly by the Christian Movement for Young People's Villages and I libernia Limited, except that here the programme
is more occupation-minded. The pupils spend three days a week On practical work and
the remaining two at a. vocational school (243). Another variation on the same theme
is the institution of prevocational classes in Switzerland providing an optional year of
continued education for young people who, 011 completing their compulsory education,
are not sufficiently mature to make a valid occupational choice. The first such experiment was noted in the abstracts with respect to the canton of Aargau (244). The syllabus
much resembles the programme recommended by the Austrian polytechnical commission. Later references deal with similar arrangements in Zurich and in the canton of
Basel-Land (245, 246).
In all cases, however, there is the problem of how tc.) make the orientation visit to
work-places meaningful. How is it to become more than just an outing, an escape from
the school routine? How is the school to determine the usefulness a visit to a given firm

or umkrtaking can have for a particular group of pupils or class? What can be dow
to make the visit more effective, Or to counteract attempts--whether intentional or
Mvoluntary On the part of the employer to use the visit for recruitment purposes?
These are some of the questions which arc being asked by teachers and guidance
specialists in all countries and schools which have instituted school and youth guidance
services. Sonic of the answers are discussed in an article on research being carried out by

the Vocational Guidance Research Unit of the Department of Psychology, Leeds
University (247). They are also to be foum I in the bi.(.4),Tolind to the preparation of a

model plan for the organisation of a vocational orientation visit, established as a
demonstration uroject by the Vocatiolid Guidance Office of the canton of Zurich,
Switzerland (248).

Practical orientation through work experience
one
More recently there have been signs of a teinleney to carry practical orienta
stage further, to enable the pupil to get, through personal work experli.nce in selected
occupations, a realistic idea of what the jobs and job environments entail. The abstracts
do not as yet carry many references to such measures: they are probably at too experi-

mental a stage for opinion to be formed as to their worth. In Sweden, such practicd
vocational orientation (PRY()) was made compulsory for all the 8th-year pupils in the
new common basic school as from the 1965-1966 school year. It consists in organising
work experience ill two or three different jobs for each pupil for a total period of three

weeks. Its goal, as stated in the school curriculum and reproduced in the relevant
abstract, is to complement

"the theoretical vocational orientation by making it possible for the pupils to
get, through personal experience of workhig in selected occupations, a realistic
-13
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th ;114 initlys. intl.!' NI.. I le.,
ill
it
provides the pupil.. itli bet ter 1,11.m ledge about working conditions, e.g. industrial organisation mill spei lalisation, the relationship II, meen employer and
employees and bemeen co11...1;411es, training facilities, s:ifety, and industrial
hygiene."
Implementation of the scaein, entails a Ii , 1,1,11,1,ais amount of organisational wori:,

and must have the full co-opelation and comprehension of all p.irties
parents, teacherg,
employers, le employees from whom the youligsters will gt
their information, the county school boards and count y labour boards, the Vt)eatiotral
guidance specialists (244)). Not all the experiences hayr been successful. Subscribers 1(1
"Training for Progress" may recall :in ;11111.111111 l tilt' SV41111 Which Wit!, pllbilNiltql Ill
raiscd.
Volume 4, No. 1, and highlights !some of the

The only other comparable examples noted come from the Federal Republic (4f
Germany and the Vilited Kingdom. In the Federal I:epublic an experiment was made
to introduce a two-week prartical training pri loll in industry for qth-year schoolchildren
LI/1)il*W!ill/N1'11111'111 prevorational training and vocal ional guidance.
in Itielefeld.on
experilnent seems to have been succcssful in that it makes counselling and placement in apprenticeship easier. But the article demi ibing the experiment concludes that
vocational guitidilut!
I
if this type of training pvrio(l is II) be iiiirodueed general]..v ..1.
all (.25o).
Will 111 111 11111111 1111111'
The second case isa private still me initiated bv the headmaster of a British s, 44,11(1;1,y

school for boys, backed by the local town council mill with the cle.operation of local
industry, It is one sc1I()01's answer to the problems raised bv the mass of boys staying
on at school beyond the compulsory schooling period yet not having either the intention
or the aptitude for higher education. It gives the boy a chance to acquire an industrial
(or commercial) 1/fil91111.(i4)11 an(I

II) 111111 hIii right level \vithin the industrial struc-

ture (251).

Vocational guidance and manpower planning
indicativr ;L
liii111.1 ;hat this ifficrest

The upsurge ol interest in vocational orientation and guidalicc
1111.41 Whir11 11111Y 1/11VV In4.11 latent for some 11/1/1%

should grow parallel 141 the swing towards the sc.e....ih.e, socio-economic ;(11140;ich 11)
;vas gaincd
manpower planning and Iannum resources devellipment. Voeation.,1
hit a certain
recognition as a valuable adjunct, an essential (OI) t1 u,anpower
apparent between national manpower nrci,s and conccrn tor the
amount of cIndliet
(ink' a VrI'V :ill' line
Occupational prefercticcs of Ow individu,d, It inav soni, 1

which separates gcnuinc practical vocational twirniation Irian attempts

iv to

direct young labour into useful channels of activity w. it 11 known .1idovinent 4.; .,ortu!titles. Aleasnws to combat the problem of the educated 1111rInilloVI'd
encou,raging them to embark on self-employ,:lem (LH), and to ul'ililiCate thy g.
aversion to maniud work in many of the developing as well as toe more highly iadustrialised comit ries, can be regarded as both economic planning and guidance of the halividual into emphiyment which will give him economic indeiwildence and self-respect.
The same may perhaps be said of the at temlas being made in many countries, and
1

particularly in Africa, to give rural youth proyocational training and to direct. them
44

towayas local I ulployment agricultural an,i non-agrieldtUral iu order to stem the
(hilt aWaV fr)m the land. number of ,-.1ich
aro ill 018.1ation experin,nt;dly,
but ()Ilk' it fi'W ut tI'ii I1LV4. btiql slcctcii tor discussion in the abstracts. Representative

of this trend in the developing countries are the pre-apprenticeship centres in unisia
the Civic Seviee sYste111 ill \Lill (3O) and the Young Pioneers Movement in the
Central African Republic (42). a..II _tree
of which have been instituted principally to
ti
teach improved husbandry techniques and to provide polyvalent training in common
craft trades as a general preventive against the rural exodus, and the -back to the land
movement" started as a eampaign against unemployment in Dalunn(y (4o). Ine action
taken by the .1Iadrid Provincial Chamber of Industry to hist itute -vocat ional initiation"
comses to prepare primary school pupils for employment in various occupations avail;
able locally, and generally t() promote the development of the \ladrid 1 1.11,ei
land, can
be viewed in 11111(.11 the saint' light (0)), alth)ugh the problem is by no means as acute
as in the countries just cited.
Concern ()vet. the need to) direct young people int() orcupational fields iii volt ft,r1llit
t
PaCdS Of thv ceollolilY is %Try apparclit right through the abstracts. In discussing the trades or occupations. to he talight ill the then
institlited praCtital
training classes in the II-year schools in the I 'SSR. it is stated categorically that each
pupil should, in principle, ik` able 11 ciluww 1ii l.l'adv freely IMO. that -the needs of the
national economy, :uld more particularly of the economic areas concerned, in regard to
skilled workers take priorit " (253). In t(i(').., special vocational guidance prt,grammeS
Wen' eStablishc(1 1)V the CitY of Dresden in 1.:
rn Germany, with a view t() directing
pupils systematically towank an occilpational choice ill line with 111v llceds of the
economy (254).
community programme sponsored and administered by the lucid
Chamlwr of Commerce in a Snlall toWll ill Massachnsctl, (USA) lias aS one of its guiding
principks the need to direct young people t(Avards training and employment oppovtunities avaihtble locally (255). The vocal
gui(lance system evolvtgl in Cz(whoslovakia
links education and training with the state economic pluuning through a Complex systelli
of "apprelltiCeship balanCe sheets- Which roVeal thilleroncos botWeell rogional manp()wer
needs and the numbers Of Voting peoplo itVailat);, to liii I hoin. The dilferences are then
resolved by what is termed -interregional transfer of vont 11. \\lien vocational guidance
is so closely tied Ill with the twe, K 1,1 the economy, however, its psychological aspects
run the risk of being forgot ten. Fear of neglect of the individual in application of tho
plan has led a grotip CzeCh psVeiiologists to d Vi-' a cheille for refiressing excessive
einpliasis on economic factors, ;t scheine which has now been operating in all C4ech
schools sin('e I9b.; (250).
The Czech research in this field is characteristic of a (Innmon Lend: if vocational
gllidanCe serViCes are tending to apply a more practical approach and to direct their
counsellees (both young and a(lult) towards those nehts nnd occupations \% here they aro

likely to tind an economic return 14 their training dila work, they :in' Lioilo

IvsS

devp1V Collevl'Ilcd With taking I Ile oeellpat imial aspirations of the individual 'Hilo

ThiS WaS defined at the IGVA meeting of experts in lob.; as implying assistance based
upon knowledge of the voting person, his needs alol environment, within the framework
of the economic situation in the country (239). At the zatue meting it was stated that.
the scliool can be expected to help stibst ant iallY in the evaluation of the individual
problems of pupils and maladjusted children and to decide the different forms of aSsistwice required. BM in both the IGVA report and the Czech study referred t() above, it is
stressed that the guidance process is a joint affair involving, as appropriate in each local
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Ur n.011)11,11

t

II ijt it 011, I lit' V-.1..111,tlic ti

the
social %. hare
guidance counsellor, the school duciol, psYcholiigisi
ii riiI1ll.VIIiIit --cr\ jct.'. the children, parents and I hen ilitme
wit-t(T. I 1.
empl(Jyers.

The special groups
It can be argued that the great e;

I

in particular to) the problem ...i.ruletips the ride,
t'appvii, tli. ItIalatlithtrd Mill tilt. itictildlIV

paiti

;Hifi\ /dual

the pilv,leally and , htiiv itmiliji)V economic
(if tilt. p:1,t (11.ciolo

considerations. This is not entirely so. I ii. i ight employment
immense impetti. to I Ito ",,tbir di;ing(
in industrialised comntries have certainly given
in attitude toward, employment of these categories. Considerable progress has been
and
made ill achieving a bet ter understaildin....., of the employment
risen to) the occasion.
physical handieaps and vocational guidance has
certain number ot the abstracts classified under this heading deal vitli guidance
There are, ;or instance,
activities specially directed towards these disadvantaged groups.
references to the Work (:)1 the vocational guidanc«.entres ill Pidgin!!! :,pocialking iii
mental handicap; (257); to a
its.....istanct. to thi. :Ault unemployed \yid, physical (Jr

1:ederal
vocational guidanco manual vIiich has been prepared for teaclwrs in the
acluk!-Cvnts (2)): to action taken to
Iiihuie of (wrinaliv 'killing with
countries, and ill Tunisia ill part ielliar
retrieve or reorient school dropouts in devloping
USA tor the vocational preparation of
(238). Special measures have been till,eli in the
mentally retarded Vliting people (2511, or lor those %rho) are physically or emotionally
Rri)111)110
handicapped or otherwise socially disitd\-antilgrd 2()O, 2)0. III I ht I;(1I(Tal
bows iii the special classes of the common basic school
of Col'1111111v, 1111111AV retarded
apprenticeship in certain of the craft trades,
are increasingly being oriented towards
eleal:y that the principles have
especially as house painters (2(2). The e idenee
;lie tight labour situation ill
been accepted and have even been cartied
which they evolve(1.
11 With 10)()IAn inquiry into the W1)11i ('XIIt'1.11110'
it coadit ioi; or a went al handicap
eYeSight 1110tOr-halli heaps, licariiig defy. is. an
ut' the five spreLII e1un1 11)r
has been carried out in Italy ;11101114 pupils wia, i.: 1ii
SIR' reliability of various factors
WitS t()
handicapped children ill Milan. rio'
detailed analysis
in predicting sutkinetory integrdtilM i wurithlg hie on the basis of a
II Wit., iullitd that 1 hv
of the medical, pvschologirai ;nut
vung handicappc(1 1)(4Th' covcr(ii WiTh rang(' of jobs
occupation, followed liv
It wa:-;
but showed little correlation Vil ii the vocational training acquired at school.
should constitute a single and
concluded that educational and vocational guidance
psychological ttspects
continuous procedure and that close attention should be paid to)
in all rehabilitation work (2( j).
privileged position in the (Cain
The vocational guidance counsellor is in it special and
;Or. ur learn more
trying to help such children. In some respects he is able to do
:)rolltS
than I'd!)
about the retarded or mentally disturbed child or itdOICSCVIII
vocational guioiance lias its
IVadWrs, t psychohigist or psychiatrist. Psychotherapy in track down ur :aspect the
limitations however, Its value consists mainly in its ability to)
and in this way to :telp the
real reasons for difficulties at school or ill an apprenticeship,
psychologist or psychiatrist to prescribe the right treatment (2(4),
,

...

Methods, training and research
With rt'l.t)glliti011 tilt ill'

ti

i

Vt".11 iti;1,i1 (1111110

I

ha**. Ct11111' concern for giving him ad. quote pleparation for periorming it. (Juidailee
tit' i),Vtlit)itigV. Iii ciiiiiha,kt !Ito
cottliselfiw preparation is tending to include nittry
ncrt1 to haVe an understanding of personal:iv dynamics :nit: motivation, as \%011
itinhiting Iii ntW teatiling iiirtII.i, ii,,,Nt-N.1111111
anti elcilhortivIV
allielciitlik that thticIlliquVint nt eunirwilt.1 1titIi 11111,N1 ;11-.41
think in terms of change and keep ilp to date oil new and expanding in'enimlitindi iii ItIN
k4(15). liv nint learn to present information at the right mt iment. lie does not , according
to a Swiss article published ill 1(05. twill to be a trained psychologist kit lie does need
to have had sufficient training in psycliolire..,Y to be able to discuss and stimulate discussion with adolescents and t heir parents (21)()), hi the whole, however, the counsellor's
role and functions are not very well defined. A Niirvry carried out in area voyationaltechnical schools in five states in the ("SA reached the conclusion that it was impossible
to) draw up generally applicable descriptions for either (267),

Aptitudes and potential for success
Nlort. recently, judging by the abstracts. the bulk of the research in thk field has
been on the aNst'N'Allent. Of Itilhtil pOtCultial and apt it nth and on tv...,ting the eilet.tivelless

of counselling practices under certain conditions. Assessment has been moving away
from the rather narrow concepts of using tests and aptitude bat teries for determining
success potential. Even the concepts of Nileet'SS ILIVC IWOlichanging. I ;1(liiit jun to bulig-

accepted external success criteria in employment earnings, output, stability in
employment there are other measures to be applied, such as the individual's career
satisfaction (268). Administration of a test battery ;done is not enough; it must be
backed up by other ;Lint broader types (,f inforiii:ii:tin health and physical tailors,
I
;
school results and home environment anti bv exteli,ivo (LvIttii
ditcrvitAys
1

Occupational choice
urginning. .\111ril hat is written
Vocational guidance seems, in fact, to oe at e
today on the subject is exploratory or experimental in character. Conclusions are still
only tentative. The lines of research .tre interesting in 1 neinselves. one of the more
prevalent themes is the type of factor iinitiencing occupational choice, aild a number of

projects to ascertain the motivations oi occupational choice have been noted in the
abstracts, among 1 hem:

all inquilw in the VSA to determine the occupatioithl preferences and
expectations of girls in relation to the occupational level of their parents
(26q);

a st udy in Eastern Germany to show whethei their practical work classes
had had an effect oil the girls who chose a technical occupation on leaving
school (27o);

a French inquiry to determine the influence of aptitudes on adolescents'
inclinations as regards occupational choice (271);
47

during

tWIJ 11ili.iii -411(1ics, Mle 441 flit, pat torn Ut )11%111116 s;11
training (272) and nit' 01/11T 011 ()Cellpailullal t'1101CV ;111(111'1111(411k planning

(27.l);

a series of studies in the 1 "SSR on subjects Y..11 as he occupat ional interests
occup.ition;ll choice. (275),
of schoolchildren (274), the motives nutlet
the psycho-soci( )gical factitl'S e(11111111"itql Willi development of an interest

in a trade (27();
a doctIn'al thesis by a Swiss p,yehologist and gui.tanre counsellor on the
possibilities of predicting occupatitmal choicl. on the basis of Kuder
questionnaires and the General Aptitude Test Battery (277).

oXpyt'11111i1n'i of young job appliOther interesting fields for research have .1)0en
cants in Francr (278) ; I In' career histories of trained and untrained CS secondary
graduates, ;issessed eleven years after graduating (279); the relationships between
it.f 1 ainong apprentices
school results, vocational aid if Ude, and performince a t wt wiz
owat
d
, I 14,.11 r;Iflo ;Hid Iluir
the atilt urte
in a (8,turiti iiit,,lc',
lia(147 and .111, ,41111111 (11 ;1111(111111w Iit 111 inc '4011,111; (14'."111flancli:, ;I pie( 1101(
limitiary study und,ertaken by the In-dilute ot lictiagogical Research at Bratislava in
Czechoslovakia (281).
A general increase of interest in a research approach to problems and possibilities
of vocational guidance is apparent. These studies are tangible evidence that kss faith
is placed in intuitive counselling. Jialgement is still a key element in the counsellor's
1

1

I

qualifications, but it needs to be backed by hard veritiabk. data. Perhaps it k not

surprising to find, in view of this trend, that in tlw USA there has been experhnentat ion

to devise, develop and test a computer-based system of vocational guidance

antoroun to offset 'weaknesses in the hinnan element...11w objcct of tlw exercise was to
try to simulate good counsellor behaviour on a computer system ;11,(1 then compare the
outcomes of the computer with those obtained by a "real- counsellor. 'Fla. machine
system agreed Nxith the human couliselhws on approximately 75" of the student
of the course selections. But the human element is
appraisal statenwnts int(' thiotit
still to be reckoned with: nearly ail students were more positive towards the human
counselling system. Automated counselling is not for tonmrrow (282).
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IV. Supervisors and tecuarat-..ris

Supervisory training, more than any other single sector of the training field, has
been going through a period of issessnient. Little that is really new has been a1d,q1
to the training programmes. Instead, there has been a fairly common trend to look
backwards at the product of past activities awl policies t_i e multitude of supervisory
training programmesand to ask whether the latter are really fulfilling their purpose.
This is not to say that the period has been one of stagnation, but rather that there is
a general demand for a more informed and flexible approach to supervisory problems,
for assessing the present position before going on to another stage in the game. By awl
large, the supervisory problems themselves fall into two main categories: One professionalthe role of the supervisor or the ..)ntent of his job; the other personal --the
supervisor's status, in society in general just as nuich as at his place of work.
1

Role confusion in supervision
All research programmes and evil:nation projects n i :-.ui,e:.vi,orv training field
of a superto define the rote ;Ind
tend to begin by stressing how difficult
visor. '11W U RI evaluation study, pui,:ied ill "Training for c,o,._;,e:-,s- Hi r()05, is
no exception to the rule (283). From the )sli'tCL i is abundantly clear that the job
of the supervisor cannot be thought of as hi any way standaedked and that the indiscriminate application 0'; simple standard programmes may lead to failure awl waste.
.

Supervisory effectiveness usually depends upon a multiplicity of factors: the
particular situation, the supervisor and the organisaiioa in a complex interaction.
Role confusion on the part. of supervisors is menti(nied tvequently in the abstracts,
though it nutv not always be referred to in precis, Iv those wovds. ...111 abstract of a
supervisors' role as part ot' niana;..;ement leads to a
Belgian article states that
clashes with
personal conflict of duties. -choir indisputable lovaltv to Ow
their understanding for the needs and desires of their suburdinatos.- (28.1). Most often,
as shown in one of a series of articles in an American reportage on the status, role inal
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of tlii catrgory. Nearly all the abstracts descriloing or assessing super\ isury tiaining
programmes, for instance, refer tu \\ it ten and \verbal sktIls as a prime necessity. It
may be called communication skill
dcvelopinent, public speking
mother tongue training, or something else again, lin: the intent remains th
improvement of ability to convey ideas. Cuurses proirart-il
tilt' Gi'mraii Cliambrr:".
of Industry and Commerci! (.29I) in run bv the infil mid -.teel industries of l'rance
Sweden (29.0 and tile United Kingdom (2(d), in-plant training programmes fur foremen

in France (295) and in a large inotorworks in the United 1:ingdoin (2,00, and training
organised for farm fun men in California, US.1 (.2o7), and for mastereraftsuirn with
instwting (1IIti(' ii Eastern Germany (2oS), all dev)te considerable tirne to improving
the supervisor's ability to communicate \vitli both his superiors
his subordinates.
In it !-AilablIS outline for a .,o-week programme recommended hv th,.
iiitoil
Kingdom Institute of Industrial Supervisors (2(0). instru('tion in communication
skills (22

hours) came secon(1 (nly to hulnan relations ( .;.) hours). .1; the ( )x(16-4111(1

steelworks (Sweden) mother tongue training \vas at least as important, ill class hours,
as physics, dratigliting, chemistry and special supervisory techili(pies training (each

of which compris('d 3o hours). ()Illy mathematics \vas given substantially longer
(f)o hours) in the 2:6-hour programme
Behavioural patterns

The problem of communication affects other aspects of the supervisor's job. 1\ hat
may be variously called human relations, appreciation of Innnan factors, man manage-

ment, leadership, and labour relations all depend upon communication skills for
successful performance. It k not surprising, th(Trfore, that parallel to the expressed
need for communication skills is a similar exp,ession of need for skill in the human
relations liehl. Most of the pr0);4rammes already referred to deliberately set out not to
teach technical production aspects of the works but to assist the supervisor to iniprove
his leadership skills.
At first sight it would appear from the abstracts that Torhavioural patterns and
hunuin relations problems are less to the low in supervisor development in the countries
of Eastern Europe. The training ;Ivailahle to supervisors al Iho
techaleai mikgcs
(3oo) and the curricula at I tt I Faiiiii ylmuls for :supervisors it) the Ukraine (30t)
and different regions of the
j():)) IcIld (1) be Concerned chieny with providing
basic education and courses Ito' iniprt,ving their tedinical
Such a ConChIS1(ni
The USSR articles and documehts contain
freqtwnt references to the education and organisation !unctions of supervisors and
sudi responsibilities certainly imply considerable interest in and concern with human
relations. Educating the workers is one
tlw main purposes for which tlw
of Foremen system was instituted in fo6s, in certain towns and areas of the Russian
Federation (3(4). An article published towards the (lid of 1063 0 lc:seri1 ;(41 the greater
authority and responsibihty being given to industrial foremen in the Leningrad region.
'Undertakings, says the relevant abstract, -are increasingly handing over economic
functions to their foremen, who have the advantage of possessing practical ex1H`riCliCY
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foreman s'nonlai not,
and above Lll of knowing the caparilie, 0i. the wozia.rs. The on,ider the linnaut
imist .d
1uw,w,.1%, think exclusively in term, (,1 protinetion;
fa(.tor, for the key to productivity k a glwd, ttiii
it'vel'il'Incut il I h vvcning schools for
1.tiroover, an article on the expnnsion c
included a
supervisors reports that changes to be introduced ill 1967 in the curricula
with the 216 hours
reducthin of the time given over previimsly to technical subjects,
saved being added to the instrwtion in more general subjects (306),

j'').

Action trends and methods
nre npparent in the ;tbstracts.
f wo major lines of supervisory training develo:anent discussed
above. One (-au be
They correspond to the role and functions concepts
characterised as the complex having to do witli the Imman side of enterprisehuman
organi:-ational factors
relations, communications, economics, management theory, hygiene, tual worker
goals, industrial safety tual

such as staff relations, company
training and development.
includes evrything
Thti second lino is the technical training complex, which
and, of course, sPocific training in
from basic arithmetic to physics and chemistry
geneal techniques of Inisiness managethe technical aspects of the product and in the
broader areas such
ment. Also frequently included under -technical training"
htudy, operations
a languages, draughting, produc jolt planning., cost control, work
.

analysis.

category tends to follow convenIly and large, the training falling into tia% second working'
hours or outside them,
tional classroom methods It may be given during
established for tile training
in the evenings Or other spare time periods. The programmes
fairly typical of
schools for supervisors in the Ukraine ( jot) and the Ural (302) are three vears. The
this type of training in Eastern Europe. In both cases training lastsgeneral educat
provided for 1 wo years of
programme approved in 1962 for the former
e(lucation- industrial
followed by third Year of coinbinell general a;n1 technical
automation, instruction
drawing, general mechanics, electrotechnics, metallography,
on direct output and costing
in the economics and organisation of production of the
similar schools set up two
data supplied by the plants. The general objective
organisation of the school
or three years later in the Cral was slightly dintTelit and the
trainees follow gi.neral and technical sub)ects
programme diner- accordingly.
hours); technical. education
simultaneously. General e(ucation jo.dominates (1,.104
technical drawing., work organisatakes tip 540 hours (trade tne,irv 2,00; technology,
utmition, there are
tion and economic aspects 01 i,;oduction management
21.6 hours for tutorials or consultations with teachers awl instructurs,
for
It is interesting to compare tin.se two programmes Ultil MO course outlines
and
for
(291)
in-school training for supervisors in flu. Federal Republic! of (ermany
proposed
by the
course
ceramics foremen in Sweden (307). The Conner is a model
Chambers Of Industry and Commerce for pri%paring supervisors for the industrial
spread
supervisor examination. It comprises 720 hours of part-time study, normally
(i) German,
Over two years. Divided into throe equal parts, it covcrS successiyeiy
industry,
arithmetic, physic's and chemistry, (ii) the technology of the relevant branch of
relations. At the residential
(iii) business administration and organisation and hinnan
comprises
school for ceramics foremen at 1 Iiiganiis, in Sweden, a general, two-term course
728 lessons covering the following subjects:
I.
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No. of hours

shop mat hcniatics

hhop drawing
ceramics design
ceramic materials
general materials
ceratnics pr()(lliction teeltniques (general)
ceramics control and testing methods
ceran tics products
production mechanics
measuring techniques and instruments
production orgaMsation and economics
rationalisat ion techniques
training techniques, methods, principles
laboratory work
practical work

study tours

,;()

.120

15

14
15
21

12

320
28

Methods adapted to the human complex

Much more variety and imagination are evident in the training aiming at preparing
the supervisor for his human relations and related supervisory functions. Methods

such as role playing, unstructured conferences, discussion groups and case study
are all used in an effort to teach good human relations principles and techniques and
leadership. Indivi(Iually these methods are not new, however, awl few references or
studies on them have been substantial enough for inclusion in the ii)stracts. But there

is a new, more adventurous approach to their utilisation. Fairly typical of such

approaches is the method described in an article on an experhnental programme for
training first-line and second-line superviso N employed by the Electric l'Ower Commission of New Brunswick, Canada. The experiment adopted a behavioural approach:
the objective was to "unfreezt"' existing a: tit udes and patterns and to replace them
by new attitudes reinforced and subsequently "refrozen" through practical application.
The methods employed were the case method and training groups that engaged in
relatively mistructured discussion (308).
The need to know more
A very early article in the abstracts collection said that little was kw AV 11 about
the effectiveness of supervisory training (288). This basically is still true, inu it is safe
to say that quite a bit more is known today about. the relative effectiveness of different
types of supervisory training programme and the methods which can be used to assess
them. There have been, during the past six vt'arti, as indicated at the beginning of
this chapter, a number of formal or semi-Ofncial projects to assess the present position
of supervisory training, as a whole or within a given sector of industry.
In .1064 a committee was appointed in Ireland to examine the adequacy of standards
of supervision of operatives in industry. Its report, published in 106o, made a number
of policy recommendations for basic and further training in supervisoly functions (30().
It was in 1964, too, that the Committee on the Selection and Training of Supervisors
53
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Nvas reconvened by th( British :Ministry of 1,,i1)1,111 I' cow,i(Ier progress since Iniblic;ition
ot the Coinliiit tee's report t \vo Veats earlier (itoi. ith tlw wave of i111111i1'ies that

it \vas
accompanied and follo\ved the passage of the Industrial Training Ati of
inevitable that :,11peuviNwv training should come in tor its share of ;iits limelight and,
in fact, the newly est ablishe,1 Central 'training Council soon issue,: a booklet on recommended pttlicies and practices ( ;II).
But by far the most interesting action and far-reaching thinking are to be tonna
in tilt inquiries, experiments tun; research projects carried out duriz g. the period tindr
Ivviexy On an indlistrV-Wide basis, by hirge industrial firms or groups of tirins, or by
speeklists ill superykory training, Iii ..;eileral, such inquiries bay(' been working itiong
three
1. The supervisor function

It is chsar front the abstracts that what is \vanted in supervision are well-rounded

people who not merely have a good technical grounding but also possess human

relations skills. And over and above this they alust have had a training tliat has Iteen
broad tsnough to make them itdapt able to enan;4e. An abstract of a French article
expresses this need as follows:
lleads of undertakings and traitnng specialists want future managers
to IA: young and polyvalent ; they cannot however w.tuge their exact requirements ill 5 years' time due to tlw rapidity of technological development and
the unfonsseeablts tnsnds ill the industrial set alp. The young managerial
staff of tomorrow will need intensive training in the field chosen and
intellectual flexibility in order to adjust rapidly to IleW conditions awl to
possible job changes. Polyvalency of skills and knowledge will give them the
necessary adaptability ;aid efficiency in nmst circumstances, as well as facilitating their possible need for retrainingss
From the .I.TSA comes a report of a tiehl study ill which supervisory jobs in II plants
wens redesigned ill various ways using experimental and control groups, the intent
being to find an optimal design its regards authority and responsibilit y and to determine
the effects upon product, cost and qualii v. In die light of the discussion above concerning
the supervisor's general insecurity about his role awl identity, the author's recommendations are.not surprising: (a) "the design of a stt:,q.visor's job should aim at including
authority and responsibility for all the functions cei!tiired to ('oMplete the 1)1'0(111(1 or
service assigned to his work gntup, including' ornantv NeCeptalice-, and (hi -011 the
basis of the results of this and previous studies, t'esponsibility and authority for work
functions should be delegated to the lowest organisational level performing the work3). If these findings are adopted as \vitt-king principles, the training implications
become highly significant. Delegation of this type means that supervisors will need
training in the bmakst possible sense since they will be caned upon to "manages'
tlwir unit.
2. The place and content of training
An abstract sumnlarising a .10-page survey of current American thinking On the

0111 that, despite the
status, functions, recruitment and training of stlpervisors
enormous variety of techniques used ill supervisory training, thens are basically only
54

two schoo1 s. of thought on how the trainin of supervisors should be organised: I hrou%11

trial and error on the job, or in a classroom situation. Each method of approach
drawbacks: in the trial and error system "the learning process wiil probably be long
and the errors too expensive"; in the classroom "the supervisor's illistal:es will be less
expensive, but it will be impossible to create artificially the preSsUre ari(& the practical
components of the work situation- (285). Somewhat the same views are to be found
n an abstract On the policies of the recently esta!,lished (ro(),I) National Examinations
Board ill Supervisory Studies (NEUSS) in the tnited Kingdom (3 14) and the discussion
to which they have given rise (315-317). There seems to be a conseli.-iis that there is
need for broadly based training utilising both approaches.

There seems also to be general agreement that, while main responsibility should
est with the fim, there are situations which demand off-the-job training outside the
company. There are several examples of niajor industries setting up compkx systems
and comprehensive centres for supervisor and technician training: the iron awl steel
industries in France (292), the Federal Republic of Germany (318), Swed(II (2(13) iota
the United Kingdom ( jig), the (7ombine1 power stations (32o) and the chemical
industries (32 1) in the Federal Republic Of Germany. Perhaps it is no accident that
four of this slwrt list should be for the same industry. In all four countries, the iron
and steel hulustry is large mid highly organised; it is also an industry vhere training
on the job is becoming mon. and more difficult to organise in view of the extremely
rapid technical change which is taking place.
Three other abstracts coining from the United Kingdom the recommendations
of the Iron and Steel Industry Training Board, the Engiin.ering Industry Training
Board and the. Central Training Council (319, 322, jr I) illustrate very well certain
new trends in supervisory training. The iron and steel industry recommends three
things: that a line manager must hold full responsibility for training his subordinates;
that more attentioil Hoist be given to job specific training; that, wherever possible,
training requirements should be met within die firm. This approach is paralleled in
some respects by the Engineering Indu-try Training. Uoar(l wit!) its recommendations
4-stage approach to a more individualised prepanition for supervision: job
for
description and successive d(*.ternlination of training needs specification and methods
;Lt

.the latter being classified as on-the-job instruction, secondment to other departments,
Off-the-job training within the company and oll-the-job training outside the company.
Finally, the Central Training Council makes a strong case for in-plant training and places

responsibility firmly on management, it adds, however, an important dimension by
introducing the idea of the need for a dialogue between supervisor and management
about training. Training On the job is an integral part of supervisory training and must
be done by the supervisor's line manager. This informal training in the work situation
should be reinforced by group discussion meetings, and such formal course instruction
as the analysis may have shown to be ni.cessary. \Veil handled, this approach
kad supervisors to define their own training needs, mid the interchange of training
ideas between supervisors and management wiil then beconle a two-way exchange.
It is interesting to note how closely these ideas parallel the essential features of
American supervisory training programmes, such as "management by objectives- and
"sensitivity training-. Sensitivity training, although as vet largely experimental, is
held by many to be the key to the supervisor's dilemma: how to mediate successfully
between the workers and management and make his role as the man in the middle
more tolerable.
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3. Evaluation of techniques and programmes
i- 1:11! general tideavonr, at al: ;evei-, !fr
evaluation sinfly,
Inoita lids, and ;411._;:ininlics. Tht
out (if an eat nor ....(udy tularnilLtfi ;ffid 1,111)11,6A by hiP

lit the background of all them. tit tivith
a--.0

the ertvetiVvilv,,s

aheadv referred no, grew

Organisation for Economic Co-operittion ;Intl Dcyclupilicnt

i( 1))

it I()(,.;

;Ilion Of supervisory and managment training, Paris, OECD, 1063i.

1

ef, Evahl..,
IL studies

discussed tLe techniques and developmelits ill t Iii livid from tlworetical and methodological poiuts of view.
A recent French evaluation study iN t,Lirtieularly intiYesting fr011 I U iiiit III)(1i4i)gical.
viewpoint. At the request of the National Planning Commission, the Frenc!.
nwa1rv1if.nt techAssociation for Increased Productivity has attempted NW
clinical
analysis) to
niqiles, and on the basis of statistics and social psychology and
assess the results of supervisory training, and to determine the factors which !,overned
them. 'fliree research projects were carried out between 1()62 and 1oj65: studies of
(a) the individual changes in the attitudes of supervisors after undergoing training,
(b) the occupational career of the supervisors trained, and (c) the relation between

the characteristics of the firm and the effects of the training. Three other research
channels were suggested for exploration: direct observation in workshops to determine
whether and how the supervisor's behaviour changes after training; parallel studies
of different methods of training in similar situations; more detailed study of the distinction inspired by Cybernetics between a. stable group with the fixed intention of
maintaining existing relations, and a specific group whose resources can be mobilised
at any moment to lit changes in plant targets (323).

Technicians
Like the supervisor, the technician regards Iiihnself as an intermediary, occupying
a position sonwwhere between twit categories ill the occupational scalethe graduate
or university-trained engineer and the workerand belonging to neither. Irrespective
of the opinions expressed, in- fact, the technician is most often defined in relation to
One or the other category. Tinw and again the abstracts support this view, whether
the individual technician is working ill agricult lice ill the USA (324) or in the industrial
sector, as for example, mechanical engineering technicians in the United Kingdom (325).

Definitions and concepts

In the United States when (alining the concept "technician'', a distinction is usually
made between engineering technicians and industrial technicians.
"Engineering technicians, whose jobs have relatively wide scope and call
for a high level of mathematical, scieln.ilic and applied technical ability, are
usually tield-oriented toward une of the major branches of engineefing
(mechanical, electrical, chemical, aeronautical, construction, electronics,
etc.). They arc required to have a broad post-secondary education received
at a technicid institute, junior college, etc. Emphasis is placed on applied
technology which will prepare them to assist engineers, scientists or other

professionals in the liehl. Industrial technicians, on the other hand, are
"job-oriented" and operate within a narrower range of activities. Tineir work
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centes on specific jobs: in-peeth Ill, quality mntrol, trouble shooting, ete,
Their tntining may be tornial or inn winal, received in industry or at a vi wit I ional

technical school. They neel I Irs'n Mat
engineering technicians, but more training al
skills" (326).

I

tilicIiev and I rclo il()gy than
Li'Ve.ophIt'llt ill manipulative
I

1

his concept is not very far removed from the one adopted by the Conference of
Engineering Societies of Western Europe and the United States (1.4,USE(') and reported

in a series of abstracts on some of die papers presented to the Conference on the
Educational and Training of Engineering Technicians sponsor(d by the British Institution of Mechanical Engineers in London in i6j (325, 327-320),
The USSR concept of a technician seems to be slightly difterent. Practical experience
appears to play a greater part in his training, such experience often being reinforced
lw correspondence courses, in-plant training or evening classes (330-337). Moreover,

it- is current practice for Russian technical school students to qualify for at least the
level of 1st or 2nd category worker :,there are normally 6 levels in the skilled worker
category] in some trade or other during their production training. Skilled worker
training is in fact considered a necessary preliminary to technician training (338).
On the other hand, technicians in the USSR also seem to have functions which go
beyond the standard concept of the technician's duties in many other countries, in
that they are called upon to organise and control the work of others (339).
The requirement for technicians to have extensive practical experience is not
exchisive to the USSR, however. It is referred to in the abstracts On the United
Kingdom just mentioned, and in others. In the Federal Republic of Germany and in
Switzerland, for instance, technicians are expected to have completed either a full
apprenticeship or a specified period of guided itractice in some type of approved manual
work (34o, 341).
Throughout the abstracts there are frequent references to ; he need for more practical
experience for technicians while training. Very ofien practical training apart from the

institution is conshlered the only way certain things can i)e taught, since the schools
are rarely equipped with the hitest types of etinipment. Exptisure to, and experience
with numerical controls, imtonnited processes, servo-mechanisms, etc. are often
possible only in the equipment manuiacturers' or production plant.
Perhaps the most striking trend shown ii;) i ink. abstracts concerning technicians
is the increasing complexity of the work they are iotiity being called upon to do. A good
example of this is given in an abstract of an article that disciNsed traching numerical
control troubkshooting. The syllalm, inchnled instruction ill combinatorial logic,

elementary Boolean algebra, truth tables, binary and binary-coded deehiml systems,
basic circuitry for specific control equipment, commainl generatiim, errorgrams,
feedback devices, servos, tape readers, data input, troubleshooting, test and check
circuits, maintenance techniques and instruments required (342). It is not surprising
that the abstract reports that no one person nor any one school can teach the necessary
material.
Technician staff in the developing countries
Whatever the concept applied in the developing countries, the dontinant feature

of the situation as regards technical and supervisory staff can be expressed in one
word: shortage. The extent to which such staff are in short supply for replacing expa57

eeo kinic gr(AVI h, 17, di!ticult
ttiale personuel and providing Hie drive necessarv
to) it-.,4Ss tor lack of adequate statistics. Numerous survevs tit the need nil
rafficti uut
(0.. technical manpower have been, and ;lye
with Ow help of foreign aid. .1, number of them have 1>1 ell selected tor plthlication in
the abstracts and have already been nterred to in earlier chapters; a series of independent studies on higli-h.vol manpower in various countries, among them Malawi (.1.4'.`,),
Uganda (343), and Puerto Rico (1.1(1); surveys of factor, in econoniie
including technical nialqmwer, carried out by the International !Link fur Revoltstruction and Development in, for example, Kuwait (t3:.) awl Papua and New Guinea
(3); high-level manpower resources and requirements inventories executed bv national
authorities and planning budie:,, as in Nenva (341) and Vginicia
Most of these countries are at the planning, or pre-planning stage as reg;trch,
teclmician training. 11.1wre the nat t mal plans have advanced a step furtlh.r tla'Y
have mainly seen the technician and lower management staff as part of the wider
problem ot the expansion of general and technical education. Present as an undercurrent ill most of the abstracts on those countries is to be found tia. general concern
over the need to encourage enrolna.nt in technical education. As stated in one abstract
on the general problem of technical education for developing countries, students tend
to enrol in the technical secondary stream only when places are not available in general
secon(lary schools (345).1nd the alteniative to school-based training -upgrading
training in the undertaking-- is seri(ntsly lacking. There are all too few examples of
firms having an active technical and supervisory or management training policy, such
as the Associated Cement Company's programme ill India (346).
One of the answors, of course, is the pooling of training resources on a regional
basis, and such a procedure begins to be feasible at the technician level. Below that
level, problems of language, costs of magnitude, etc. would be likely to make it
impractical and too expensive for the benefit received. As indicated in a colloquium
on regional technician training programmes, convened ill New Delhi (India) by the
Colombo Plan in 1965, regional action in technician training holds nnich promise.
Its possibilities have barely been touched (347).

Impact of the job on training provammcs
Inevitably, different mucepts of the technician fnuction and variations in the job
content are reflected in the training requirements and programmes -in the answers

to the questions how, where, when and for how long shouhi technicians be given training.
In the chemical, ntetallurgical, inechallical and commuincathnis inclustries of Norway
automated processes created a need for special training of technicians. III I I dam. the

answer was a three-year course for automatic control technicians and a one-year
course for junior technicians in electronics or electricity (3,0). In France, where the
educational system provides for two levels of technician training, it is held that it
takes three years to train to the first level and five years to reach the higher technician
certificate level. Moreover, on the assumption that articulation with or access to

university education is both practical and worthwhile for technician trainees, a decision
was taken in i 965 to establish higher technical training institutes which, though not
attached to u university, would be of university level and would provide the desirable

Iink between technician training and higher education (167, 349, 35o). A similar

formula for training technicians (and assimilated staff) in two-year courses in university-
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must be concerned with the probable developnwnts of the t9sos and .00)os. This

requires imagination and tb.xibilit V. t hyr-spet ialkation must be avoided. Preferiqwe
must be given to teaching fundamentals zind inculcating attitudes
An abstract of an article discussing priorities in technical education io the Uniled
Kingdom expresses much the same ideas.

'As regards the training of technicians the proposal of an 'Innbrella' or
.two-tier' university, which would bring technical education within the
ambit of a university, is particularly' inten.sting. Placing the training of

technicians within t he sante organisational pattern as the training of engineers
and scientists woubl make it absolutely clear that technician training has its
phwe alongside higher education. Tiw transition from one level to the otiwr
would be easier. 1 Int the proposal would also bring with it the danger that
technician training would lw considered pwlintinarv to higher edi:cation and
not a training in its own right, designed for a specific level of tasks and responsibilities- (353).

It is generally twcepted, then, that tedulicians need, and will continue to need,
more and higher level training because of the increasing complexity of the work they
are being expected to perform. Diffenmees of opinion appear mainly in whether the
final objective is achieved through longer initial training, via course intensification or
through continuing training after entry into employment.
The selection problem

Probably ill recognition of this inereasing complexity of their functions, there is
a deci(ed and parallel trelid towards in()re rigorous selection procedures and criteria.
Tlw 196,1 rules of admission to specialised secondary sdiools in the USSR provide
education: persons
for two levels of recruitment according to their level of
those who have
who have not gone beyond the 8 years of compulsory schooling
terminated the full secondary school course or have gone even 114.ier (354). In the
Federal Reimblic of Germany, in tuldititni to lhiving to ineet the practical experience
requirement alremly noted, persons wishing to gain admission to technicd schools
must at least hold a middle-sd1001 certificate (3..1.0).
The Conference on the Education awl Training of Engineering Technicians,
convened in London in 1963, when disrussing the problem of the selection ind recruitment of technicians, seemed more to stress general aptitudes tlmn the acquisition of
specific skills and knowledge. Selection procedures for teelioician apprentices, according
to Ono of the conference papers, should be based on a minimum intelligence level
requirement, assessed on school records (inchuling mathematics or physics and English
language) and on intelligence tests.'nw latter Should of a matrix character involving
no previous knowledge. General aptitude should also be tested to detect chaacteristics

(the ability to initeine, front evidence visible ext,Tnaliv,
what is going on in the inyi.,ible part of a ineclid n.sin space perception (to
success potential in draughting an(I pattertiniakin.(4), and personal traits likely to be
success factors (327).
Certain industries and occupations require sieci;i1 quo;:iios, kil and knowletlge.
An article published in the USA in T9t)2, for instancefppeals for better devices- rating
such LS 1)livs1c,11

forms or aptitude tests for testing personal characteristics, such as iniagination,
patience and tenacity, essential for success ill computer programming (355). In genend,
however, it is felt that the selection criteria should concentrate on basic skills and
aptitu(Ies:

"an adequate km)wledge of mathematics and basic science;
"an acquaintance with appropriate workshop and laboratory skills;
"a competent knowledge of specific techniques; and
"an ability to communicate both ideas and information to other workers... 1/
(356).

These four essential requirements are substantially those recommended some
years earlier by the US Department of Health, FAlucation and Welfare (357). A twoyear post-secondary school curriculum has gained recc)gnition as the desirable educational level for technicians in the USA. The recruitment basis is roughly the same in
France. The reform of the French educational system, however, has introduced changes
in the actual recruitment basis for technician training, and particularly that of higher
technicians. Admission will m) longer be limited to those who have had a full secondary
technical school education but will be broadened to include candidates coming front
other secondary education streams. New regulations permit a greater degree of equivalence between streams, and the training at post-secondary level will be provided in
the newly established (1966) University Institutes of .fechnology v-hich will train

higher technicians and other senior technical production and administrative staff
for public and quasi-public bodies and private undertakings (167, 358).
Status

The question of the status of technicians has been left till the end of this chapter
because it is so closely linked with each of the aspects discussed above. Concepts of
status will vary with the concepts of role and function, with the recruitment basis

and the level and duration of training provided, and with the type of institution
providing the training. The almost chaotic situation as regards the scope and content
of his title is one of the chief obstacles ill t hi' path of recognition of the functions and
qualifications of the technician. If the firm is small, the technician tends to carry the
responsibilities of a technologist and to be part of management; in the large firm,
his duties are usually more narrowly specialised. The OECD study on the training of
technicians in Ireland (359) gives a typical example of this situation. In summary:
"The functions of the 474 technicians surveyed could be roughly classified into 8 categories: design and draughting- -6.1; installation and erection of plant and eqtipment--

I8; operation, maintenance and repair of plant and equipment--5o; inspection,
analysis and testing-- 93; purchasing and sales-2; operation and control of manufacturinr processes-17o; estimating, rate fixing, work study8; laboratory supervision-7; `other'---32.
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"The reseitrch team held some reservations regardin:.., 11 11. level of the
of 185 of the 474 t
i_i ans studied. Must of he dou1)t;u1
were engaged in
1

inspection, analysis itittl testing (32 out of 93, Or 34'''), the operation and control
of manufacturing processes (55",19) awl the group of
lwrs'
Doubt concerning the validity of the tit h. was due to a. number 0; factors: absence
of it nationally accepted technician diploma, predominance of CollsUiller and internwdiate goods industries rather than capiial goudS industries, managements uncoil-

versant with technical and scientific issues, Lack of a standard approach among
industries is another deterrent : the newer industries tend to recognise the technicians,
the others to lag behind,
Certification

One of the chief methods by which recognition of techniciim stilt! is sought, is
through institution of a system of certificat:on. Many of the abstracts snow a general
twnd towards trying to give the technician more formal recognition of his training
and experience, Certification and formal recognition of titles, it is felt, could help
bring about a measure of standardisation and thus a basis for defining status.
This problem has mlne in for considerabk discussion. A clash ove; the interpretation
of the titles "technician" and "higher technician" (inginieur-techniien) in Switzerland,

and the right of certain technical schools awl colkges to issue tlw corresponding
certificates, led to a national referendum wldch held up application of the 1963 federal
vocational training law for a full 18 months after the Act had been passed by parlianwnt (341), In the Federal Republic of Germany there is agitation for liational certification for the technickm and higher technician levels, backed by legal recognition
of status (3(r), Basic regulations for the trainii.: of technicians were issued by the
Permanent Conference of Ministers of Mucation in April 11.)64, but the drafting of
similar regulations for the qualifying examination was postponed, a situation which

was deplored by the German Federation of Trade Unions in an article published a
year and a half later (362, .,,6,),).
New regulations and syllabi in France established a comprehensive range of courses

leading to formal technician certificates ill different branches of activity, in either
the industrial or business streams (349). Following an inquiry carried out in r962, the
Institute for Industrial Reconstruction (I RI') in Italy recommended a certification
system with live levels. To the present three-level struetnre would be added a 'lower
technician" (tecnico intermedio interioiv), coming between the vocational school
graduate and the graduate of a 5-vear technical secondary school, and a higher technician (tecnico su)eriore, or tecnieo intermedio suiwriore) iwtweell the latter and the
graduate engineer ( Joi).

i

system would provide possibilities for transition from one

level to the next.

Promotion from the ranks
Recruitment through upgrading and traMing for proti,(1tion has always been
characteristic of the technician category of employee. I.aim.i;thie in itself as a in(ails of

social advancement and likely to be continued, if the recomnwwiations of the New
Zealand Commission of Inquiry are anything to go by (1.3o), this system has somtimes
had detrimental effects on the technician concept and status, as stated in the 1RI
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la Iv and in another Italian artielie on the suhieet ;65.. "i he general move to rai,e
the status of the teHinieian through a milli itntio ,applcmcittary t oilihig prograffiffic:,
,,i.prudei; to formal
during the course of his wuridlig carcity, a1),1 t;u.
technical education with its I'esultant easier transiti011 irom one level to another, hring
with them, as already indicated above, the danger that technirian traiMng will he
considered merely preliminary to higher education and not a trailing; in its own right
(353).

The technician has his own functions and place in the occupational structure.
second-class engineer. Implicitly,
I ' WUst IA' neither a superior skilled worker nor a
the current studies to determine the desirable
this is universally revognised
ratio of technician staff to graduate engineers, for instance. In Poland, ill Czechoslovakia and Eastern Ciermany (36(), as in the USSR (339) and ill thc countries Of

\Vestern Europe, Asia, Africa and tint 'Western hemisphere generally, research is bt.ing
carried out to develop methods of assessing the 'COnOM 's real needs in technical
staff, and those of individual firms and specific sectors. Only in Poland has the output
of the Vocational schools and technical colleges appeared to bv out of stcP: thcrc are
too many technicians ill relation to the output of skilled workers (3(7); elsewhere the
technician tends to be in short supply. Consequently, as in the case of skilled worker
training, the measures taken and proposed tend to fo4low pantlleI, short-term and
long-term lines.
This chapter has comcentrated on the long-term aspects of technician training.

Short-term measures can only be looked on as temporary and likely in the end to
undermine the position of this large and important sector of the occupational hierarchy.
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Vocational teachers and instructors
If one were to attempt a composite portrait of a vocational teacher or instructor
it would probably depict SOIlle011y ill lived (4. 11111110r training to upgrade OF update
his skins, someorn. who has considerable uncertainty about his role and status and
someone who is in extremely short supply. Ile is also the kingpin in the whole vocational

training and technical education structure. It is a temptation to let this simplified
pictun. represent the essential trends that emerge for vocational teaclwrs and instructors
in the abstracts.

Perhaps the most striking eh'inent ii the over-an picture is the considerable amount
of discussion then. has been regarding the role and status of tin' vocational teacher,
both within the educational and training systems and in society as a whole. Role and
status are, in fact, among the most :requently rectuTing themes. Orw of the earliest
abstracts in volume I contains what is virtually a plea to the countries of Western
and particularly of instructors,
Europe to improve the qualifications of all teaching

and to avoid short-term measures likely in ;lie long-run to be detrimental to the
profession (.168). In the 6th volume the discussion reaches a peak with the Recommendation concerning the status of teachers adopted by I'NESCO's Special Intergovernmental Conference On the Status Of Teachers, held in September-October
1966 (369).

Role and status concepts
the
Two basic distinctions have arisen in lilt' role concepts of the vocational teiwher

result of organisational differences in the national systems of vocational training. In
countries which have traditionally emphasised the educational values of vocational
training it has been customary to assimilate the vocational teacher to his counterpart
in general secondary education. In systems stressing the trade and employment aspects
of training, on the other hand, the vocational teacher must necessarily have a much
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stronger link with the employing sector of the su:iject he is to teach tond ;1.. more prartical
bias to his training: he is likely to have been a skilkd worker first and to 'nave iiecome
a teacher subsequently.
Differencvs are also often niade, within the vocational educwipm :,-etor, between,
teachers of theory and teachers of tra(lo subjects Or wot.kshop practice, as hi the case
of the memorandmn on vocatiomd teacher trainin:., prepared by the Swiss Vocational
Schools Association (37o). In addition to confirming this division of the teaching

corps into two groups, the Association emphatically opposed any move towards
introducing the "all-round" vocational teacher concept found in many countries.
A parallel might be drawn between this attitude and the long-standing discussion
about the effectiveness of the class teacher (as compared to the subject teacher; in
vocational sch)ols in the Federal Republic of Germany, or (in a narrower field) the

incompatibility felt to exist in th( USSR (37 1, 372) between specialised tettehing-- held
to be distinctly preferable to class teaching and the existence of large numbers of
small rural schools scattered Over wide areas.
Two factors, however, are likely so to influence and clarify the whole role and status
discussion that the problem will diminish in importance, or lwrhaps disappear altogether: the apparent trend towards spet.ialised teacher training colleges and t he equally
general trend towards organising ti systematic upgrading Of the skills and kno)wledge
of vocational teachers and instnictors. To these factors might perhaps be added a
new concept of the teacher's role which, if accypted and applied, may have far-reaching
effects. It suggests that basically a teacher can only engage ill two) types of activity:
he can manage learning resources or he can operate as a resource himself. .Admitting
that the time available to teachers, and their individual aptitudes and abilities, must
always be limited, then obviously they should concentrate, in so far as possibk, on
the organisational role and become managers of resources for learning. Developing
such a system would imply rethinking and redesigning the whole learning process,
and with it the role, qualifications and training the teacher. It is not. difficult to see
whore this type of reorganisation might lead. Not only would the form and content
of teaching and the teacher's function in the I..at-tting process he changed, but it would
ies, intensify the use
encourage the use of teacher auxiliaries for the more routine
of teaching aids such as etifresponth.nce courses, TV, teaching mac:lines, progranumd
texts and tape-recorded instruction, allow the use in more informal teaching methods,
permit students to progress it their own individual rates of leirning, and even change
the architectural basis of the sd tool froull a teaching to a learning tiesign (373).
Whatever the precise definition given to his work and role, the general function
attributed to the vocational teacher is the same: he is expected to prepare his trainees
for active participation in the economic life of the community and ill the society in
which he lives and works. Key points in the role and status discussion therefore tend
to be the recruitment basis to the profession, the amounts of practical training and
work experience required, the level of academic preparation considen.d desirable, and
where and when the training should be given.
Recruitment basis
Most countries make distinctions between th' levels of training an(l experience
required of teachers going into different types of vocational education and training
--secondary or post-secondary, for instance, or adult education-- and into teaching
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different types of subjects Re;:.!.ulations issued in I.lixemboing. in It-461 recinire a mast er-

craftsman certificate of candillates for it V(Wit _1()Iial ili ructor post but a secondary
school certificate and at least six terms at university for a vocational teacher (37.0.
A similar system was instituted by ordinance in Polatul in 1962 (375). In Canada three
levels of technical/vocational teacher training are connnonly practisedfor secondary
technical, institute of technology, and adult vocational education programmes respectively-- -and the recruitnwnt basis is differen1 for each (37(). Similar distinctions exist
in Italy and are likely to be retained in the country's new educational structure (377,
378), and have been introduced in the train:dig organised by t he recently established

Higher Training Institute for Technical Teadiers in Argentina (379). The status,
duties and title of vocational school instructors (Lehrwerkmeister) are not clearly

defined in the Federal Republic of Germany. A study anumg instructors in vocational
scl'ools in Hessen in 1964 revealed they had live main functions, applied in different

combinations, as well as many suosidiary responsibilities; but all had had mastercraftsman training as their basic qualification whereas, for the vocational teacher, full
secondary scho l education is the normal recruitment basis (38o).
University training
One Outcome of the scrutiny being given to vocational teacher training systems
all over the world, and the endeavours being made to raise the status of the vocational
teacher, is the growing support for giving at least part, if not all of the vocational
teacher's tntining in universities or assimilated institutions. In the Federal Republic

of Germany this is nothing new. It has always been felt essential for vocational teacher
training to be carried on in the atmosphere of a university: the vocational teacher
needs to be able to benefit from the constant evolution of ideas within the w1 toh. range

of university activities (381). It is considered that three years of university-level

training is an absolute minimum, with four years being desirable in certain eases (382).
At a conference in Hamburg in 1961., representatives of vocational teacher training
colleges went further, they reconunenthd prolongation of all vocational teacher training
programmes and expansion of their scope to include studies of both the economic and
the teclmical concepts of the subject of specialisation, as well as the ba:41c mathematics
and sciences, technology, design and production techniques applicable in this field, and
an introduction to subjects such as industrial hygiene, work organisation, general
and business economics, psychology amid sociology (383).
Parallel in substance to the recomnulalations forinulated by the Swiss Vocational
Schools Association already referred to (370). the proposals of the I lainhurg conference
were taken up subsequently by the German Association for Industrial Training in
requesting the state Ministers of Education to adopt basic regulations governing the
organisation of vocational teacher training for the wia)le of the country (38.1). In line
with thes- recommendations, the University of flanii-mrg decided, four years later
(1965), to reorganise its vocational teacher training system and to prolong the academic
part of the training by the simple expedient of postponing the compulsory teaching
practice to the probation period performed after completion of the academic progranmw (385).
The principle of university training is to be foutal in the Luxemb(mrg regulations
already referred to above, and in the various proposals to the effect that colleges for

training vocational teachers not only should be of university level but sia,d also 1)e
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autonomous institutions (37o, 378, 379, 383). It WaS ids() recommended, in July 1960,
by the Council of Nlinisters of Eastern Germany, where the Institut( for Training
Vocational School Teachers (Leipzig) has established special correspondence courses
to bring the educational qualifications of suitable candidates up to the required university leel (386, 387), a measurr strongly reminiscent of tlw -Zweiter Bildungsweg"
measures instituted in the Federal Republic of Germany hi the 1950s.
Even in countries where university training has not previously been customary for
vocational teachers, there is increasing support for closer links between higlwr education
and vocational teacher training. In the USA, for instance, a study was carried out in
1966 in the State of Iowa to ascertain how many vocational teacher training institutions
grant college or university credits for trade experience, and suggested formal procedures
for the equitable allocation of such credits (388). At much the same time a committee
set up in Kentucky to draft a new plan for ensuring an adequate supply of professionally
trained and competent trade and industrial teachers, recomnwnded the institution of
associate bachelor degree programmes at universities, with the objectives of preparing
persons with limited trade comwtence for enterMg the teaching corps, of upgrading
the academic and technical qualifications of vocational teachers already in employment
and of training persons entirely new to the teaching profession (389).

Further training and education
the first six volunws of the abstracts is the
Another recurring theme throughout
need for vocational and technical education systems to provide adequate facilities for
the further training of their teaching staff throughout the course of their career. Like
the skilled worker, the supervisor and the technician, the vocational teacher needs
opportunities for retraining and updating, as much to learn the new developments
in his own speciality as to become more proficient in teaching techniques. He needs
to be taught how to use the new teaching aids being placed at his disposal (39o). He
needs to be helped to introduce more realism into his instruction as, for instance, in
the pilot programme in the USA (390 intended to keep vocational and technical
teachers in touch with developments in industry.
Much that has been said on further training and education in previous chapters,
has a bearing on the further training of teachers and instructors. On the whole, however,
comparatively few abstracts have specially singled out this aspect of the vocational
teacher/instructor problem. A general discussion on it in the Federal Republic of
Germany is to be found in one abstract (392), and an interesting scheme for updating
vocational teachers in forestry in Sweden an hidustry which has seen imnwnse
technical changes over the past few years -by giving them one week's further training
every year, has also been noted (393). Some of the implications of the problem are
to be found in abstracts from the USA on methods used for training teachers of automation principles and techniques, another very fast changing field of instruction, and
Poland,
on ways of lighting "teacher obsolescence" in business education (94, 395). In
part-time courses for upgrading teachers already in employment were started a few
years ago with some success at a teaching methods centre (396), while further training
for teachers at plant schools is organised largely through correspondence courses (397).
Organisational problems
The questions where vocational teachers should be trained, what they should be
taught and how their training should be organised, have given rise to considerable
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discussion reflected in the abstracts thrmghout the period under review. The answers
proposed have been influenced jointly and independently, by a number of factors:
the new or better-defined functions devolving upon them, sometimes as a result of
the basic reforms of the educational system being introduced ill many countries: the
milieu from which the teachers have been recruited; the pressures exerted by the
current and universal shortages of teaching staff of all categories and levels, and the
equally universal demand for more and for better training facilities of all types; the
general reforms Of the educational structure undertaken by a numlwr of countries
during the 196os. Organisationally, these elements have resulted in the development of
parallel long-term and short-term nwasures which are often contradictory.
Educational reform altomatically implies reform or reorganisation of teacher
training. Successively the abstracts have shown the implications of the changes in
the educational structure in Poland (398), France (399), Italy (378), Sweden (400),
the Federal Republic of Germany (4oI) and in a number of other countries. The impact
of educational reform has, of course, been equally strong in the developing countries which in many respects constitute the largest and most active experimental area
in the field of education and training.
Supply and demand

The most carefully laid plans for improving the quality of the teaching staff, and
the most comprehensive organisational structures for vocational teacher training,

are likely to be nullified or at least seriously hampered by the present worldwide
shortage of technical and vocational teaching staff. As an outgrowth of increased

demand for trained craftsmen and technicians and of the nmre systematic projections
for determining future requirements, there is a general awareness of the need for more
and for better qualified vocational teachers and instructors and of the inability of
existing teacher training facilities to cope with the demand. Moreover, for some time
to come, the shortage not only is unlikely to diminish but will even build in magnitude.
The abstracts are full of references to this universal and crippling shortage situation,
which is as critical in the developing countries as in the countries which have already
attained high levels of industrial development and mass education. Successive reports
on the evolution of the social situation of the European Economic Comnmnity have
referred to the shortage situation (34, 4o2). A report of the Secretary-General of the
United Nations Conference on the Application of Science and Technology for the
Benefit of the Less Developed Areas ((eneva, 1962) unequivocally gave instructor
training first priority because of its "multiplier" effect, although noting that economie,
development will be best served by raising the skill levels of persons already in employment (403). This same multiplier effect underlies much of the emphasis on teacher
training in many bilateral and "milli-lateral tedinical co-operation programmes, such
as the activities of the US Peace Corps (404) and of the ILO's International Centre
for Advanced Technical and Vocational Training, established at Turin with the cooperation of the Italian government in 1963 (405). In the latter case a basic principle
for selecting candidates for fellowships at the Centre is that they shall be of sufficiently
high calibre to be able, on their return home, to "serve as teachers and instructors
or else hold positions of responsibility enabling them to pass on their newly acquired
skills and knowledge to others".
Unfortunately, as pointed out in an abstract of a recent OECD study on the conditions necessary for successful technical assistance to developing countries, present
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efforts fill a gap but are not enough: "There are about 38,oco teachers pnwided through
bilateral technical assistance schemes of OECD countries: 2O,Ooo in primary schools
but only 3,000 in technical and vocational training, where the needs are most pressing"
(406). The same situation is described in an abstract on technical assistance arrange-

m nts between France and the French-speaking countries of Africa: "The total
number of teachers supplied by France to the African countries nearly doubled
between 196o and 1966, while the total number of technical assistance personnel remain-

ed fairly stable... true progress will only be accomplished in technical and vocational

training when the Africans themselves are able to provide the nucleus teaching
force leaving technical assistance to strictly defined areas or to advisory functions"
(407). The problem becomes a vicious circle: countries already short of teaching staff
become even shorter through helping others to make up their own teacher deficits.
Some solutions to the shortage problem

In the light of the above there is obviously going to be a common move to expand
all existing teacher training facilities, to create new ones and, at the same time, to
introduce short-term measures to meet immediate acute shortages in particular fields
or at specific levels. Examples taken from the abstracts tell of the establishment of
new teacher training centres in Yugoslavia to meet shortages of vocational teachers for
vital fields such as the construction industry, mining and commerce (408); provisions
in Uganda's second 5-year Plan to expand teacher training facilities (135) since "secondary education is extraordinarily dependent on expatriate teachers"; acute shortages
of teachers for business and clerical training in Australia (409) and the Federal Republic
of Germany (410).
In the latter country, alarmed by the prospect of some 9,000 unfilled teachers'

posts in the vocational schools and colleges of Nordrhein Westfalen (Northrhine
Westphalia), the German Federation of Trade Unions has proposed a scheme for
assisting technicians to become vocational teachers through a process of planned
teaching practice, part-time university-level study, a probation period (one year)
and a pub!ic examination based on the state examinations in the regular teachertraining programme. The training would take, in all, some 4 to 5 years to complete (411).

In Eastern Germany a government Order issued towards the end of 1966again
somewhat reminiscent of the "Zweiter Bildungsweg" provides for skilled craftsmen
in mechanical and electrical engineering, the building trades, agriculture, the chemical

industries and the wholesale consumer goods distribution sector, to be given an
opportunity to become qualified as vocational teachers in charge of practical courses
by completing a programme of three years of full-time study (412).
In Sweden the government's policy for providing extensive retraining facilities
for adults has resulted in increasing the number of such courses from ho in the mid1950s to some L000 in 1967, and in an inevitable shortage of teaching staff to man
them. Emergency measures were introduced in 1966: a scheme whereby vocational
teachers already in employment are released "in stages" for a few weeks at a time for
theoretical training, and then return to their jobs and continue their training through
practice and private study (413). Other measures recommended in Sweden by a special
working party appointed by the government to consider the teacher situation in
secondary technical schools (training higher technicians) include: a greater use of
correspondence and other part-time courses for technical education, standard examination requirements, greater flexibility in recruitment of full-time and part-time teachers,
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better incentives for entering the teaching profession, and improved career prospects
(414). In many countries, immediate needs are being met by the use of part-time
instructors who, although not fully qualified, are given "emergency" pedagogical
training in crash programmes. There is some tendency to deplore
this practice (the
Australian article on commercial teacher training is entitled "Teacher training
moves
backward" !), but pressures are currently great enough to override such objections.

Training officers and instructors in industry
Most of this chapter has been concerned with teachers and instructors in formal,
school-based vocational training systems. In situations where vocational training
is given mainly within the undertaking, however, much the same problems
being
encountered and many of the same questions asked. The training officerorare
training
director, as he is called in some countriesis striving to get clarification of his role
and functions and a recognised place and status in the hierarchy of the undertaking;
he is in short supply just when there is accelerated need for his services.

The role problem

The abstracts on the United Kingdom present the best coverage of the training
officer situation over the past 5 to 6 years. A pilot study carried out by the British
Association for Commercial and Industrial Education (I3ACIE) in 1961 attempted
discover, on the basis of a random sample of some 8o "training conscious" firms into
given area (mainly industrial firms but including ro which were chiefly commerciala
or in the retail business), the functions and qualifications vwered by the title
"training
officer". The study was inconclusive. The title was felt to be no guide to the degree
of
responsibility exercised: in about 56 per cent of the cases studied, training was part
of the personnel function; in the remainder the training officer reported direct to
higher management (415). Eighteen months later one of the main criticisms of the
Government's White Paper on industrial training was its omission of any reference
to the need to build up an efficient corps of training personnel in industry

The
following year the Industrial Training Council, in a short study on the roles and(416).
functions
of different categories of such staff, distinguished four levelsthe training instructor,
the group training officer, the training development officer and the training officer
properand discussed their respective qualifications and training requirements.
Simplified, this structure was resolved into two levels: the training specialist,
likely
to be more of a co-ordinator and administrator than a teacher, and the training
officer-- The operational man (417, 418).
Drafting of a policy with respect to the functions and training of training officers
was subsequently one of the early tasks undertaken by the Central Training Council,
which in 1966 published a first report of its specialised Committee
on the Training of
Training Officers, and proposed an introductory course to give training
officers an
insight into the training function

and their individual role as they were likely to
develop with application of the Industrial Training Act which, at that time,
had
been in operation for a little under two years (419). It is interesting to note here that,
long before publication of the United Kingdom White Paper on industrial training
and the subsequent discussion on the training of training officers, the annual report
of the Treasury (1960-61) had already contained a comprehensive discussion
on the
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Treasury's experience and policy in this 1h1. Concentration of responsibility, broader
training programmes, inter-departmental co-Operation awl emphasis on management
skills were key points in the report (42o).
Parallel with this devekpment in tlw tjnited Kingdom, the abstracts have noted
similar inquiries into the Ole Of the training officer in Sweden (421), Australia, where
the Melbourne Division of the Australian Institute of Management set up a committee
some years ago to investigate tlw situation (422) and, more recently, in the USA where
in 1966 the American Society of Training Directors undertook a nation-wide study
of the functions assigned to training directors (or training officers) by its member
organisations (423). A somewhat similar study- but on a narrower basis, being limited
to the role, qualifications. status and functions of the training officer in governnwnt
services has been made in the Philippines (424).

A practical approach to the instructor training probkm has been noted in the
USSR where there is a tendency in the mechanical engineering industry to recruit

highly qualified foremen, charge-hands and skilled workers and to give them pedagogical
training in order to lit them for posts as instructors for training new employees (425).
This procedure may, however, be a solution in name only, as there is a parallel tendency
to give engineers who have had pedagogical training jobs as teaching methods specialists

in the plants' training departments, thereby effectively removing them from the
active training function for which they have been prepared (426).
The goal ahead

The plea for a permanent corps of specialised training officers reported in one of
the United Kingdom abstracts (416) emphasised the need to recruit the "right type
of person for the training officer function". It describes the training officer's job as
simply one way of ensuring optimum utilisation of available manpower and goes on
to say that "A large firm should therefore have a department which would take over
all manpower functions... and would service the production department with labour.
The work of the two departments would have to be very closely integrated." In such
a system, the training officer would be a member of a team in the former department
and, as such, would need to understand the duties of his other "manpower functions"
colleagues. Consequently, specialised training restricted to his own functions would
be too limited. It would be better to envisage establishing a "manpower functions
training institution" which would include training for the training officer but would
provide it within the framework of a much wider programme. This broader approach
to the training officer probleil is suggested as a long-term solution by no means incompatible with the short-term objective of specialised training, it is an approach which
would necessarily work towards a general raising of the training officer's-Aatus both
at his place of work and in society as a whole.
There would also seem to be a need for firms to take a new look at the training
arrangement made for their training instructors. Like the foreman and supervisor,
the instructor in industry needs to be helped to master the techniques of his instructing
function. Whether he exercises the latter on a full-time or a part-time basis, he will

need basic knowledge of the elements of psychology and pedagogics and a good grounding in teaching methods and communication skills. In many cases this training can be
given in conjunction with the training in instruction techniques given to supervisors,

to the mutual benefit of each.
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VI. Training methods and teaching aids

A scanning of the abstracts concerned with training methods and facilities, equip-

ment and teaching aklschiefly CIRF classifications 13 and 14could lead to
the conclusion that training methods are purely subject to fads and fancies. Programmed instruction and teaching machines, mentioned just three times in volume I
and each time with reference to the USAhave figured extensively in subsequent

volumes in abstracts covering a wide range of countries. The use of computers
in instruction, merely sketclwd as a possibility and a field for research in ro65 (volume
4), has been followed by abstracts of articles describing actual trials and experinwnts.

CAIComputer Assisted Instruction is coining into the language just as PI (Programmed Instruction) has gained recognition in training circles and as MI entered
the trainer's jargon before that.
There is a recognisable progression from the idea to the experiment, to the practical

implementation, to attempts to assess the effectiveness of the nwthod and then to
improve them. Those which prove of doubtful or limited value an encounterNl less
and less freqw.ntly in technical publications and consequently also in the abstracts.
The fads drop out of sight altogether.
This chapter, therefore, is largely one of experimentation and rewarch, guided - or
drivenby needs which have already been discussed in otlwr chapters. Some of tlwse
needs exert contrary pressures. The volume and complexity of material to lw taught
have increased: ways must be found to teach more in less time. Tlw universal and
chronic shortage of teachers of all levels and all types is aggravated by the growing
clamour for more and for better training: the instruction must reach more people, be
conveyed over greater distances and wider areas. The growing acceptance of the idea
tint training is a lifetime process means that instruction methods must be directed
not only towards young people who need to iw lwlped to adjust to the adult world of
work, but also to adults with many years of active work experience behind them.
With this latter requirement comes increased recognition that character development
plays an important role in training, that people need something in addition to mere

technical expertise, that vocational training must be concerned with the education
of the whole personality of the individual and must help him to adapt to changing
techniques and new situations.
Finally, there is the natural creative desire to experiment with new technologies, to
see whether and how they can be brought to the support of the hard-pressed vocational
teacher and instructor.

Rationalisation of training
One of the main ways in which trainers and educationists, government services
and employers alike attempt to gain time and yet cover the subject matter to be taught,
is to apply a process of rationalisation. This has meant taking a new and critical look
at established training objectives, criteria and syllabi, and at the methods being used
to convey the instruction. It has also meant, in many cases, an increased use of a job

analysis process, a systematic breaking down of the individual jobs into their component
parts to determine precisely what skills and knowledge are required for efficient job
performance, and how best to convey them to the individual trainee. In many sectors
it is felt that such an analysis is the only basis on which an appropriate training syllabus
can be drawn up (427). Two articles, one published in the USA and the other in Belgium,

carry this idea further, attributing responsibilities and competencies to the methods
office of the undertaking (428, 429) and sugg, sting that the analysis should not be
limited to the technical content of the job: there should also be a detailed analysis
of the actual movements entailed in its performance.
This approach is in effect an application to all training programmes and syllabi
of the well-established rationalisation principles underlying accelerated training or,
as it is also known, analytical training. Numerous examples of such an approach are

to be found in the abstracts: an Australian experiment to test the respective effectiveness

of the "progressive part" and "whole" methods of analytical training for teaching
women packers on short cycle, repetitive work (430); examples of analytical training
in an Australian textile mill (431) and in a radio valve assembly plant in the United
Kingdom (432); the elemental method (EMT) described in an American article (433);
the discussion of the development of the whole system of adult training in France under
the National Association for the Vocational Training of Adults (A liTA) and its predecessor, the ANIFRMO (National Association for the Rational Vocational Training
of Manpower) (434, 435), and the parallel movement in B ium (436); the spread of
the system into the institutional structures of other countries, for instance, Chile
(234) and Tunisia (233). As may be seen in several of these references, and in another
one drawn from the United Kingdom (432), the system is no longer considered limited
to the rapid training of adults, but is applied also to the training of new entrants to
the employment market where it has invariably achieved reductions in learning time
and incwases in productivity.
It is perhaps interesting to note in this connection a view expressed in an abstract
of an article on training continuous process operators in oil refining and cracking in
the USSR, which indicates a practical limitation on the use of analytical methods and
states that "this type of work is not apt for analytical study and breakdown; training
for it cannot be based on instruction merely in a series of consecutive tasks". It
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recommends exercises on special training apparatus capable of reproducing various
types of complex chemical reactions obliging the trainee to respond to successive
situations, and progressive drill in observation and interpretation of data received (437).

Testing for effectiveness
This more scientific approach to training has been leading many authorities, trade
associations, employers and vocational education and training specialists to re-examine
the objectives established for training programmes. Demands for evaluation of training
effectiveness, for the establishment of specific objectives and for training within rigid
time limits arc on the increase. There is also greater interest in and use of .1.esting to
measure training results, not just at the end of training but at specified intervals
throughout the training period in order to assess progress and draw conclusions for
modifications and improvements in the method or programme. Two abstracts in
particular could be referred to by way of example. In the Federal Republic of Germany
the practice of intermediate tests for apprentices has been gaining ground. Introduced
14 some 70 Chambers of Industry and Commerce (out of a possible 81), such tests are
recommended as a means of influencing the effectiveness of the training provided (438).
In the United Kingdom where, unlike the Federal Republic, final trade examinations
arc only rarely compulscry for apprentices, the coalmining industry has recommended
a system of practical tests at specified stages throughout the training. They would
"aim at establishing standards of skill.., and permit instructors to appraise the effectiveness of their teaching, showing up any training defects and permitting immediate
remedy, if necessary by modifying the syllabi"

Very often the objectives set take the form of specific goals in terms of both
productivity and quality. A few attempts have been noted to lay down formal work
norms for technical school trainees in the USSR, based on the standards set for adult
workers in the plant providing the production training (440, 441). Usually, however,
as in both these examples and in an abstracted article on the Ukrainian SSR (442),

the establishment and application of such training norms is still being done on a purely
experimental basis.

Programmed instruction
The tremendous rise in popularity in programmed instruction (PI), or programmed
learning as it is also called, can be considered another direct outcome of the rationalisation of training trend. Six years ago the references to programmed inst dion picked
up for abstracting tended to be novelty oriented ; there was also a consideraofe amount of
confusion between the method itself and one of its media, the teaching machine. There
was opposition from teaching staff, fearing a diminution of their role in education (443) ;
there was only guarded enthusiasm from some countries, in particular from the Federal

Republic of Germany, wh( re it was felt that educators were not attuned to the
"empirical attitudes" required by PI (444, 445). From both the USSR (446) and
Norway (447) came warnings against expecting too much of teaching machinesa
counterbalance to enthusiastic responses from elsewhere.
Purely descriptive abstracts on types of teaching machine and on how to use them
in the USA (448), on a teaching machine constructed by a technical college in the
USSR (449) and on the first PI programme in Berlin (450), have given way to details
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of
of nwre systematic experiments, analyws of basic principles and assessmentsand
effectiveness. Early doubts seemed to disappear, to be replaced by acceptance
application. Doubts
approval and by more realistic appraisal of possible fields of
about programmed instruction's ability to transmit general concepts have subsi&d:
the results of evaluation im)jects seem to indicate that programmed learning does
not stifle individual thought and that knowkdge acquired through PI is a permanent
acq nisi tion.

Nluch of the early experinwnting has been done in a school setting both general
and technical education schools -but industry and comnwrce soon grasped the potential
of PI for upgrading their staff and training them in specialised skills. The abstracts
have picked up, for instance, PI programmes developed in the USA for department
store employees and sales staff (452, 452), for insurance company claim approvers (453)
have been tried
and for teaching technical drawing (454). In the USSR programmes
teaching electroout for training techniciels (455) and lathe operators (456), for
technics in a technical college (457) and in 9th and loth-year production training
classes in mechanical engineering (458). A textile firm in Australia developed a course
of PI for training colour matchers in the elements of colour theory (459) ; the Italian
National Office for Occupational Safety (ENPI) has applied programming to safety
training in the erection of scaffolding in the building trades (460). Ingenuity of application is readily apparent as programmes are adapted to the training needs of people
normally difficult to reach, such as shift workers (461) and what one abstract terms
"residual" groups of societythe physically or culturally handicapped, the migrant,
the displaced workernot being adequately reached by existing educational institutions (462).
third stage on its
In many countries programmed instruction has now reached a
rather spectacular path to acceptance as an approved training method. Responsible
bodies have instituted research projects on its present and possible future uses. They
have evolved a whole new section of training terminology (463). They have attempted
methods
to determine the effectiveness of PI as compared to other, more conventional
of instruction (464, 465), to assess and compare the efficiency and uses of branching
machine (443), to test the
and linear programmes and of different types of teaching
relative effectiveness of teaching machines and other forms of programmed text (466,

467), to measure the impact of full, partial and integrated PI in teaching a given
subject or category of person (468). Most of the assessments stress the importance of
applying scientific principles in the preparation of programmes, of testing and retesting

them before releasing them for general distribution. There is also, as expressed in an
abstracted article from the United Kingdom (469), a feeling that programmed instrucprogrammes themselves
tion has "not yet achieved full effectiveness.., because the
classhave been based on the printed word. If PI is to become really effective in the
it
shOuld
room and generally applicable in reaching the majority of adults in industry,
.make use of not merely the written word but also the pictorial image and sound".
This was also one of the views expressed in the study sessions on PI organised in
Nigeria and Jordan in 1963 and in the recommendations of the UNESCO Working
Party on programmed instruction in developing countries (470).

From PI to CAI

From a long-range point of view the most interesting development is the combined
use of programmes, teaching machines and computers. Considering its vast potential,
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CAI computer assisted instruction --might perhaps best be described at this stage
as an incipient trend. Computers which can bring to the student complex simulations,
limitless information storage possibilities and an analysis of the student's learning
behaviour, enlarge instruction possibilities immeasurably. The scope awl effectiveness

of teaching machines can be expanded by computers, especially in the "Socratic
system", described in one abstract, which permits a controlled verbal or non-verbal
input to be assimilated and rendered in an unconstrained computer display using
natural language (471). It should be possible, in time, to build up a two-way dialogue
between teacher/computer and pupil, with the computer responding to natural language
input as well as to the coded "Socratic" language.
Considerable research is being done in the USA in the field of computer assisted
instruction, but the work is still only in its initial stages. As with programnwd instruction, much of it is being done in a school or colkge setting: student learning behaviour,

the impact of computer-oriented instruction on school curricula (some secondary
schools are already including introductory courses in cybernetics and probability
theory), problem-oriented computer languages (472). The applicability of CAI to
industrial training is also being explored, however, as shown in an abstract on IBM
research in this field (473). It is held in this text, based on a pilot study, that "(I) it
is r-ssible to integrate education into work ; (2) it is feasible to have education chase
industrial personnel rather than to have these personnel chase education". In the
study, service "engineers" were being trained on the job and could be called away
from the training equipment for doing emergency repairs. The memory and recall
abilities of the computer made such interruptions less troublesome than might have
been expected. Additional advantages in a rapidly changing industrial environment
are the computer's ability to rapidly update its training programme and to link individual students and study groups dispersed over wide areas, giving them the benefit of
standardised instruction, individualised guidance and a wealth of stored-up knowledge
on which to draw.

Tele-instruction
Less dramatic than the methods and media just discussed, training by correspondence is another of the methods resorted to in attempts to combat the shortage of
teachers and instructors and to meet the constantly growing demand for higher qualifications, updating and further education. Correspondence courses as such are no
innovation. They have always been a prominent means of instruction in countries
with remote or large, sparsely populated areas making the adequate provision and
the location of school facilities problems of doubtful economic return. They are available

in a wide range of technical and general education subjects, as well as in any number
of trade specialities.

What is new, however, is the more systematic approach being given to their
organisation and status in the e(lucation system. In the past, and with the exception
of certain countries, correspondence courses have been largely left to private initiative.
Some of the advantages and disadvantages of the system were discussed in a 500-page
comparative survey of correspondence study as practised in the Federal Republic
of Germany and in 12 other countries (474), and in surveys of its position and status
in Sweden (475) and in France (476). In the latter country, some 500,000 personsor
one per cent of the populationare studying by correspondence each year. As the
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correspondence course schools are not officially recognised, however, correspondence
institutions rarely issue their own certilicates but usually prepare their pupils for the
regular public examinations.
There is a conscious and general attempt to assess the effeetiveiwss of the method
and to raise its status in tlw educational system. The comparative survey just referred

to deplores the reluctance of the government of the Federal Republic of Germany
to give correspondence institutions official recognition (474); another abstract from
the Federal Republic recognises the growing importance of "tele-education" (i.e.
instruction from a central agency, given by correspondence, radio, etc.) in promoting
adult education and urges the education authorities to exercise some sort of supervision over it (477). In France, an important step in this direction was taken in 1959
with the incorporation of the French National Tele-Instruction Centre into the Education by Radio, Correspondence and Television Services of the National Pedagogical

Institute, and the creation (1963) of the National Council for Technical Education
by Correspondence (476).

In several instances, as in abstracts on France (478), the USSR (479, 480) and
Eastern Germany (481), education by correspondence is criticised for being too
impersonal, for being prone to high dropout rates and also, in the Federal Republic
of Germany, for making exaggerated use of publicity (474). Despite these drawbacks,
however, correspondence instruction is given preference over evening classes in Eastern
Germany, and all countries seem to agree that it will have an increasingly important

role to play in national educational systems and institutions. As indicated in the
Swedish survey, correspondence study will continue to fulfil its traditional purpose
of providing a means of further education; it permits greater individualisation of
instructionstudents can proceed according to their own abilities and interests and
at their own pace; it can help offset the chronic shortage of teachers and can give the
teachers themselves an opportunity to update and widen their knowledge; it could
be a means of bringing skills and greater occupational independence to the physically
handicapped or otherwise disadvantiged (475).
But correspondence training needs to be given a "new look". Greater attention
must be paid to the work of preparing and directing the courses, and to giving the

students adequate follow-up services, as is shown in abstracted articles from the
USSR (479, 480, 482), the Federal Republic of Germany (483) and the USA (484).
Drafting a correspondence course is work for specialists. Since studying by correspondence is a voluntary activity, says the American abstract, the course must-itself provide
the motivation or stimulus for doing the lessons and exercises. The latter should be
frequent but must avoid being either frustratingly difficult or irritatingly simple. Tests,
it goes on to say, are the chief channel of communication between student and teacher:
they must inform both about progress made.
It is the lack of personal contact which is the most severely criticised, however.
The remedy most frequently proposed, as shown in abstracts on Sweden (475), France

(478) and the United Kingdom (485), is to combine correspondence courses with

other teaching mediatelevision, radio, programmed instructionor to organise
sessions during which lessons are "heard" at the student's place of work.

Audio-visual techniques
A great deal has been written about the visual and audio-visual methods of training

and the teaching aids today available as support for the teacher and instructor. AP
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with programmed instruction, teaching machines and correspondence courses, exaggerated claims are sometimes laid to their door. Most of the references stress their
subordination to the teacher : audio-visual aids must remain what they are--devices
to assist the instructor, not replace him. They are part of the teacher's stock in trade
for achieving higher efficiency through increased realism in his instruction.
Obviously, much hope is placed on television as an educational medium of the
future. This is borne out by the number of abstracts describing the functioning and
uses of different types of instructional television programme in vocational schools,
technical colleges and industryin the United Kingdom (486, 487), Belgium (488),

the Federal Republic of Germany (489), France (490) and the USA (1.9x), and in training
agricultural workers in Eastern Germany (492) and in France 493), to wentitm a few.
A Belgian study (494), based in part on a UNESCO report published in 196i, indicates
five methods of utilising television in education:

"(1) fully televised instruction

the teacher supervises;
"(2) televised instruction + direct teaching or correspondence instruction
(formula currently in use in Belgium for school television);

"(3) direct teaching + supplementary televised instruction from time to
time;

"(k) television apparatus employed by the teacher as an audio-visual aid;
"(5) television used for training the teachers and improving teaching
methoth."
In this abstract and in others, a central theme is the impact of television on the classroom teacher (487, 489, 491) and its implications for teacher training. In Eastern

Germany the Vocational Training Institutc's Working Party on Television and
Adult Education asserted that, contrary to prevailing beliefs and fears, instructional
television has enhanced the teaching profession and gives teachers important new
tasks (495). It is clear that educational television is a valuable adjunct to teaching,
but its over-all role and importance are still being studied. Its full development as a
legitimate arm of education and training will be a question of time for testing and the
availability of the funds needed to make widespread adoption possible.
In developing countries, the prospects for its application are excellent and it may
in fact be one of the most effective ways of solving the problems of mass education
faced by most of the countries concerned. A survey carried out by the Oversea Visual
Aids Centre (OVAC) recommended extensive use of radio and television to reinforce
the printed word, but has warned against practical problems such ar effective transmission, supply and servicing, as well as, of course, cost (496).

Telescript
An interesting experiment reported from Canada describes the problems of technical
personnel in remote locations and points out that the applicability of their knowledge
decreases by 50% in five years unless they can keep up with developments in their
field. It goes on to describe a fascinating new aid to education: VERBthe Visual
Electronic Remote Blackboard. Basically it is a telescript and telephone system which
allows a teacher to have two-way communication with a number of remote areas both
visually (via the blackboard) and verbally. Telescript provides instantaneous transmission of hand-written messages or sketches over the regular telephone network.
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With VERB, the telescript unit at the receiving (.1id is equipped to project the message
or sketch on to a screen for group viewing. A second long-distance line is used for voice
comnmnication. The system permits linking several classrooms in the sanw building
or even in different cities. The teacher Call wceive immediately the students' questions
and observations, again by telephime; his own remarks are transmitted by loudspeaker so that all the classes can participate simultaneously in the discussion (497),
A somewhat similar system, but without the tele-saipt possibilitiesthe dial-access
system -is described in an abstract on current instructional media research in the
USA (498).

Films and tapes as instructing aids
Films and slides have come in for relatively little comment in the abstracts- their

"novelty period" was already over before publication of the abstracts started. An

example of films used in the USSR to test technical school students on their assimilation
of safety factors in a metalworking shop, or of railway signals (499), and an article
on a system using films to train key-punch operators in the USA (500) can be mentioned
as examples of new applications of techniques which have already gained acceptance.
Of more interest as new developments in audio-visual instructional media are items

on the overhead projector, on sound slides and on the use of tape recordings (both
audio-tapes and video-tapes) for industrial and commercial training and in programmed
instruction (453, 501-506).

Visual and audio-visual media and techniques have entered a new, assessment
phase, with an increasing number of studies and manuals on their uses and operation
being produced. Audio-visual methodology is being evolved. The study by the
Oversea Visual Aids Centre is a case in point, as are the OECD catalogue of technical
and scientific films (507), and a "Manual of visual presentation in education and training" published in the United Kingdom (5o8). No attempt has been made in the abstracts
to seek out and include such references systematically. The titles and examples which
have been noted can only be viewed as symptomatic of a general desire to assess the
uses and abuses of such media, to apply a benefit-cost approach before embarking
on wholesale distribution and application.

Realism for greater effectiveness
Much of the experimenting with these and other aids can be traced to a desire

to inject new realism into training to bring the workshop into the schoolroom. There
is a growing range of complex training apparatus and a more frequent recourse to
simulation techniques for initiating the worker into production or goods handling
processes which are difficult to isolate or interrupt for training purposes. Mock-ups,
cut-away and other three-dimensional models are sometimes the answer-- for demonstrating different types of driving gear (509, 510), for bringing the foundry into the
school laboratory (9x), or to prepare unskilled steel workers for handling the heavy
equipment used in the production departments and ancillary services of a steel mill (512).
Simulation techniques are proving pailicularly effective in training programmes
in the chemical industries and oil refining (513), both continuous production industries
presenting special training problems. In some cases simulation techniques are carried
over into business and commerce. Role-playing in "fictitious firms" has been wellknown for some time as a training technique in the Federal Republic of Germany (514),
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as was described in an article in an earlier issue of 'graining for Progress" (Vol. 2, No. 4,
1962). The idea Imis recently been adopted by a major bank chain in the United Kingdom

which has established a model bank as a training centre where the "trainees" can see
and perform in turn all types of banking transaction (515).
There seems to be a concerted effort towards greater use of project work and other
active methods to stimulate the learning power of the trainees, whether adolescents
or adults. It is part of the experimental approach to the whole field of training methods,
the attempts to iind the answers to certain basic questions.
When and how, for instance, should the new recruit be exposed to the conditions
and pressures of production? The production training orgaMsed for young technical
school trainees and pupils in the senior years of common basic school in the USSR
(458, 516-518) and in Eastern Germany (519) is only one of the methods reported and
discussed in the abstracts. The plant and workshop visits discussed in Chapter III
represent another. Should the young miner in the United Kingdom go all through the
slow process of training on traditional tools and equipment, which in all likelihood
he will hardly ever use, in order to acquire a "pit sense", or can he be trained at once
for work on a mechanised coal face (520)? Concern with this same problem is to be
seen in an abstract on special techniques used in a mining school in Upper Silesia
(Poland) to give students and apprentice miners a true picture of the working of a
mine before ever they go underground (521). How can experimentation and pilot
project development be worked into vocational/agricultural training (522)? How can
business take account of the psychological aspects of training, such as motivation and
attitudes towards learning (523)? How can lessons in handling computers and other
complex and expensive business machines be given realism and purpose without
incurring an interruption of the operational schedule (524, 525)? When, where and how
should trainees be taught the principles and techniques of continuous repair in chemical
plants (526), or machine maintenance in the metal and mechanical trades (527)?

1

Adult education and training
These are questions which are vital to all levels and types of training. The answers
are likely to be different according to local situations and immediate training objectives.
On the whole, the actual techniques differ little. The adult worker being retraMed for
a new type of employment is likely to derive just as much or even more benefit from

the use of more active teaching methods as is the adolescent being trained for his
first job. Adult education nevertlieless (c)es deserve special mention, especially in
relation to the problems encountered in training older workers and the methods used
for solving them.
The social and economic aspects of the problem of retraining the older worker have
already been discussed. Translated into practical action they become dominated by
psychological and physiological considerations. Personnel officers and training specialists

.4

tend to agree, as stated in an abstract on the United Kingdom (528), that the older
worker undergoing training is handicapped by four main psychological problems:
"difficulty in maintaining pace of work ;
"deterioration of short-term memory;
"disinclination to reverse decisions;
"fear of failure and consequent humiliation."
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The same article conchided that these difficulties could be overcome by arranging long,
uninterrupted periods of learning, allowing the trainee to set his own learning pace,
providing written instructions and notes to which he can refer, encouraging him to
take notes, using active rather than passive teaching methods, introducing an element
of self-testing to stimulate the assimilation of new knowledge. To these methods principles an abstract from the USA adds the need to avoid having the older trainee isolated
in a group of younger ones and to reassure him that retraining is a means of retaining
or regaininghis status (529). A Canadian abstract points out that the older trainee
is likely to experience difficulty if put on a course which has been geared specifically

to younger people with recent classroom experience (530). The training should, in
addition, make as much use as possible of his previous experience. From all three
countries, as well as others, the abstracts have drawn excellent examples of training

programmes organised for the older worker. The cliché about not being able to teach old
dogs new tricks seems to have been abandoned, but the educationists pay due respect
to the problem of unlearning old responses, which still remains. A parallel might be
drawn here between this requirement and the experimental supervisory training programme in Canada, mentioned in Chapter IV, which used behaviouristic methods for
"unfreezing" attitudes to increase receptivity, introducing new attitudes in short intensive courses and "refreezing" and reinforcing them through practical apFlication (308).

Methods research
The demand for evaluation of training frequently becomes translated into attempts
to compare the relative effectiveness of different methods of training and training media.
The Swedish Institute for Research on Work Study Techniques (ASTI), for instance,
carried out a 12-month research project during 1960-1961 to assess the effect on learning
speed of four different methods used to instruct qualified workers to carry out new,
repetitive operations: brief oral instruction, written instruction with sketch and key
points, detailed oral instruction with follow-up supervision, and taperecorded instruction (531). The Stanford Research Institute (California, USA) carried out a somewhat
similar project to test the effectiveness of three types of instruction for training journeymen electricians: auto-instruction with a branching type of electrically operated
teaching machine with built-in weekly review tests; auto-instruction accompanied by
live discussion with an experienced instructor (to replace the review tests) ; conventional
classroom instruction (532). There are also all the research and evaluation projects on
programmed instruction, already discussed above, as well as the trials with combinations of different methods and training nwdia.
In France, on a slightly different plane, an attempt Was made in 1965 to assess the
effectiveness of the training for building trades workers in public technical secondary
schools providing full-time instruction, in full-time courses at public vocational schools,
in other full-time schools and in trade apprenticeships with part-tinw related instruction, by comparing the number of passes achieved by each group in the relevant CAP
trade certificate and final apprenticeship (EFAA) examinations. The apprenticeship
group was divided into two sub-groups: those who had followed the traditional type
of related instruction and those who had taken correspondence courses. The results,
on the face of it overwhelmingly in favour of the full-time training in schools, perhaps
reflect more the imbalance between the general education and trade training given the

apprenticesand the weight given to academic subjects in the teststhan the differences in the actual skill levels attained by the candidates (533).
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Methods research is in fact gaining in importance all along the linean outgrowth of the pressures which have given rise to the drive for rationalisation, realism
and greater effectiveness in training. This spirit of experimentation and research has
been seen throughout this chapter. It can also be seen in the resolution adopted by the

colloquium on questions raised by modern teaching methods and programmed instruction, organised in June-july 1963 by the European Educational Centre and the Italian
National UNESCO Committee in co-operation with the Bureau of Research and Planning of the Italian Ministry of Public Education (534). It is evident in the work of the
Warsaw Pedagogical Institute on the testing of the effectiveness of didactic methods
in vocational/technical instruction in technical secondary schools and colleges (535),
and in the Belgian government's decision (September 1963) to set up and give official
status to the International Association for Encouraging the Use of Modern Teaching
Techniques (536).

Special methodology problems in the developing countries
There is also, in many countries, a conscious effort to assess the effectiveness of
methods and media for conveying skills and knowledge to the millions of persons
clamouring for education and training in the less economically and educationally
advanced regions of the world. The problems inherent in introducing any of the

methods discussed above are complicated in these couatries by the additional problems
of massive rates of illiteracy, or near illiteracy, the absence of a "technical background"
and consequently the need to teach concepts which in other countries and regions are

absorbed naturally from mere contact with machines, electricity, etc. And to these
should be added the problem of cost : many of the methods and media which would
be most suitable are those which are both too highly technical and too expensive for
their general application to be feasible (496).
A not inconsiderable problem, too, is the question of the language of instruction.
As pointed out in one abstract: "the technical and scientific vocabularies of the vernacular language (of Africa) are not yet sufficiently developed for use in giving technical

and scientific instruction. Moreover, the majority of African countries still require a
large number of foreign teachers and these cannot work in the vernacular. For the time
being, it will therefore be necessary to provide such instruction in the European lan-

guage best known in the country". The text goes on to deplore a situation which

3

virtually requires all instruction to be given in a foreign language. At the end of primary
school the children have not learnt the language well enough to grasp what is being
taught, nor have they acquired a sufficiently high standard in the other subjects. All
instruction, it is felt, should initially be in the vernacular, which should continue to be
used throughout primary school. Once the pupils start to learn the foreign language,
the vernacular should continue to be used for purposes of explanation and clarification.
Instruction in primary schools preparing their pupils for iininediate entry into working
life (in rural areas, for example) should use the vernacular exclusively (537). But this
raises yct another problem: the scarcity or sometimes even complete lack of textbooks
and other instructional material written in that language.
Another abstract, discussing the language barrier problem in India and in southeast Asia generally, affirms that it is more particularly the lower grades of technical/
industrial worker which have most to gain from a sustained effort to prepare and use
widely textbooks written in the local language: at the higher levels of training the
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problem of teaching foreign languages remains. It goes on to suggest a need for
research into the effects of communication failuresfor lack of language competence
on factory output, since "a close examination of language factors in communication
within industrial undertakings in Asia would undoubtedly reveal that failures in this
area are costing large sums of money. Definition of areas of difficulty would allow
countermeasures to be taken" (538).

A study on providing vocational training for illiteratcb and semi-illiterates in

French-speaking Africa (539) points out other basic problems: the difficulty encountered

by such people in transferring the image in a picture or drawing to the object it

represents, and their general lack of comprehension of the concepts of time and measure-

ment, and consequently their inability to grasp the idea of productivity. A method
of combining literacy programmes with vocational training, successfully practised
in training miners in Morocco and petroleum industry workers in Algeria, has been
derived from the application of three principles:
the need for a close link between the instruction and the environment of the trainee;
the need to associate the acquisition of language '0:ills and the interpretation of
drawings and pictures with instruction in general aid technical education subjects;
the desirability of having the instruction given by teachers and instructors drawn
from the same background as the trainees but having a level of education only
slightly higher than their own.
Butas already emphasised in the editorial at the beginning of this issuemethods
research specifically directed towards solving the many problems encountered in
attempts to raise the level of technical knowledge and understanding of the largely
illiterate masses of the developing countries is an area which on the whole is still relatively unexplored.
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The ILO systematically collects information on new developments in
law and practice in vocational training from 118 Member states. It
undertakes research on trends in training requirements and practices
in all fields of economic activity and at all levels of work.

I and Research

The International Labour Conference has established internatione--"

Standardsetting

standards concerning the organisation and methods of vocational tr.PI:iing
in general (Recommendation No. 117), training in agriculture:7.4o. 101,
and for sea service (No. 77), the vocational rehabilitation of. ine disabled
(No. 99), and the vocational training of fishermen (No .116).

room,.

More than 250 ILO experts are at present rZiIng technical assistance
in some 50 countries to help governmenr...;: workers and employers in
their efforts to raise the skill levels.,,,A the population and, through
training, contribute to national esr.iomic development.

Technical
Co-operation
1
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Using this documentat!..d'and experience, the ILO provides a training
information service. :nrough the CIRF research reports and periodical
publications:
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